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Scope and content of collection
Contains selected records of the Unitarian Service Committee and Universalist Service Committee relating to relief efforts and assistance to Jewish and non-Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi persecution before, during and after World War II in a number of countries throughout the world, including France, Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, England, Switzerland, and Portugal. The collection includes mainly correspondence, reports, case files, photographs, scrapbooks and memorabilia, posters, and clippings related to the humanitarian work of the Unitarian and Universalist Service Committees, also includes poems, writings and drawings by refugees, including some drawings by children, ca. 1940. Includes correspondence of Robert Dexter, executive director, 1941-1944; Charles Joy, executive director, 1944-1946; and Raymond Bragg, executive director, 1947-1952; Edward A. Cahill, associate director, 1944-1947; Howard L. Brooks, associate director, 1943-1953; and other people associated with the Service Committee, such as Martha and Waitstill Sharp, Noel Field, Seth Gano, Helen Fogg, and Elisabeth Dexter, and others; correspondence of various organizations that were active in assisting people displaced by World War II, such as the American Christian Committee for Refugees, the American Friends Service Committee, the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, the Refugee Relief Trustees, the
Congregational Christian Service Committee, and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee; correspondence with people who were attempting to get their relatives and friends out of Europe; reports on the work of the Unitarian Service Committee in countries such as France, England, Switzerland, and Portugal, and reports on the work of the Unitarian Home Service Committee in the United States. Includes photographs documenting humanitarian work in many European countries, photographs of some of the children rescued by Martha Sharp; the Diamant sisters, 1942; Mercedes Brown, 1940; and the Theis sisters, 1940, and photographs documenting medical missions in Europe, Israel and Iran, as well as some photographs of key USC members.

Main topics include relief work in Czechoslovakia, an early efforts on behalf of several agencies to aid the victims of war-torn Europe; case files on individuals the Service Committee tried to assist, including children and several well-known artists and writers; assistance to displaced persons from World War II; medical projects in European countries and Israel; International Refugee Organization projects, International Youth Projects, activities of the new York office of the UUSC for the refugee project; collaborations with the United Nations service efforts; fund-raising programs; youth volunteer projects; and information about Helen Fogg, who was a leading figure in the Service Committee's activities during and after World War II; work of the Committee in children's homes and work camps in Europe after World War II; and assistance to people in finding shelter and employment in the United States.
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- RG-67.007M, American Friends Service Committee records relating to humanitarian work in France.

Processing history: Processed by Aleksandra Borecka, 2011.

**Historical note**
The Unitarian Service Committee was formed as a standing committee of the American Unitarian Association in May 1940. Its purpose was to be a committee to investigate opportunities both in America and abroad for humanitarian service. In mid 1945, the Universalist Service Committee was formed. The Unitarian Service Committee (USC) separated from the American Unitarian Association (AUA), and USC Canada became a separate entity in December 1948. In 1961, the American Unitarian Association (AUA) united with the Universalist Church of America to establish the Unitarian Universalist Association. The official establishment of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee (UUSC) occurred in 1963, when the Unitarian Service Committee and the Universalist Service Committee merged into one. During and after World War II, The Unitarian Service Committee aided hundreds of displaced persons in occupied countries, allowing many of them to find passage to the United States. The present-day Unitarian Universalist Service Committee continues to endeavor to advance human rights and social justice throughout the world.

**System of arrangement**

Indexing terms
Dexter, Robert.
Dexter, Elisabeth.
Joy, Charles.
Sharp, Waitstill.
Sharp, Martha.
Field, Noel.
Gano, Seth.
Fogg, Helen.
Bragg, Raymond.
Unitarian Service Committee.
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee.
American Christian Committee for Refugees.
American Friends Service Committee.
Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee.
Refugee Relief Trustees.
Congregational Christian Service Com
Case files.

CONTAINER LIST

Note: The number after the slash in each entry in the following list indicates the original box number, and the number in parentheses is the original folder number (it refers to the original Archives, Harvard Divinity School). This collection has been digitized for a collaborative project with the
U.S. Holocaust Museum and the Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine (CDJC), France, and contains only selected records from the Harvard Divinity School Archives.

**Series 1**

**bMS 347, Selected Records of Joy, Charles Rhind. Papers, 1941-1955.**

**Summary:** Contains mainly correspondence, field reports, articles, newspaper clippings, memorandums, case histories on European refugees, the American Remittances to Europe (CARE) photographs on relief work in Germany, France, Greece, Italy and Czechoslovakia. Records relate mainly to relief activities of Charles Rhind Joy, Noel Field, Robert Dexter, Herta Tempi, Martha Sharp and others in Europe, as well as to cooperative activities with the CARE and the Save the Children Federation.

**Extent:** 3,081 digital images (JPEG); 2,46 GB.

**Inventory:**

- bMS 347/47 (1) Correspondence with Coward-McCann, 1959.
- bMS 347/47 (2) Correspondence with Coward-McCann, 1960-1963.

**Save the Children Federation, 1947-1950**

- bMS 347/47 (22) SCF: documents and letters, October-December 1948.
- bMS 347/48 (1) SCF: documents and letters, July-November 1949.
- bMS 347/48 (3) SCF: writings by Dr. Joy.
- bMS 347/48 (4) SCF: miscellaneous.
- bMS 347/48 (5) SCF: miscellaneous.

**Cooperative for American Remittances to Europe (CARE), 1951-1955**

Note: See boxes 52-54 for photographs concerning CARE

- bMS 347/48 (6) CARE: letters, 1951.
- bMS 347/48 (9) CARE: letters, 1954.
- bMS 347/48 (11) Two letters relating to Joy and CARE, 1956-1957.
- bMS 347/48 (12) CARE: "Fact Sheets on Africa" prepared by Joy.
- bMS 347/48 (13) CARE: documents, 1951.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/48 (14)</td>
<td>CARE: documents, 1952.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/48 (15)</td>
<td>CARE: documents, 1953.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/48 (17)</td>
<td>CARE: writings and documents, n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unitarian Service Committee**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (1)</td>
<td>Field, Noel. Excerpts from Field's September [1941] reports of the work of France.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (2)</td>
<td>Article from German newspaper &quot;Volkischer Beobachter&quot; (October 4, 1941) about Joy and the Unitarian Service Committee. Also an English translation and Joy's reply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (3)</td>
<td>Comments and recommendations by Joy regarding the French Program, USC, January 6, 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (4)</td>
<td>Field, Noel, USC report on work in France, March 6, 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (5)</td>
<td>Field, Noel, notes on visit to Unitarian Dispensary, Marseille, May 6, 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (6)</td>
<td>Field, Noel, excerpts from field reports, letter of July 24, 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (7)</td>
<td>Reports of activities in Europe, USC, by Joy: 1941-1942, Dated: September 14, 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (8)</td>
<td>Joy: USC report on our relief work, April 1941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (9)</td>
<td>Joy: Report on trip to Ecuador, June 30-August 19, 1943.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (10)</td>
<td>Joy: Report on trip to Dominican Republic, August 24-September 2, 1943.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (12)</td>
<td>Joy: &quot;A Preliminary Study of Post-War Work in France for the Unitarian Service Committee with Special Reference to the Basses Pyrenees,&quot; June 24, 1944.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (13)</td>
<td>Joy: Report to the Board of Directors, AUA, 1946.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (16)</td>
<td>Memos to Keeny from Perkins Brief Report on activities of field survey unit of Italian Medical Nutrition Mission in Italy, July 29, 1945 and September 21, 1945.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (17)</td>
<td>Italian Medical Nutrition Mission staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (18)</td>
<td>Joy letter to Robert C. Dexter, September 29, 1940.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (19)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, October 1940.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (20)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, December 1940.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (21)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, January 1941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (22)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, February 1941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (23)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, March 1941 (Note: some to a Miss Niles but they continue the Dexter numbering system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (24)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, April 1941 (These are addressed to Miss Niles in Dexter's absence. They include the following article: &quot;I Face Homeward&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (25)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, October 1941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (26)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, November 1941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (27)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, December 1941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (28)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, January 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (29)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, February 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (30)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, March 1942.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 347/49 (31)</td>
<td>Joy letters to Dexter, April 1942.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bMS 347/49 (32) Joy letters to Dexter, May 1942.
bMS 347/49 (33) Joy letters to Dexter, June 1942.
bMS 347/49 (34) Joy letters to Dexter, July 1942.
bMS 347/49 (35) Joy letter to Bianchi, September 29, 1942.
bMS 347/49 (36) Joy letters to Raymond B. Bragg, 1942.
bMS 347/49 (37) Frederick May Eliot letters to Joy, 1941.
bMS 347/49 (38) William Emerson letters to Joy, 1940.
bMS 347/49 (39) Joy letter to Mr. Pehle, April 21, 1944.
bMS 347/50 (1) Joy to "Dear Lawrence" (Judge Lawrence Brooks?), December 23, 1942.
bMS 347/50 (2) Joy to Edward A Cahill, April 1945.
bMS 347/50 (3) Joy to Cahill, May-June 1945.
bMS 347/50 (4) Joy to Cahill, July 1945.
bMS 347/50 (5) Joy to Cahill, August 1945.
bMS 347/50 (6) Joy to Cahill, September 1945.
bMS 347/50 (7) Joy to Cahill, October 1945.
bMS 347/50 (8) Joy to Cahill, November 1945.
bMS 347/50 (9) Joy to Cahill, December 1945.
bMS 347/50 (10) Cahill to Joy, January 3, 1946.
bMS 347/50 (11) Joy to Cahill, n.d.
bMS 347/50 (14) Letter to a Mr. Anderla, January 11, 1946.
bMS 347/50 (15) Two letters from Howard Lee Brooks to Joy, 1945.
bMS 347/50 (17) Correspondence between Noel Field and Joy, 1942-1945.
bMS 347/50 (18) Letter to a Dr. Goodman from [Joy?], January 14, 1946.
bMS 347/50 (20) Memorandum to Joy from Elmer Sevringhaus, July 21, 1945.
bMS 347/50 (22) Letter to Joy from Edmund H Stinnes, November 10, 1945 (includes clippings).
bMS 347/50 (23) Correspondence between Joy and Herta Tempi, 1945.
bMS 347/50 (27) Correspondence between a "Bob" and Joy, 1945.
bMS 347/50 (28) Fragments of letters from Joy.
bMS 347/50 (29) Miscellaneous reports and sermons.
bMS 347/50 (30) Case histories of European refugees, 1945.
bMS 347/50 (31) List for Dr. Joy - overseas workers, n.d.
bMS 347/50 (32) Memo: July 15, 1945, to Noel Field and Herta Tempi: Suggestions for Operations in Europe, and especially in France.
bMS 347/50 (33) "Watchman, What of the Cold?" by Joy.
bMS 347/50 (34) Joy report to USC, 1946.
bMS 347/50 (35) Field report - "Unitarian Aid for Poland," May 2, 1945.
bMS 347/50 (36) Letter to Joy from Werner Braun, October 2, 1942, about his parents in Berlin.
bMS 347/50 (37) Typed copies of "Advice to Residents of the Occupied Areas" in France.
bMS 347/50 (38) Letter from C. Marin Chancerelle of the Service Social D'Aide Aux Emigrants, 15 Juillet 1942 to the USC in Portugal.
bMS 347/50 (39) Les Andelys March report, April 2, 1946 (copy for Dr. Joy).
bMS 347/50 (40) Printed matter: articles on behalf of the Service Committee.
bMS 347/50 (41) Printed matter: newspaper clippings.
bMS 347/50 (42) Printed matter: publications.
bMS 347/50 (43) Miscellaneous.

**Photographs**

bMS 347/52 (1) Relief work photographs (Germany, Austria, Bavaria, etc.).
bMS 347/52 (2) Relief work photographs (Germany, Austria, Bavaria, etc.).
bMS 347/52 (3) Relief work photographs, Austria.
bMS 347/52 (4) Mulo, Pyhaselka.
bMS 347/52 (5) Dunkirk School, Save the Children Federation.
bMS 347/52 (6) Austrian triplets.
bMS 347/52 (7) "No Germany".
bMS 347/52 (8) Villa Savoia, Save the Children Federation.
bMS 347/52 (9) Sponsor's visit, Paris.
bMS 347/53 (1) Bavaria.
bMS 347/53 (2) Children's Village, Greece lunch, Queen's Fund.
bMS 347/53 (3) Greece.
bMS 347/53 (4) Greece, first refugee camp.
bMS 347/53 (5) Greece, second refugee camp.
bMS 347/53 (6) Greece, miscellaneous.
bMS 347/53 (7) Greece, tubercular children
bMS 347/54 (1-2) CARE, relief work photographs, Korea
bMS 347/54 (3) CARE, relief work photographs, Germany and Greece.
bMS 347/54 (4) CARE, relief work photographs, France, Germany, Italy, etc.
bMS 347/54 (5) CARE, relief work photographs, Germany, Italy, etc.
bMS 347/54 (7) "Technical plan to raze the village Lidice from the face of the earth".
bMS 347/54 (8) Photographs of Lidice.

**Series 2**

**bMS 369, Selected Records of the Universalist Publishing House.**

**Records, 1946-1957.**

**Summary:** Contains the Universalist Service Committee photographs of European relief work, mainly photographs of displaced children in Germany, Hungary, and Netherlands.

**Extent:** 355 digital images (JPEG); 275 MB.
Inventory:

**Universalist Service Committee**

bMS 369/34 (3) Unitarian Service Committee, general photos. Includes photographs of children's homes in Auermuhle, and Veersen, Germany. Also includes photographs of Gustav Ulrich.

bMS 369/34 (4) Druhwald, Germany: workcamp photographs.

bMS 369/34 (5) Veersen Children's Home, Germany: includes a photograph of Helen French.

bMS 369/34 (6) Verden, Germany: Gustav Ulrich and his "family."

bMS 369/34 (7) Berlin, Germany: Photographs of nurses and patients.

bMS 369/34 (8) Germany: photographs of displaced children.

bMS 369/34 (9) Germany: photographs of children in Druhwald, Auermuehle, Versen.

bMS 369/34 (10) Germany: Selma and Dorothy Jones, Noel Field, children and staff of children's homes, S.S. Texarkana victory.

bMS 369/34 (11) Hungary: photographs of relief work for children.

bMS 369/34 (12) Netherlands: photographs of relief work; includes clothing distribution and children.

**Series 3**


**Summary:** Contains correspondence, minutes, and reports from the American Friends Service Committee, 1947-1948; writings and photographs concerning their humanitarian activities in Austria, France, Hungary, and China. Includes correspondence of Julia Banson, Henry Cadbury, and Clarence E. Pickett as well as reports relating to displaced persons in Europe in Asia.

**Extent:** 1,201 digital images (JPEG); 1.06 GB

**Inventory:**

bMS 1452/1 (1) American Friends Service Committee (AFSC), Austria, 1948.

bMS 1452/1 (2) American Friends Service Committee, Julia Branson correspondence, 1947-1948.

bMS 1452/1 (3) American Friends Service Committee, Henry Cadbury correspondence (includes report on AFSC projects), 1947.

bMS 1452/1 (4) American Friends Service Committee, Henry Cadbury, correspondence and reports, 1947.

bMS 1452/1 (5) American Friends Service Committee, Centers sub-committee minutes, 1947-1948.

bMS 1452/1 (6) American Friends Service Committee, China, 1948.

bMS 1452/1 (7) American Friends Service Committee, Clothing Bulletins, 1947.

bMS 1452/1 (8) American Friends Service Committee, College Committee, 1948.

bMS 1452/1 (9) American Friends Service Committee, Committee on Race Relations, minutes, 1947-1948.
bMS 1452/1 (10) American Friends Service Committee, conscientious objectors under the Selective Service Act of 1948.
bMS 1452/1 (11) American Friends Service Committee, displaced persons, general reports, 1947.
bMS 1452/1 (12) American Friends Service Committee, Executive Board and Executive Committee, minutes and reports, 1947-1948.
bMS 1452/1 (13) American Friends Service Committee, Executive Board and Executive Committee, minutes and reports, 1947-1948.
bMS 1452/1 (14) American Friends Service Committee, budgets and financial reports, 1946-1948.
bMS 1452/2 (1) American Friends Service Committee, Subcommittee on France, minutes and reports, 1947-1948.
bMS 1452/2 (2) American Friends Service Committee, Hungary, reports, 1948.
bMS 1452/2 (3) American Friends Service Committee, Individual Services, sub-committee, minutes, 1947-1948.
bMS 1452/2 (4) American Friends Service Committee, Individual Services Unit, reports, 1947-1948.
bMS 1452/2 (6) American Friends Service Committee, drafts of letters to the U.S. President requesting aid for Europe and Asia, Clarence E. Pickett, n.d.
bMS 1452/2 (9) American Friends Service Committee, miscellaneous minutes, 1947-1948.

Series 4


Historical Note: In 1940 the Universalist Board of Trustees appointed an Emergency War Relief Committee to organize support for its Universalist War Relief Fund. The Universalist Service Committee, officially formed in 1945, succeeded the War Relief Committee.

Summary: Contains correspondence, reports and Service projects relating to humanitarian help to the needs of children who were displaced by the World War II and were administered by the International Refugee organization of the United Nations. Includes correspondence of Carleton Fisher and Dana Klotze, who were executive directors of the Unitarian Service Committee, displaced persons data, applications of the Institutional Service Unit, documentation of the programs for children in Hungary, program for displaced children in Germany (Auermuhle, Veerssen, and Seessen), and clothing distribution program in Holland. Also contains records on work camp in Germany including applications with photographs of camp participants.
Extent: 6,700 digital images (JPEG); 5.73 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16001/1 (1) Budget, 1947-1954.
bMS 16001/1 (5) Correspondence, 1945-1946.
bMS 16001/1 (6) Correspondence, 1945-1946.
bMS 16001/1 (7) Correspondence, 1946-1947.
bMS 16001/1 (8) Correspondence, 1946-1947.
bMS 16001/2 (1) Correspondence, secretary, September 1947-March 1, 1948.
bMS 16001/2 (2) Correspondence, secretary, March-May 1948.
bMS 16001/2 (3) Correspondence, secretary, May-June 1948.
bMS 16001/2 (4) Correspondence, secretary, July-September 1948.
bMS 16001/3 (1) Departmental correspondence, 1949-1951.
bMS 16001/3 (2) Departmental correspondence, 1949-1951.
bMS 16001/3 (3) Departmental correspondence, 1949-1951.
bMS 16001/3 (4) Departmental correspondence, 1949-1951.
bMS 16001/3 (5) Departmental correspondence, 1950-1951.
bMS 16001/3 (6) Departmental correspondence, 1950-1951.
bMS 16001/3 (9) Displaced persons, Resettlement Committee, 1949-1950.
bMS 16001/4 (3) Germany, Arbeiterwohlfahrt.
bMS 16001/5 (1) Information file.
bMS 16001/5 (2) Information file.
bMS 16001/5 (9) Minutes, 1946-1948.
bMS 16001/6 (1) Reports and correspondence, 1945-1949.
bMS 16001/6 (2) Reports and correspondence, 1947-1955.
bMS 16001/6 (3) Reports and correspondence, 1948-1949.
bMS 16001/6 (4) Reports and correspondence, 1948-1949.
bMS 16001/6 (5) Reports and correspondence, 1948-February 1949.
bMS 16001/6 (6) Reports and correspondence, 1948-February 1949.
bMS 16001/6 (7) Reports and correspondence, 1948-1952.
bMS 16001/6 (8) Reports and correspondence, 1949-1950.
bMS 16001/6 (9) Reports and correspondence, 1951-1952.
bMS 16001/6 (10) Reports and correspondence, 1952.
bMS 16001/6 (11) Reports and correspondence, 1952.
bMS 16001/7 (1) "One Humanity, "1949-1950.
bMS 16001/7 (2) "One Humanity, "1951-1955.
bMS 16001/7 (3) Overseas parcels, etc., 1948.
bMS 16001/7 (4) Overseas shipments, 1947-1948.
bMS 16001/7 (5) Institutional Service Unit, applications (includes photographs), 1949-1950.
bMS 16001/7 (6) Institutional Service Unit, applications, 1949-1950.
Series 5

bMS 16003, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Refugee Case Files, 1938-1953.

Summary: Contains files of Frederick May Eliot, the president of the American Unitarian Association from 1937 to 1958. Eliot was on the Committee on Relief in Czechoslovakia, which was an early effort on behalf of several agencies to aid the victims of war-torn Europe. Includes also correspondence to and from Robert Dexter, who was on the executive committee of a later group called the Commission for Service in Czechoslovakia. The collection includes some case files on individuals aided by the Service Committee, including children and several well-known artists and writers.

Extent: 2,040 digital images (JPEG); 1.61 GB.
Inventory:
bMS 16003/1 (1) Case Committee reports and memos, 1941-1944.
bMS 16003/1 (2) Case distribution (list of names), 1938-1942.
bMS 16003/1 (3) Committee on Relief in Czechoslovakia, 1938.
bMS 16003/1 (4) Czechoslovakia, information on Czechoslovakian church, expenses correspondence, etc., 1939-1942.
bMS 16003/1 (5) Czechoslovakia, refugees (includes 6 photographs of refugees and village).
bMS 16003/1 (6) Czechoslovakian relief activities, 1938-1940.
bMS 16003/1 (7) Eliot telegram to Cordell Hull, November 19, 1938.
bMS 16003/1 (9) Howlett, Duncan, Czechoslovakian refugees in Poland, reports and correspondence. Includes a report entitled "The Activity of the General Aid Committee for Jewish Refugees from Germany in Poland," 1938-1939.
bMS 16003/1 (10) Lost children, Lidice.
bMS 16003/1 (11) Commission for Service in Czechoslovakia, agendas, minutes, and reports, 1938.
bMS 16003/1 (12) Refugees, Czech, correspondence with Dexter, Sharp, Eliot, etc. (includes 2 refugee photographs), 1938-1940.
bMS 16003/1 (13) American Commission for Relief in Czechoslovakia.
bMS 16003/2 (1) Commission for Service in Czechoslovakia, general, 1938-1939.
bMS 16003/2 (2) Commission for Service in Czechoslovakia, general, 1939.
bMS 16003/2 (3) Commission for Service in Czechoslovakia, general (includes business card for Waitstill Sharp), 1939-1940.
bMS 16003/2 (4) Commission for Service in Czechoslovakia, tea in honor of Jan Masaryk, former Czechoslovakian minister to Great Britain, and son of T.G. Masaryk, founder and first president of the Czechoslovakian republic.
bMS 16003/2 (5) General refugee information, 1939-1940.
bMS 16003/2 (6) General refugee information, 1939-1940.
bMS 16003/2 (7) Correspondence concerning the formation of the USC, 1939.
bMS 16003/2 (8) Notable people assisted by the USC, lists and reports.
bMS 16003/2 (9) Stransky, Charles, case file information, 1941-1945.
bMS 16003/2 (10) Theis family, case file information.

Series 6

**bMS 16004, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.**

**Refugee Case Files, 1938-1951.**

**Summary:** Contains records relating to the Unitarian Service Committee’s efforts to aid individuals who had been displaced from their homelands during World War II to enter the United States as a result of the Displaced Persons Act of May 1948. This act authorized individuals who were displaced from their homelands as a result of World War II to enter the United States. The Unitarian Service Committee reviewed
applications for those applying for assistance and endeavored to help many individuals find homes and employment in the United States. The correspondence and applications in this collection includes biographical information, information about the occupations of individuals, and accounts of the ways they were living as displaced people. They are from countries such as Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Spain, etc. The bulk of the correspondence is dated from 1946 to 1949, and much of it consists of copies of the responses made to individuals by Friedl Reifer, who was the director of the USC casework department at that time. Case files organized in the alphabetical order.

Extent: 29,901 digital images (JPEG); 25.2 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16004/1 (1) Historical Data. Includes reports of the work of the USC in several countries.
bMS 16004/1 (2) Historical Data. Includes reports of the work of the USC in several countries.
bMS 16004/1 (3) Historical Data. Includes reports of the work of the USC in several countries.
bMS 16004/1 (4) Historical Data. Includes reports of the work of the USC in several countries.
bMS 16004/1 (5) -A-
bMS 16004/1 (6) -A-
bMS 16004/1 (7) -Aa- through -Am- (includes photographs of Silvia and Sonia Alberola).
bMS 16004/1 (8) Aalisto, Ellen (social worker).
bMS 16004/1 (9) Agouroff, (Amery) Vladimir M.
bMS 16004/1 (10) Albrecht, Peter.
bMS 16004/1 (11) Alksnis, Adolf (Professor of Veterinary Medicine).
bMS 16004/2 (1) Allpere, Erika (teacher, librarian).
bMS 16004/2 (2) Alpinis, Karlis (physician, ophthalmology).
bMS 16004/2 (3) Alvarez, Severino Lazaro and Alvarez, Daniel Herbert.
bMS 16004/2 (4) Ambrus, Jeno (physician).
bMS 16004/2 (5) Ambruus, Lazlo (married) M.D. (includes photographs of Mila and Laszlo Ambruus).
bMS 16004/2 (6) Amrozaitis, Jadyga (registered nurse).
bMS 16004/2 (7) -An- through -Az-
bMS 16004/2 (8) Andoni, Prof.
bMS 16004/2 (9) Andriunas, Aleksandras (agronomist).
bMS 16004/2 (10) Annau, Dr. D. (psychiatrist).
bMS 16004/2 (11) Anthony, Hilario.
bMS 16004/2 (12) Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, 1943-1944.
bMS 16004/2 (13) Appreciation.
bMS 16004/2 (14) Aprane, Vilna (registered nurse).
bMS 16004/2 (15) Aribert, Brodar.
bMS 16004/2 (17) Arrivals. Thank You letters.
bMS 16004/2 (18) Assa, Albert.
bMS 16004/2 (19) Auseklis, Janis (veterinary surgeon).
bMS 16004/2 (20) Avots, Elfrida (veterinary surgeon).
bMS 16004/2 (21) Avots, Wilhelms (veterinary support).
bMS 16004/2 (22) -B-
bMS 16004/2 (23) -Ba- through -Bm-
bMS 16004/3 (1) Bagolepou, Alexander (Professor of Russian Language and History).
bMS 16004/3 (2) Balazs, Denes.
bMS 16004/3 (3) Balciunas, Jurgis, M.D. (includes 1 photograph of Balciunas family).
bMS 16004/3 (4) Balke, Biruta (lab technician).
bMS 16004/3 (5) Balodis, Vladimirs (physician, ophthalmology).
bMS 16004/3 (6) Baranowskyj, Roman (veterinary surgeon).
bMS 16004/3 (7) Bardhu, Sigmund (married, 1 child).
bMS 16004/3 (8) Barr, Lajos (married) and Buna, Tibor (nephew).
bMS 16004/3 (9) Barsy, Maria and Olescher.
bMS 16004/3 (10) Bartninkaitis, Artanas (veterinary surgeon).
bMS 16004/3 (11) Basch, Hugo.
bMS 16004/3 (12) Bardhu, Sigmund (married, 1 child).
bMS 16004/3 (13) Beebuk, Irena (lab technician). Includes 1 of Beebuk.
bMS 16004/3 (14) Beebuk, Irena (lab technician). Includes 1 of Beebuk.
bMS 16004/3 (15) Belikou, Viktor (mining engineer).
bMS 16004/3 (16) Bendek, Dr. Alexander (married, 1 child).
bMS 16004/3 (17) Bendravicus, Vytautas (psychiatrist).
bMS 16004/3 (18) Benko, Geza (surgeon).
bMS 16004/3 (19) Bergs, Vija (lab technician).
bMS 16004/3 (20) Berkenhoff, Frederick.
bMS 16004/4 (1) Bieliauskas, Dr. (Mrs.) (physician).
bMS 16004/4 (2) Bird, Mrs. (includes photograph of Bird family).
bMS 16004/4 (3) Birdsall, Mrs.
bMS 16004/4 (4) Birdsall, Mrs. (includes photograph of Birdsall family).
bMS 16004/4 (5) Bitenka, Mirian (includes photograph of Bitenka).
bMS 16004/4 (6) Blaumanis, Rudolfs (physics, math and astronomy).
bMS 16004/4 (7) Bodi, Gailllis.
bMS 16004/4 (8) Bodoczy, Sandor.
bMS 16004/4 (9) Bohatirchuk, Fodor (cancer research).
bMS 16004/4 (10) Boka, Laszlo (includes photograph of Boka).
bMS 16004/4 (11) Brawinsky, V. (scientist, professor).
bMS 16004/4 (12) Briedis, A. (physician.). Includes photographs of Briedis family.
bMS 16004/4 (13) Britain. Unitarian Service Committee, 1941-1945.
bMS 16004/4 (14) Bulogh, Denis (single).
bMS 16004/4 (15) Bumonis, Alfreds Bruno (civil engineer).
bMS 16004/4 (16) Burian, Joseph A.
bMS 16004/4 (17) Case histories.
bMS 16004/4 (19) Case stories.
bMS 16004/4 (20) Case stories. Current (includes 2 photographs related to Spain and Portugal).
bMS 16004/5 (1) Case stories.
bMS 16004/5 (2) Case stories. Spanish, 1947.
bMS 16004/5 (9) Case story.
bMS 16004/5 (10) Cecys, Vincas.
bMS 16004/5 (12) Central Bureau for Relief of Evangelical Churches of Europe.
bMS 16004/5 (13) Cere, Ludwig (psychiatrist).
bMS 16004/5 (14) -Cn- through -Cz- (includes photograph of military cemetery in Belgium).
bMS 16004/5 (15) Cohn, E.
bMS 16004/5 (16) Comite International Pour le Placement des Intellectuels Refugies.
bMS 16004/5 (17) Correspondence.
bMS 16004/5 (18) Correspondence. K & G Packages.
bMS 16004/6 (1) Correspondence. Towle.
bMS 16004/6 (2) Correspondence. -W-.
bMS 16004/6 (3) Costa children.
bMS 16004/6 (5) C.R.A.L.O.G. Mains.
bMS 16004/6 (6) Csaszar, George.
bMS 16004/6 (7) Csegezy, Ferencz.
bMS 16004/6 (8) Csongvay, Gabor (single).
bMS 16004/6 (9) Czegezy, Josef. Includes photographs of Czegezy and wife.
bMS 16004/6 (10) Cziszer, Gabor.
bMS 16004/6 (11) -D-
bMS 16004/6 (12) -D-
bMS 16004/6 (13) -Da- through -Dm-
bMS 16004/6 (14) Da Cruz, Antonio.
bMS 16004/7 (1) De la Cruz, Alejandro.
bMS 16004/7 (2) De la Cruz, Alejandro.
bMS 16004/7 (3) Dermanis, Paul (agronomist).
bMS 16004/7 (4) De Siefe, Rodolphe.
bMS 16004/7 (5) Dezsy, Dr. Zoltan.
bMS 16004/7 (6) Dinbergs, Artur (Professor of Chemistry).
bMS 16004/7 (7) Displaced persons.
bMS 16004/7 (8) Displaced persons.
bMS 16004/7 (9) Displaced persons.
bMS 16004/7 (10) Displaced persons. General.
bMS 16004/7 (11) -Dn- through -Dz-
bMS 16004/7 (12) Dobos, Ladislaus and Benninghaus, Walter.
bMS 16004/8 (1) -E-
bMS 16004/8 (2) -E-
bMS 16004/8 (3) -Ea- through -Em-
bMS 16004/8 (4) Edon, Prof. Richard.
bMS 16004/8 (5) Egei, Laszlo.
bMS 16004/8 (6) Elguther, Georg.
bMS 16004/8 (7) Emoke, Almasy.
bMS 16004/8 (8) -En- through -Ez-
bMS 16004/8 (9) Epermanis, Bernhards (bookkeeping and accounting).
bMS 16004/8 (10) -F-
bMS 16004/8 (11) -Fa- through -Fm-
bMS 16004/8 (12) Falk, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred.
Farkass Group.
Farkass, Robert.
Ferencz, Laszlo.
Ferrero, Vincento.
Feuerring, Maximillian (Fine Arts).
Fodor, Paul.
Fogel, Fucis.
Forizs, Dorant (psychiatrist).
France. Testimonials.
Frolik, Ladislav (dentist).
Fundraising efforts.
Frink, Alexander (married, 3 children).
Gailiunas, Petras (veterinary surgeon).
Gailitis, Janis (physician, internal medicine).
Germany. General correspondence of refugees (Pearl Buck project).
Gonda, Eugene F.
Gove, Mona.
Grajenska, Rosa.
Granville, Marie.
Greenberg, Walter.
Gruenberger, Felix (psychiatrist).
Grylewicz, Anton (cabinet maker).
Guell, P.R., Oliviera, J.O., and Sainz, F. (Spaniards to Mexico).
Guerre Perez, Victor and family.
Guntscheff, Nikola (surgeon, anatomy).
Hadhazy, Bela.
Halacy, Mrs. Maria and son.
Halasy, Kalman (4 persons).
Halasz, Joseph Benno Eugen.
Halmagyi, Lagos.
Haltenberger, Paul.
Hegyesi, Robert and Hans.
Hendrikson, Hendrik (Professor of Economics, accountant).
Herling, Bela (lab technician).
Hermits, Raimund (lab technician).
Hevizy, Theodor (physician, TB, and X-Ray).
Hofmann.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (18)</td>
<td>Holden, Mrs. Emma.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (19)</td>
<td>Hruszencka, Neonila</td>
<td>psychiatrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (20)</td>
<td>Huger, Tess, 1945-1946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (21)</td>
<td>Human interest, 1945-1946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (22)</td>
<td>Hungarian inquiries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (23)</td>
<td>Huodetsky, Vassily.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (24)</td>
<td>-I-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (25)</td>
<td>Immigration and naturalization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/10 (26)</td>
<td>Immigration and naturalization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (1)</td>
<td>Indacochea, Juan Arhancet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (2)</td>
<td>International Refugee Organization (IRO).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (3)</td>
<td>IRO. Hardcore cases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (4)</td>
<td>International Rescue and Relief Committee.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (5)</td>
<td>Inveiss, Janis (engineer, mechanical). Includes photograph of Inveiss and family.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (6)</td>
<td>Iszlai, Dezsoe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (7)</td>
<td>Italy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (8)</td>
<td>Iwanska.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (9)</td>
<td>-Ja- through -Jm-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (10)</td>
<td>Jacoby, George (engineer, mechanical, and electrical).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (11)</td>
<td>Jakobson K. (surgeon, anatomist).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (12)</td>
<td>Jakobsons, Edwards (veterinary surgeons).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (13)</td>
<td>Jansons, Voldemas, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (15)</td>
<td>Jasinka.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (16)</td>
<td>Jaska, Elmer (agronomist).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (17)</td>
<td>-Jn- through -Jz-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (18)</td>
<td>Job offers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (19)</td>
<td>Job offers. General.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (20)</td>
<td>Job offers. Unitarian ministers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/11 (22)</td>
<td>Juengling.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (1)</td>
<td>Juvars, Karlis (psychiatrist). Includes photograph of Juvars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (2)</td>
<td>-K-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (3)</td>
<td>-Ka- through -Km-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (4)</td>
<td>Kalvijaks, Vetta.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (5)</td>
<td>Kanner, Max (Professor of Mechanical Engineering).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (6)</td>
<td>Karatzony.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (7)</td>
<td>Karpinsky, Andrej (mining, engineer).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (8)</td>
<td>Kasimierz, Bily (pediatrics).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (9)</td>
<td>Kelemen, Ferenc (married).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (10)</td>
<td>Kelemen, Tibor (married, 1 child), Bereczky, Erno (married, in-laws).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (11)</td>
<td>Kellijs, Arijs (married, 1 child).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (12)</td>
<td>Kelners, Vladimas (married, 1 child).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (13)</td>
<td>Kendi, Diomokos (married).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (14)</td>
<td>Kerbach, Lisa M. Includes photograph of Kerbach.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (15)</td>
<td>Kersten, Dr. Kurt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16004/12 (16)</td>
<td>Kestenbaum, Renee and Katerina.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kincses, Janos (psychiatrist).
Kiraly, Zoltan. Includes photograph of Gabor Toka.
Kisfaludy-Strobl, S. (sculptor).
Kiss, Kalman and wife.
Kityer, Helmar (veterinary surgeon).
Knopf, Walter (also Fonfe).
Kobol, Vladimir (Trieste cases).
Kogers, Dr. (psychiatrist).
Kojsza, Ilana, June 1946.
Komisars, R. (court lawyer).
Koncz, Alexander C. (married, 1 child). Includes photographs of Koncz family.
Korotkoff, Irene.
Kovacs, Andrus.
Kowalcyki, Tadeusz (veterinary support).
Kozma, Andre de.
Kralik, Istavan (single). Includes photograph of Kralik.
Krejcár, Jaromis (architect).
Kuhn, Mary E.
Kundzins, Haralds (architect).
Laszlo, Gyula (married), Denes, Ilona, (niece).
Laszlo, Dr. William.
Luxemberg (Luizeau), Heinrich.
Lyssenko, P. (scientist, professor).
Madaras, Geza (veterinary surgeon).
Malvess, Hermanes (physician). Includes photograph of Malvess.
Markos, Mozes.
Markus, Rudolfs.
bMS 16004/15 (3) Martinez, Dr. J.M.
bMS 16004/15 (4) Martzy, Istvan.
bMS 16004/15 (5) Mate, Bela (married, 1 child).
bMS 16004/15 (6) Mathe, Moses.
bMS 16004/15 (7) Mattyasovszky, Laszlo, Dr.
bMS 16004/15 (8) Menges, Mrs. Valenska.
bMS 16004/15 (9) Mental health projects.
bMS 16004/15 (10) Menyhart, Jenoe (3 persons).
bMS 16004/15 (11) Mexico.
bMS 16004/15 (12) Mexico.
bMS 16004/16 (1) Mexico.
bMS 16004/16 (2) Mexico.
bMS 16004/16 (3) Mexico.
bMS 16004/16 (4) Mexico.
bMS 16004/16 (5) Mezei, Viktor (married).
bMS 16004/16 (6) Michalski, Mavian Jau (veterinary surgeon).
bMS 16004/16 (7) Miklos, Mihaly.
bMS 16004/16 (8) Miscellaneous.
bMS 16004/16 (9) Mitscherlich, A.
bMS 16004/16 (10) -Mn- through -Mz-
bMS 16004/16 (11) Mohay, John.
bMS 16004/16 (12) Mojon Vazquez, Ramon.
bMS 16004/16 (13) Molnar and family. Includes photographs of Molnar and family.
bMS 16004/16 (14) Muessigbrodt, Walter M.
bMS 16004/16 (15) Muiznieks, Janis.
bMS 16004/17 (1) -N-
bMS 16004/17 (2) -N-
bMS 16004/17 (3) -Na- through -Nm-
bMS 16004/17 (4) Naglins, Jekabs (psychiatrist).
bMS 16004/17 (5) Nagy Group (Hungarian Unitarians in Bavaria).
bMS 16004/17 (6) Nagy Group (Hungarian Unitarians in Bavaria).
bMS 16004/17 (7) Nagy, Dr. Joseph. Includes photographs of Nagy and wife.
bMS 16004/17 (8) Nagy, Lajos.
bMS 16004/17 (9) Nagy, Dr. Zoltan.
bMS 16004/17 (10) Nakelis, Egil.
bMS 16004/17 (11) Naphegki, Imre (married).
bMS 16004/17 (12) Neale, Mrs. Laurence.
bMS 16004/17 (13) Nelson, Erich & Greta.
bMS 16004/17 (14) Nemes, George.
bMS 16004/17 (15) Nemeth, Andor (married, 3 children).
bMS 16004/17 (16) Neuernpenses, 1946.
bMS 16004/17 (17) Newsletter material.
bMS 16004/17 (18) Nigeria.
bMS 16004/17 (19) Nigeria. Awo Omamma.
bMS 16004/17 (20) Niilus, Leili.
bMS 16004/17 (21) -Nn- through -Nz-
bMS 16004/17 (22) -O-
bMS 16004/18 (1) -Oa- through -Om-
bMS 16004/18 (2) Oberdoerffer, F. (music teacher).
bMS 16004/18 (3) Ogsts, Modrina.
bMS 16004/18 (4) Olah, Dr. Erno.
bMS 16004/18 (5) Olszeuski, Jersi (psychiatrist).
bMS 16004/18 (6) -Om- through -Oz-
bMS 16004/18 (7) Orbok, Attila.
bMS 16004/18 (8) Orders to K and G Export Packing Co.
bMS 16004/18 (9) Osvalds, Y. (astronomy).
bMS 16004/18 (10) Overseas volunteers, 1940s Post-War.
bMS 16004/18 (11) Owczarzak family.
bMS 16004/18 (12) Ozols, A. (agronomist).
bMS 16004/18 (13) -P-
bMS 16004/18 (14) -P-
bMS 16004/18 (15) -P-
bMS 16004/18 (16) -Pa- through -Pm-
bMS 16004/18 (17) -Pa- through -Pm-
bMS 16004/18 (18) Pending mail.
bMS 16004/19 (1) Pereira, Dr. Pedro Nunes.
bMS 16004/19 (2) Peresolov, A. (engineer, construction and forest).
bMS 16004/19 (3) Peter, Janos.
bMS 16004/19 (4) Peter, Ladislaus (psychiatrist). Includes photograph of Peter.
bMS 16004/19 (5) Peter, Lazlo.
bMS 16004/19 (6) Petric, Fadila. Includes photograph of Petric.
bMS 16004/19 (7) Philip children.
bMS 16004/19 (8) Piesenberger, Joseph (married).
bMS 16004/19 (9) Pina, Antonio Ruiz.
bMS 16004/19 (10) -Pn- through -Pz-
bMS 16004/19 (11) Poland. Addresses.
bMS 16004/19 (12) Polianskojo, Tatjana (lab technician).
bMS 16004/19 (13) Polish refugees, 1942.-
bMS 16004/19 (14) Primanis, Jacob (Professor of Anatomy).
bMS 16004/19 (15) Puchalskiene, Wilhelmina.
bMS 16004/19 (16) Putnins, Pauls (meteorologist, mathematics).
bMS 16004/19 (17) -R-
bMS 16004/19 (18) -R-
bMS 16004/19 (19) -Ra- through -Rm-
bMS 16004/19 (20) Reimann, Hans J.
bMS 16004/19 (21) Renner, Emil.
bMS 16004/19 (22) Report of Walter Rosenblum.
bMS 16004/19 (23) Reports on all aspects of USC work, 1942.
bMS 16004/19 (24) Rethy, Elmer (married).
bMS 16004/19 (25) Revelis, Dr. Spiros.
bMS 16004/19 (26) -Rn- through -Rz-
bMS 16004/20 (1) Rodriguez, Julio.
bMS 16004/20 (2) Romero, Manuel Gonzalez.
bMS 16004/20 (3) Romvari, Istvan.
bMS 16004/20 (4) Roomets, Ado (married).
Rosenberg, Dr. S.T. (physician). Includes photograph and negative of Rosenberg.

Rother, Leopold.

Rozenauers, Nicholas (engineer).

Rozental, A. (agronomist).

Rukauskas, Albertus.

Ruttku, Ferenc (married).

Sallai, Stephen.

Salmany Hannsjoerg A., Ph.D.

Salomon, Felix (Professor of Languages and Literature).

Salomon, Heinz.

Salvin, Mikola (nephew of Relikou) (radio technician).

Samak, Gustav (physician). Includes photograph of Samak.

Sanchez, Ana.

Sas-Jaworsky, J. (veterinary surgeon).

Sass, Stephen (Philosophy).

Sawai, Atsushi.

Schoppe, Elizabeth.


Sergis, Cesar (physicist).

Skardzius, Pranas (Baltic & Slavic Languages).

Smelters, Gregory S.

Spanish Civil War. Escandell family.

Spanish Civil War. General.

Speier, David (chemist).

Sponsors' correspondence.

State Department, 1941-1943.

Stephanou, Emil (physician, internal medicine).

Steppa, Konstantin (Professor of History).

Stubel, Hans (physician).

Stumpf, Dr. B. (IRRC).

Swerkris, Gailitis.

Szabo, Arpad.

Szabo, Laszlo (single).

Szakacs, Geza (married).
bMS 16004/23 (1) Szalontay, Michael (married, 10 children). Includes photograph of Szalontay family.
bMS 16004/23 (2) Szamosi, Ludwig (Professor of Music and Singing).
bMS 16004/23 (3) Szasz, Attila.
bMS 16004/23 (4) Szathmary, Charles (married, 4 children).
bMS 16004/23 (5) Szekely, Andras. Includes photographs of Szekely and wife.
bMS 16004/23 (6) Szekely, Zoltan (married), Rettegi, Fodor and Benedek.
bMS 16004/23 (7) Szekely, Zoltan (married), Rettegi, Fodor and Benedek.
bMS 16004/23 (8) Szeni-Gyorgi, N. (biochemist, medical research).
bMS 16004/23 (9) Szent-Királyi, Arpad.
bMS 16004/23 (10) Szentkirályi, Ladislaus.
bMS 16004/23 (11) Szitus, Stephen.
bMS 16004/23 (12) Szokody, Joseph (married, 1 child).
bMS 16004/23 (13) Szolga, Helen (married).
bMS 16004/23 (14) Szolga, Helen (married).
bMS 16004/23 (15) Szturm, Szymona.
bMS 16004/23 (16) -T-
bMS 16004/23 (17) -T-
bMS 16004/24 (1) -T-
bMS 16004/24 (2) -T-
bMS 16004/24 (3) -Ta- through -Tm-
bMS 16004/24 (4) Tapolyi-Soukup.
bMS 16004/24 (5) Taurens, A.
bMS 16004/24 (6) -Te- through -Tw-
bMS 16004/24 (7) Testimonials. Includes 2 postcards of St. Jean de Luz.
bMS 16004/24 (8) Testimonials.
bMS 16004/24 (9) Testimonials.
bMS 16004/24 (10) Testimonials. Officials.
bMS 16004/24 (11) -Tn- through -Tz-
bMS 16004/24 (12) Toka, Gabar.
bMS 16004/24 (13) Tokes, Bana (lab technician).
bMS 16004/24 (14) Torok, Laszlo. Includes photograph of Torok.
bMS 16004/24 (15) Torok, Nick (married, 4 children).
bMS 16004/24 (16) Toth, Endre (married).
bMS 16004/25 (1) Tottosy, Stephen (married).
bMS 16004/25 (2) Travelers Aid Society of Philadelphia.
bMS 16004/25 (3) Trieste cases. General correspondence.
bMS 16004/25 (4) Trieste cases. Toka families. Includes photographs of Kravanja and Koka families.
bMS 16004/25 (5) Tschakkar, Hugo (veterinary surgeon).
bMS 16004/25 (6) Tsirk, Dr. H. Includes photograph of Tsirk.
bMS 16004/25 (7) Tsvetikova, Alexis N. (biochemistry, medical research).
bMS 16004/25 (8) Turmezei, Laszlo. Includes negatives of Turmezei.
bMS 16004/25 (9) -U-
bMS 16004/25 (10) -U-
bMS 16004/25 (11) Ullmann, Bela.
bMS 16004/25 (12) Unitarian Service Committee, 1938-1943.
bMS 16004/25 (13) Unitarian Service Committee, 1944-1948.
bMS 16004/25 (16) Unitarian Service Committee. Promotion pamphlets.
bMS 16004/25 (17) Unitarian Service Committee. Scientists.
bMS 16004/26 (1) Urbanyi (Burgess-Benkovitz).
bMS 16004/26 (2) Urmosi, Ferrenc (married) and Kiss, Mrs. & Miss. Includes photographs of Urmosi family.
bMS 16004/26 (3) Uszianowska, Jadwiga and Oldziejewska, Stanislaw.
bMS 16004/26 (4) V-
bMS 16004/26 (5) V-
bMS 16004/26 (6) Vadura, Miroslav (engineer and building construction).
bMS 16004/26 (7) Vagners, Janis (agronomist).
bMS 16004/26 (8) Varady, Domokies.
bMS 16004/26 (9) Varga, Ivan (single).
bMS 16004/26 (10) Vasil, Andoni (teacher, Languages).
bMS 16004/26 (11) Vasilevskis, Stanislaus. Includes photograph of Vasilevskis.
bMS 16004/26 (12) Vasilevskis, Stanislaus.
bMS 16004/26 (13) Vázdíkis, Janis.
bMS 16004/26 (14) Vega, Luis Cerra.
bMS 16004/27 (1) Veveris, A. (physician). Includes photographs of Veveris and husband.
bMS 16004/27 (2) Villard Hospital.
bMS 16004/27 (3) Vitums, Arturs.
bMS 16004/27 (4) Vuksan, Bozo.
bMS 16004/27 (5) -W-
bMS 16004/27 (6) -W-
bMS 16004/27 (7) Wollisch, Kurt and Peter. Includes photograph of unidentified Wollisch brother.
bMS 16004/27 (8) Wollisch, Kurt and Peter.
bMS 16004/28 (1) Work camper reports, 1946.
SERIES 7

**bMS 16007, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Executive Director. Administrative Records, 1940-1951.**

**Summary:** Collection includes records of Robert Dexter, executive director, 1941-1944; Charles Joy, executive director, 1944-1946; and Raymond Bragg, executive director, 1947-1952. Contains also correspondence of Edward A. Cahill, associate director, 1944-1947; Howard L. Brooks, associate director, 1943-1953, and acting director, July-November 1952, July 1946-March 1947; as well as other people associated with the Service Committee, such as Martha and Waitstill Sharp, Noel Field, Seth Gano, and Elizabeth Dexter. Includes also correspondence with various organizations that were active in assisting people displaced by World War II. Some of these groups were the American Christian Committee for Refugees, the American Friends Service Committee, the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, the Refugee Relief Trustees, the Congregational Christian Service Committee, American Committee of OSE, and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. The collection also includes correspondence with people who were attempting to get their relatives and friends out of Europe; reports on the work of the Unitarian Service Committee in countries such as France, England, Switzerland, and Portugal, and reports on the work of the Unitarian Home Service Committee in the United States.

**Extent:** 28,601 digital images (JPEG); 24.5 GB

**Inventory:**
- bMS 16007/1 (1) -A- miscellaneous, 1945.
- bMS 16007/1 (2) -A- miscellaneous, 1945.
- bMS 16007/1 (3) -A- miscellaneous, 1946.
- bMS 16007/1 (4) Adamic, Louis, 1945 (see related correspondence in bMS 16030).
bMS 16007/3 (19) Broome, Rev. Edwin C., 1945.
bMS 16007/3 (20) Bureau Technique des Oeuvres, 1945.
bMS 16007/3 (21) -C-, 1945.
bMS 16007/3 (22) -C- miscellaneous, 1945-1946.
bMS 16007/3 (23) Canada. Cables, 1945.
bMS 16007/3 (24) Canada. Letters from.
bMS 16007/3 (25) Canada. Letters to.
bMS 16007/3 (26) Canada. Miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/3 (27) C.A.R.E., 1945.
bMS 16007/3 (28) Casablanca, 1941.
bMS 16007/4 (1) Case Committee. Meeting minutes, 1941-1946.
bMS 16007/4 (2) Case Histories, 1942-1943.
bMS 16007/4 (3) Central Location Service (refugees), 1945.
bMS 16007/4 (4) Central Location Service (refugees), 1945.
bMS 16007/4 (5) Central Location Service (refugees), 1945.
bMS 16007/4 (6) Central Location Index. Correspondence, 1945.
bMS 16007/4 (8) Central Location Index. Memoranda, 1945.
bMS 16007/4 (9) Central Location Index. Working lists, 1945?
bMS 16007/4 (12) Child Advocacy. Correspondence, August-December 1942.
bMS 16007/4 (13) Child Advocacy. Correspondence, August-December 1942.
bMS 16007/5 (5) Child, Katherine, 1945.
bMS 16007/5 (6) Chronologies. Projects, 1938.
bMS 16007/5 (7) Church Committee on Overseas Relief and Reconstruction, 1945.
bMS 16007/5 (8) Church Peace Union, 1945.
bMS 16007/5 (9) Civilian Mobilization, 1942.
bMS 16007/5 (10) Clippings, 1941.
bMS 16007/5 (11) Comite de Ayuda Sanitaria, 1945.
bMS 16007/5 (12) Comite de Ayuda Sanitaria. Shipments, 1945.
bMS 16007/5 (13) Commentary on slides, 1946?
bMS 16007/5 (14) Committee on Administration and Naturalization, 1945.
bMS 16007/5 (16) Committee on Special Refugees, 1944.
bMS 16007/6 (1) Confederated Spanish Societies, 1945.
bMS 16007/6 (2) Congregational Christian Committee for War Victims and Services, 1942-1944.
bMS 16007/6 (3) Congregational Christian Committee for War Victims and Services, 1942-1944.
   Includes photograph of Douglas Horton (?)
bMS 16007/6 (4) Congregational Christian Service Committee, 1944.
bMS 16007/6 (5) Congregational Christian Service Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/6 (6) Congregational Fund report, March 1945.
bMS 16007/6 (7) Correspondence, January-June 1941.
bMS 16007/6 (8) Correspondence, January-June 1941.
bMS 16007/6 (9) Correspondence, January-June 1941.
bMS 16007/6 (10) Correspondence, January-June 1941.
bMS 16007/6 (11) Correspondence, 1941-1942.
bMS 16007/6 (12) Correspondence, 1941-1942. Includes photograph of Howard L. Brooks.
bMS 16007/6 (13) Correspondence, 1941-1942.
bMS 16007/7 (1) Correspondence, 1942-1945.
bMS 16007/7 (2) Correspondence. -A-, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (3) Correspondence. -B-, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (4) Correspondence. -C-, 1942-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (5) Correspondence. -C-, 1942-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (6) Correspondence. -G-, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (7) Correspondence. -J-, 1944.
bMS 16007/7 (8) Correspondence. -L-, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (9) Correspondence. -M-, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (10) Correspondence. -N-, 1941-1945.
bMS 16007/7 (11) Correspondence. -N-, 1941-1945.
bMS 16007/7 (12) Correspondence. -O-, 1944.
bMS 16007/7 (13) Correspondence. -R-, 1944.
bMS 16007/7 (14) Correspondence. -T-, 1941-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (15) Correspondence. -U-, 1941-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (16) Correspondence. -U-, 1941-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (17) Correspondence. -W-, 1941-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (18) Correspondence. -W-, 1941-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (19) Correspondence. -W-, 1941-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (20) Correspondence. -X- through -Z-, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/7 (21) Cuba. Visas, 1941-1945.
bMS 16007/7 (22) Czechoslovak Economic Service in USA.
bMS 16007/8 (1) -D-, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/8 (3) Dexter, Dr. Robert. Correspondence, 1942-1943.
bMS 16007/8 (4) Dexter, Dr. Robert. Correspondence, 1944.
bMS 16007/8 (5) Dominican Republic, 1945.
bMS 16007/8 (6) Dominican Republic, 1945.
bMS 16007/8 (7) -E-, 1945.
bMS 16007/8 (8) -E-, 1945-1946.
bMS 16007/8 (9) Ecuador, 1940-1944.
bMS 16007/8 (10) Ecuador, 1940-1944.
bMS 16007/8 (11) Ecuador, 1940-1944.
bMS 16007/8 (12) Ecuador, 1944.
bMS 16007/8 (13) Ecuador, 1944.
bMS 16007/8 (14) Ecuador, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/8 (15) Ecuador, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/9 (2) Ecuador. Letters, 1945.
bMS 16007/9 (3) Ecuador. Reports, 1945.
bMS 16007/9 (4) England, 1943-1944.

-F-, 1944-1945.

Feeding Europe after victory, 1943.

Fenn project, 1942.

Field, Noel H., 1942.


Field, Noel H. Letters to, 1945.

Films, 1946.

Finances, 1942.

Fogg, Helen, 1946 (includes 11 photographs of children at St. Goin).

Fondo de Ayuda a las Victimas del Nizismo en Aulemania, 1945.

Foreign Consulates, 1945.

Foreign Economic Administration. Correspondence, 1945.

Foreign Economic Administration. Licenses refusal, 1945.

Foreign Embassies, 1945.

France, 1940-1943.

France. Cables to, 1945.


France. Leo Andrelys, 1945.

France. Medical report, 1942.


bMS 16007/12 (1) France. Shipment letters, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (2) France. Testimonials, 1946.
bMS 16007/12 (3) France. Testimonials, 1947.
bMS 16007/12 (4) Freedom at Last. Lantern slide show, 1942.
bMS 16007/12 (5) Free World, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (6) French Press and Information Service, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (7) --French- miscellaneous, 1944-1946.
bMS 16007/12 (8) General, 1943-1943.
bMS 16007/12 (9) General, 1943-1943.
bMS 16007/12 (10) General, 1943-1943.
bMS 16007/12 (11) Geneva, 1942-1943.
bMS 16007/12 (12) German American, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (13) Germany. Miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (14) Germany. Miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (15) Germany. Refugee Assembly Centers, 1945.
bMS 16007/12 (16) Gilbert House. Ypsilanti, Michigan, 1943.
bMS 16007/12 (18) Greece. General information, 1946.
bMS 16007/12 (19) Greek War Relief, 1945.
bMS 16007/14 (1) Hitschmanova, Dr. Lotte (includes photograph of Hitschmanova).
bMS 16007/14 (2) Hofman, May, 1945.
bMS 16007/14 (3) Holland. IARF. Noordhoff, 1945.
bMS 16007/14 (6) Holland. Van Elten, Mr. & Mrs. de Wijs, 1945.
bMS 16007/15 (8) Human interest, 1943.
bMS 16007/16 (3) Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (4) Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (5) Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees. Oppenheimer, Donna Maria Report, 1946.
bMS 16007/16 (6) International Red Cross (Commission Mixte), November 30, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (7) International Religious Fellowship, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (8) International Rescue and Relief Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (9) International Rescue and Relief Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (10) Italy. Miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (11) Italy. Child Relief Projects, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (12) Italy. Reports, September 16, 1946-October 31, 1946.
bMS 16007/16 (13) -J- miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (14) J- miscellaneous, 1945-1946.
bMS 16007/16 (16) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (17) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (18) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Bryan, Helen, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (20) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Barsky, Edward, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (21) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Harrison, Edward, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (22) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/16 (23) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Bryan, Helen, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (1) L- miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (2) Lathrop, John H., 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (3) Latvian Relief, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (4) Lipa, Matthew, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (5) M- miscellaneous, 1940-1946.
bMS 16007/17 (6) Material collection. Reports, 1944.
bMS 16007/17 (7) Mead Johnson & Co., 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (9) Medical mission. Flint, James G., 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/17 (10) Medical mission. Miscellaneous, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/17 (11) Medical mission. Sevringhaus, Dr. Elmer L., 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/17 (12) Medical rehabilitation program for Europe, October 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (13) Medical & Surgical Relief Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (14) Mennonite Central Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (15) Meyerhof, Walter, 1940-1941.
bMS 16007/17 (16) Mexico, 1945.
bMS 16007/17 (18) Mexico. Jaime Ribas.
bMS 16007/17 (19) Muller, Henry. Letters to, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/17 (20) Murray, Irving R., 1945.
bMS 16007/18 (1) N- miscellaneous, 1944-1946.
bMS 16007/18 (2) The Nation, 1945.
bMS 16007/18 (3) National Planning Association, 1945.
bMS 16007/18 (4) National War Fund, 1943-1945.
bMS 16007/18 (5) National War Fund, 1943-1945.
bMS 16007/18 (6) National War Fund, 1945.
bMS 16007/18 (7) Newspaper clippings, 1945.
bMS 16007/18 (10) New York USC. Muller, Henry E., 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/18 (11) New York USC. Muller, Henry E., 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/18 (12) New York USC. Muller, Henry E., 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/18 (13) Norway, 1946.
bMS 16007/18 (14) Nutritional study, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/19 (1) Nutritional study, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/19 (2) Nutritional study, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/19 (3) O- miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (4) Office of Censorship, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (5) Outstanding bills, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/19 (6) Overholser, Dr. Winifred, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (7) Overview of history of USC, 1945-1946.
bMS 16007/19 (8) -P- miscellaneous, 1944-1946.
bMS 16007/19 (9) -P- miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (10) Paderewski testimonial dinner, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (11) Pereira, Dr. Rui da Costa, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (12) Personnel, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (13) Personnel, 1946.
bMS 16007/19 (14) Personnel, 1948.
bMS 16007/19 (15) Philippine War Relief, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (16) Planning Committee, 1944.
bMS 16007/19 (17) Poland, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (18) Poland, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (19) Poland. Embassy, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (20) Poland. Refugees, 1941-1943.
bMS 16007/19 (21) Poland. Refugees, 1941-1943.
bMS 16007/19 (22) Poland. Refugee camp. Caldas da Rainha, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (23) Poland. Reports, 1945.
bMS 16007/19 (24) Polish War Relief, 1945.
bMS 16007/20 (3) Portugal. Lisbon, 1940-1944 (file includes: Liste Complete des Clients du Centre Americain de Secours. This center was started by Varian Fry).
bMS 16007/20 (9) Portugal. Lisbon. Correspondence. Payson, Louise, 1944.
bMS 16007/21 (1) Portugal. Miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/21 (2) Portugal. Spanish Refugees/Emigres, 1945.
bMS 16007/21 (3) President's War Relief Control Board, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/21 (4) Prisoners of Hope. Fan mail, 1942.
bMS 16007/21 (6) Projects, 1943-1946.
bMS 16007/21 (7) Protestant Textbook Commission, 1944.
bMS 16007/21 (8) Publicity and promotion, 1946.
bMS 16007/21 (9) -Q- miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/21 (10) -R- miscellaneous, 1945.
bMS 16007/21 (11) -R- miscellaneous, 1946.
bMS 16007/21 (13) Refugee Relief. Food and clothing, 1942-1944.
bMS 16007/21 (14) Refugee Relief Trustees, 1943.
bMS 16007/21 (15) Refugee Relief Trustees, 1944.
bMS 16007/21 (16) Refugee Relief Trustees, 1944.
bMS 16007/21 (17) Refugee Relief Trustees. Caccio, John (Treasurer), 1945.
bMS 16007/21 (18) Refugee Relief Trustees. Meetings, minutes and agenda, 1945.
bMS 16007/21 (21) Refugee Relief Trustees. Wolf, Val, Jr., 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (1) Refugees, Resettled. Follow-up, 1951.
bMS 16007/22 (2) Refugees. USC response, 1942.
bMS 16007/22 (3) Relief work in France, 1940-1943.
bMS 16007/22 (5) Ritzenthaler, John (re: Dr. Albert Schweitzer), 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (6) Roberto Zuniga y Co. (freight forwarders), 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (7) Rockefeller Foundation, 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (9) Roumania, 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (10) Russian American Union, 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (12) -S- miscellaneous, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/22 (13) -S- miscellaneous, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/22 (14) -S- miscellaneous, 1946.
bMS 16007/22 (15) Schauffler, Dr. Goodrich C., 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (16) Scherr, Richard, 1945.
bMS 16007/22 (17) Service Squad, 1942.
bMS 16007/22 (18) Share and Save, 1946.
bMS 16007/22 (19) Sharp, Waitstill and Martha, 1940-1944.
bMS 16007/22 (20) Spain. Concentration camps, 1943.
bMS 16007/22 (21) Spanish Civil War. Ecuador resettlement. Simon Bolivar Colony, 1943.
bMS 16007/22 (22) State Department, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/22 (23) Student aid. France, 1946.
bMS 16007/23 (1) Student project, 1946.
bMS 16007/23 (2) Sweden, 1943-1944.
bMS 16007/23 (3) Switzerland. Congregational Fund, 1945.
bMS 16007/23 (8) Switzerland. Geneva. Cables from, August-December 1946.
bMS 16007/23 (17) Switzerland. Geneva. Letters from, April 1946.
bMS 16007/23 (19) Switzerland. Geneva. Letters from, August-September 1946.
bMS 16007/23 (20) Switzerland. Geneva. Letters from, October 1946.
bMS 16007/23 (22) Switzerland. Geneva. Letters from, December 1946.
bMS 16007/24 (9) Switzerland. Geneva. Letters to, July-August 1946.
bMS 16007/24 (10) Switzerland. Geneva. Letters to, September-October 1946.
bMS 16007/24 (17) Switzerland. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16007/24 (18) Switzerland. Refugees, 1943-1945.
bMS 16007/24 (19) Switzerland. Refugees, 1943-1945.
bMS 16007/24 (20) Switzerland. Refugees, 1943-1945.
bMS 16007/24 (21) Switzerland. Reports, 1947.
bMS 16007/25 (1) -T- miscellaneous, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/25 (2) -T- miscellaneous, 1946.
bMS 16007/25 (3) Telegrams, general, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/25 (4) Testimonials, 1945.
bMS 16007/25 (5) Thomas Cook and Sons (travel agents), 1945.
bMS 16007/25 (6) Tolstoy Foundation, 1945.
bMS 16007/25 (7) Toscanini, Walter, 1945.
bMS 16007/25 (8) -U- miscellaneous, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/25 (9) Ukrainian-American Relief Committee, 1945.
bMS 16007/25 (10) Ukrainian-American Relief Committee. Correspondence, 1945.
bMS 16007/25 (11) Unitarian Clothing Collection, 1944-1945.
bMS 16007/25 (14) Unitarian Service Committee. General, 1946.
bMS 16007/25 (15) United National Clothing Collection, 1945.
Series 8
bMS 16011, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Home Office. 
Central Administrative Subject Files, 1948-1953.

Summary: Contains correspondence and reports documenting the Unitarian Service Committee's activities in post-war Europe; medical and educational missions of the USC conducted in Europe after the war. Includes reports on child care programs, case work, and other programs administered by the USC in France, Germany, and other countries. The correspondents include USC staff members Howard Brooks, Raymond Bragg, Thomas Pym Cope, Persis Miller, Arthur Lee, Helen Fogg, and representatives of the United States government, international governments, international relief agencies, and international medical and nutrition projects personnel.

Extent: 8,213 digital images; 6.84 GB

Inventory:
bMS 16011/10 (1) Conferences.
bMS 16011/10 (2) Congregational Christian Service Committee.
bMS 16011/10 (3) Correspondence (from Helene Matthey), public health and dental missions, 1951.
bMS 16011/10 (6) -D- correspondence, 1951-1952.
bMS 16011/10 (7) Da Cruz, Antonio (Professor).
bMS 16011/10 (8) Danalis, Mrs. Mabel Naylor (children's village in Greece).
bMS 16011/10 (9) de la Cruz, Alejandro, also Comee, Walter.
bMS 16011/10 (10) Dental team for Germany, information bulletins, 1951.
bMS 16011/10 (11) Dexter, Robert C., Florida speaking trip.
bMS 16011/10 (12) Displaced Persons Commission, Massachusetts.
bMS 16011/10 (13) Displaced Persons Commission, Massachusetts and Washington, D.C.
bMS 16011/10 (14) Displaced Persons Commission, Washington, D.C.
bMS 16011/10 (15) -E- correspondence, 1951-1953.
bMS 16011/10 (16) Economic Cooperation Administration.
bMS 16011/10 (17) Emerson, William.
bMS 16011/11 (1) Endorsement letters written by various constituencies who were aided by the USC, 1951.
bMS 16011/11 (2) European correspondent, Matthey, Helene.
bMS 16011/11 (3) Europe, Matthey, Helene, USC European correspondent.
bMS 16011/11 (4) Executive Committee.
bMS 16011/11 (5) -F- correspondence, 1951-1953.
bMS 16011/11 (6) Field, Noel, brought forward. Includes photograph of Field.
bMS 16011/11 (7) Field work.
bMS 16011/11 (8) Fisher, Vories.
bMS 16011/11 (9) Fogg, Helen.
bMS 16011/11 (10) Ford Foundation.
bMS 16011/11 (11) Foreign currency.
bMS 16011/11 (12) Foundations.
bMS 16011/11 (13) Foundations, James Foundation.
bMS 16011/11 (14) Foundations, James Foundation.
bMS 16011/11 (15) Foundation grants, list of, to use.
bMS 16011/12 (1) France, annual reports, 1951.
bMS 16011/12 (2) France, annual reports, 1952.
bMS 16011/12 (3) France, correspondence.
bMS 16011/12 (4) France, Free Milk from Government (U.S.).
bMS 16011/12 (5) France, Les Andelys, Champsaur, Gwyn.
bMS 16011/12 (6) France, Les Andelys, Champsaur, Gwyn (correspondence).
bMS 16011/12 (7) France, Lee, Arthur, correspondence.
bMS 16011/12 (8) France, miscellaneous correspondence.
bMS 16011/12 (9) France, Mountauban Clinic.
bMS 16011/12 (11) France, Paris, Matthey, Helene.
bMS 16011/12 (12) France, St. Goin, correspondence.
bMS 16011/12 (13) France, St. Goin, reports.
bMS 16011/12 (14) France, shipment letters.
bMS 16011/12 (15) France, Spanish newsletters.
bMS 16011/12 (16) France, Toulouse, High Commissioner/Ford Foundation grant.
bMS 16011/12 (17) France, Toulouse, letters from Persis Miller.
bMS 16011/12 (18) France, Toulouse, letters from Persis Miller.
bMS 16011/12 (19) France, Toulouse, letters to Persis Miller.
  Includes photograph of refugee children in St. Goin.
bMS 16011/13 (2) France, Toulouse, Miller, Persis, correspondence, July 1952-December 1952.
bMS 16011/13 (3) France, Toulouse, Miller, Persis, correspondence, January 1, 1953-June 30, 1953.
bMS 16011/13 (4) France, Toulouse, Miller, Persis, correspondence, July 1, 1953-December 1, 1953.
bMS 16011/13 (5) France, Toulouse, miscellaneous.
bMS 16011/13 (6) France, Toulouse, reports.
bMS 16011/13 (8) France, Toulouse, USC agreement with Persis Miller, 1952.
bMS 16011/13 (9) Fundraising, campaign progress reports.
bMS 16011/13 (10) Fundraising, Lavin-Stenbuck, re: world service, 1953.
bMS 16011/13 (11) Fundraising, letters to campaign chairman.
bMS 16011/13 (12) Fundraising, miscellaneous.
bMS 16011/14 (1) -G- correspondence, 1951-1953.
bMS 16011/14 (2) Gano, Seth T.
bMS 16011/14 (3) Geneva correspondent of USC, Matthey, Helene.
bMS 16011/14 (4) German Medical Association, annual meeting, 1951.
bMS 16011/14 (5) Germany, Arbeiter Wohlfahrt, correspondence.
bMS 16011/14 (6) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, 1951.
bMS 16011/14 (7) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, Anne Thorp.
bMS 16011/14 (8) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, miscellaneous.
bMS 16011/14 (9) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, miscellaneous correspondence.
bMS 16011/14 (10) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, Fogg, Helen.
bMS 16011/14 (11) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood Centers.
bMS 16011/14 (12) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, Peck, Lillie M.
bMS 16011/14 (13) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, reports.
bMS 16011/14 (14) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood Center, reports.
bMS 16011/14 (15) Germany, Child Care and Youth Department, Bremen Neighborhood Center. Includes photograph of Mrs. Bryce Shoemaker (Louise Proehl Shoemaker).
bMS 16011/14 (16) Germany, Department of Child and Youth Projects, Bremen Neighborhood Center, Germany, 1951.
bMS 16011/14 (17) Germany, Department of Child and Youth Projects, Bremen Neighborhood Center, Germany, 1952.
bMS 16011/14 (18) Germany, Child Care Institute.
bMS 16011/14 (19) Germany, dental mission, basic reports, 1951.
bMS 16011/14 (20) Germany, D.P. Homes (British zone).
bMS 16011/14 (21) Germany, Education and Child Care Institute, 1952.
bMS 16011/14 (22) Germany, education and child care, personnel, 1952. Includes photograph of Lillie M. Peck.
bMS 16011/14 (23) Germany, Fogg, Helen, miscellaneous correspondence, to and from. Includes postcard from Berlin.
bMS 16011/14 (24) Germany, general (missions and child care).
bMS 16011/15 (1) Germany, medical mission, follow-up.
bMS 16011/15 (2) Germany, medical mission, follow-up.
bMS 16011/15 (4) Germany, medical mission, follow-up, 1953.
bMS 16011/15 (5) Germany, medical projects, German public health officials visit to United States, 1952.
bMS 16011/15 (6) Germany, medical projects, Longmire, P.W.P. visiting lecturer at Free University, 1952.
bMS 16011/15 (7) Germany, medical report of medical symposia, 1953.
bMS 16011/15 (8) Germany, medical symposia, reports of, 1953.
bMS 16011/15 (10) Germany, public health and dental missions, Brooks comments, 1953.
bMS 16011/15 (11) Germany, public health and dental missions, correspondence (combined).
bMS 16011/15 (12) Germany, public health and dental missions, follow-up, 1951.
bMS 16011/15 (13) Germany, public health and dental missions reports from Helene Matthey, 1951.
bMS 16011/15 (14) Germany, public health mission, final reports, 1951.
bMS 16011/15 (15) Germany, public health planning team, information bulletins, 1951.
bMS 16011/15 (16) Germany, scientific symposia, 1952-1953.
bMS 16011/15 (17) Germany, visit of German public health officials, 1953.
bMS 16011/15 (18) Germany, Professor Weber's trip to U.S., medical projects.
bMS 16011/15 (19) Germany, West Berlin, influx refugees, 1952.
bMS 16011/18 (1) International Refugee Organization.
bMS 16011/18 (2) International Refugee Organization, report, 1951.
bMS 16011/18 (3) IRO-USC White Russian Refugee Program.
bMS 16011/18 (4) Iran, medical mission, request for mission, agreement between WHO and Iran.
bMS 16011/18 (5) Israel, follow-up.
bMS 16011/18 (6) Israel-Iran, correspondence; general medical mission, June 1951.
bMS 16011/18 (8) Israel-Iran medical mission, agreement between United States Government and USC (copy unsigned), 1951.
bMS 16011/18 (9) Israel-Iran medical mission, correspondence with Israeli and Iranian representatives, 1951.
bMS 16011/18 (10) Israel-Iran medical mission, correspondence with WHO, Geneva, 1951.
bMS 16011/18 (12) Israel-Iran medical mission, final reports, 1951.
bMS 16011/18 (13) Israel-Iran medical mission, follow-up.
bMS 16011/18 (14) Israel-Iran medical mission, follow-up.
bMS 16011/18 (15) Israel, public health lectures, follow-up, 1952-1953.
bMS 16011/32 (2)
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bMS 16020, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee Records: Administrative Records, 1941-1964.

Summary: Contains correspondence of Howard L. Brooks (associate director), Edward Cahill (associate director), and Raymond B. Bragg (executive director) and many other persons working on assisting to refugees in Europe. The correspondence is arranged alphabetically according to the correspondent's last name.

Extent: 4,102 digital images (JPEG); 3.33 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16020/1 (1) -A- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/1 (2) Ames, Charles Lesley.
bMS 16020/1 (3) Ascoli, Max.
bMS 16020/1 (4) -B- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/1 (5) Backus, Rev. E. Burdette.
bMS 16020/1 (6) Baldwin, Dorothea.
bMS 16020/1 (7) Bates, Merrill O.
bMS 16020/1 (8) Best, Dr. Charles.
bMS 16020/1 (9) Bragg, Raymond.
bMS 16020/1 (10) Bridgeman, Donald.
bMS 16020/1 (11) Brooks, Howard.
bMS 16020/1 (12) Brooks, Judge Lawrence.
bMS 16020/1 (13) Broome, Edwin.
bMS 16020/1 (14) Brumlik, Dr. Joseph.
bMS 16020/1 (15) Brundage, Percival.
bMS 16020/1 (16) Butler, Dr. Allan.
bMS 16020/1 (17) -C- miscellaneous. Includes photograph of Andre Rouelle.
bMS 16020/1 (18) Cahill, Edward.
bMS 16020/1 (19) Cahill, Edward. Personal.
bMS 16020/1 (20) Caldecott, Rev. Ernest.
bMS 16020/1 (21) Cameron, Rev. Angus.
bMS 16020/1 (22) Cavaillé, Elisa.
bMS 16020/1 (23) Cheuca-Garces, Felipa Aranda.
bMS 16020/1 (24) Clark, Rev. Thaddeus.
bMS 16020/1 (25) Cullen, Dr. Stuart.
bMS 16020/1 (26) -D- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/1 (27) Davies, Rev. A. Powell.
bMS 16020/1 (28) Deutsch, Dr. Karl.
bMS 16020/1 (29) Dewitt, Dale.
bMS 16020/1 (30) Dunkleberg, Elmer.
bMS 16020/1 (31) Dziura, Dr. J. J.
bMS 16020/1 (32) -D- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (1) E- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (2) Emerson, William.
bMS 16020/2 (3) Engvall, Rev. Charles.
bMS 16020/2 (4) Evans, Dr. Joseph.
bMS 16020/2 (5) -F- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (6) Fisher, Rev. John O.
bMS 16020/2 (7) Fogg, Helen, 1947.
bMS 16020/2 (8) Frommer, Joseph.
bMS 16020/2 (9) -G- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (10) Gilmartin, Rev. Aron.
bMS 16020/2 (11) Giral, Jose.
bMS 16020/2 (12) Goldberg, Max.
bMS 16020/2 (13) Gollan, Dr. Frank.
bMS 16020/2 (14) Greene, Henry Copley.
bMS 16020/2 (15) -H- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (16) Harrington, Vilma.
bMS 16020/2 (17) Hay, Irene O.
bMS 16020/2 (18) Henry, Rev. Richard.
bMS 16020/2 (19) Hilton, Rev. Randall.
bMS 16020/2 (20) Hobart, Rev. Alfred W.
bMS 16020/2 (21) Holmes, Rev. Frank O.
bMS 16020/2 (22) Hooper, Rev. Harry.
bMS 16020/2 (23) Horvath, Lawrence.
bMS 16020/2 (24) -J- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (25) Jaeger, Edgar M.
bMS 16020/2 (26) Jaeger/Miller.
bMS 16020/2 (27) Johnston, Jimmie.
bMS 16020/2 (28) Joy, Dr. Charles.
bMS 16020/2 (29) -K- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/2 (30) Kellerman, Robert.
bMS 16020/2 (31) Keys, Dr. Ancel.
bMS 16020/2 (32) Kleinwachter, Dr. Ludwig.
bMS 16020/3 (1) -L- miscellaneous.
bMS 16020/3 (2) Lade, Dr. James.
bMS 16020/3 (3) Lathrop, Dr. John.
bMS 16020/3 (4) Lee, Mrs. Kendrick.
bMS 16020/3 (5) Lefer, Dr. Leon.
bMS 16020/3 (6) Leopold, Mrs. Madge.
bMS 16020/3 (7) Lewis, Dr. Roger.
bMS 16020/3 (8) Marley, Rev. Harold P.
Masaryk, Jan.
Massler, Dr. Maury.
Merigold, Julian.
Mikota, Milos.
Muller, Henry.
Muller, Henry.
-N- miscellaneous.
Neufville, Celine Rott de.
-O- miscellaneous.
O’Brian, Rev. Delos.
- miscellaneous.
Pennington, Rev. Leslie.
Pereira, Rui DaCosta.
Perkins, Dr. James.
-R- miscellaneous.
Reisman, Dr. Abraham.
Ricker, Rev. Frank.
Robbins, Rev. Wallace.
Romeiek. Press clippings.
Rosenblum, Walter.
-S- miscellaneous.
Schour, Dr. Isaac.
Sellier, Mr. Annette.
Severinghaus, Dr. Elmer.
Stebbins, Dr. Ernest.
Steiner, Richard.
Steiner, Willy A.
Stiernotte, Rev. Alfred.
Straus, Martin.
Szent-Ivanyi, Bishop Alexander.
-T- miscellaneous.
Tenenbaum, Frances.
Toscanani, Walter.
-U- miscellaneous.
Ves canoni, Walter.
-V- miscellaneous.
Vincent Family.
-W- miscellaneous.
Warren, Hamilton M.
Wiegman, Peter T.
Williamson, A.E.
Wilson, Rev. Edwin H.
-Y- miscellaneous.
-Z- miscellaneous.
Zhivkovitch, Olga.
Zuloaga, Pedro.
Series 10

bMS 16024, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Administrative Correspondence, 1941-1953.

Summary: Contains correspondence and reports created by many people associated with the Unitarian Service Committee. Among the individuals represented in this collection are: Raymond Bragg (executive director), Howard Brooks (associate director), Edward Cahill (associate director), Lotta Hitschmanova (director of the USC in Canada), Noel Field (European director of the USC), Helen French (director of the Bad Rothenfelde children's home in Germany), Helen Fogg (director of child and youth projects), Varian Fry (founder of the Centre Americain de Secours in Marseille), Seth Gano (vice-chairman of the USC's first Board of Directors), and Charles Joy (executive director). Correspondence and reports relate to efforts of the Unitarian Service Committee made during and after World War II to feed and clothe displaced children and adults in Europe, and to help many of them flee Europe and establish themselves elsewhere. Edward Cahill's correspondence concerns Japanese relocation efforts in the United States. The establishment of the USC medical missions is discussed in the files of Howard Brooks. The purpose of these medical missions was to send physicians and scientists overseas to share American medical and scientific techniques with doctors who had suffered from the long blackout on scientific knowledge caused by war and dictatorships.

Extent: 8,151 digital images (JPEG); 6.78 GB

Inventory:
bMS 16024/1 (1) Bragg, Raymond, 1942-1944.
bMS 16024/1 (2) Bragg, Raymond, 1945.
bMS 16024/1 (3) Bragg, Raymond, 1948.
bMS 16024/1 (4) Bragg, Raymond. Personal, 1950.
bMS 16024/1 (5) Bragg, Raymond. Speaking, 1950.
bMS 16024/1 (6) Bragg, Raymond, 1950-1951.
bMS 16024/1 (7) Bragg, Raymond. Radio manuscript, 1951.
bMS 16024/1 (8) British Unitarian Service Committee, 1944-1945.
bMS 16024/1 (9) Brooks, Howard, 1949-1950.
bMS 16024/1 (10) Brooks, Howard. Correspondence, New York, 1953.
bMS 16024/1 (11) Brooks, Howard. Indonesia.
bMS 16024/1 (12) Brooks, Howard. Southwest area organizational chart.
bMS 16024/1 (13) Brooks, Howard. Speaking engagements, Fall.
bMS 16024/1 (14) Brooks, Howard, 1941-1945.
bMS 16024/1 (15) Brooks, Howard, 1941-1946.
bMS 16024/1 (16) Brooks, Howard, 1942.
bMS 16024/1 (17) Brooks, Howard. Service squad, 1942.
bMS 16024/1 (18) Brooks, Howard. Italy background, 1944.
bMS 16024/1 (19) Brooks, Howard. Medical mission, 1944.
bMS 16024/2 (1) Brooks, Howard, 1945.
bMS 16024/2 (7) Brooks, Howard, 1950-1951.
bMS 16024/2 (8) Brooks, Howard. Personal, 1951.
bMS 16024/2 (9) Brooks, Howard. European tour, 1952.
bMS 16024/2 (10) Brooks, Howard. Personal, 1952.
bMS 16024/2 (11) Brooks, Howard. Indonesia, 1953.
bMS 16024/2 (12) Brooks, Howard. Israel, 1953.
bMS 16024/2 (13) Brooks, Howard. Personal, 1953.
bMS 16024/2 (14) Brooks, Howard. Resignation, 1953.
bMS 16024/2 (16) Brooks, Judge Lawrence, 1950.
bMS 16024/2 (17) Brundage, Percival, 1941-1944.
bMS 16024/2 (18) Brundage, Percival, 1945.
bMS 16024/2 (19) Brundage, Percival, 1946.
bMS 16024/2 (20) Brundage, Percival, 1950.
bMS 16024/2 (21) Burnstan, Rowland, 1948.
bMS 16024/2 (22) Burnstan, Rowland, 1950.
bMS 16024/3 (1) Burton, Senator Harold, 1942-1944.
bMS 16024/3 (2) Burton, Senator Harold, 1945.
bMS 16024/3 (3) Cahill, Edward, 1944.
bMS 16024/3 (4) Cahill, Edward, 1944-1945.
bMS 16024/3 (5) Cahill, Edward, 1945.
bMS 16024/3 (6) Cahill, Edward. Personal, 1945.
bMS 16024/3 (7) Cahill, Edward, 1947.
bMS 16024/3 (8) Cahill, Edward, 1950.
bMS 16024/3 (9) Canada. Cables.
bMS 16024/3 (10) Canada. Hamilton branch.
bMS 16024/3 (13) Canada. Miscellaneous.
bMS 16024/3 (14) Canada. Reports.
bMS 16024/3 (15) Canada. Shipment letters.
bMS 16024/3 (16) Canada. Vancouver.
bMS 16024/3 (17) Canada, 1947.
bMS 16024/3 (20) Canada. Reports, 1948.
bMS 16024/3 (21) Canada. Reports, 1950.
bMS 16024/3 (22) Confidential correspondence, 1947-1948.
bMS 16024/4 (2) Davies, Dr. A. Powell, 1950.
bMS 16024/4 (3) Dexter, Robert, 1941-1947.
bMS 16024/4 (4) Dexter, Robert. Personal, 1944.
bMS 16024/4 (5) Ebeling, Herman, 1950.
bMS 16024/4 (9) Field, Noel. Correspondence.
bMS 16024/4 (10) Field, Noel. Newspaper clippings.
bMS 16024/4 (11) Field, Noel, 1941-1944.
bMS 16024/4 (14) Field, Noel, 1949.
bMS 16024/4 (15) Field, Noel, 1950.
bMS 16024/4 (16) Findly, John K., 1945.
bMS 16024/4 (17) Fisher, Carleton.
bMS 16024/4 (18) Fogg, Helen, 1947.
bMS 16024/4 (19) Food collection.
bMS 16024/4 (20) Foreign mail received, 1947.
bMS 16024/5 (1) French, Helen, 1950.
bMS 16024/5 (2) Fritchman, Stephen, 1947.
bMS 16024/5 (3) Fry, Varian M., 1941-1944.
bMS 16024/5 (4) Fry, Varian M., 1941-1944.
bMS 16024/5 (5) Gano, Seth, 1944.
bMS 16024/5 (6) Gano, Seth, 1944-1945.
bMS 16024/5 (7) Gano, Seth, 1946.
bMS 16024/5 (9) Gano, Seth, 1950.
bMS 16024/5 (10) Germany. Publicity for relief operations, 1946-1947.
bMS 16024/5 (11) Haspl, Kavel, 1948.
bMS 16024/5 (17) Holt, Dr. Evelyn. UNRRA, 1945.
bMS 16024/6 (1) Hooper, Mrs. Harry, 1949.
bMS 16024/6 (2) Hooper, Mrs. Harry, 1950.
bMS 16024/6 (3) Hungary. Ivanyi Field, 1947.
bMS 16024/6 (4) International education reconstruction.
bMS 16024/6 (5) International youth work projects.
bMS 16024/6 (6) Jones, Dorothea, 1947.
bMS 16024/6 (7) Joy, Charles, 1942.
bMS 16024/6 (8) Joy, Charles. Dexter controversy, 1943.
bMS 16024/6 (9) Joy, Charles. Personal, 1943-1944.
bMS 16024/6 (11) Joy, Charles, 1945.
bMS 16024/7 (1) Joy, Charles. Overseas correspondence and reports, 1945.
bMS 16024/7 (2) Joy, Charles. Overseas correspondence and reports, 1945.
bMS 16024/7 (3) Joy, Charles. Reports, 1945.
bMS 16024/7 (4) Loyal Americans of German Descent, Franz Schoenberner, ca. 1941.
bMS 16024/7 (5) Miller, Persis, 1953.
bMS 16024/7 (6) Miller, Persis. Correspondence, 1953.
bMS 16024/7 (7) Personnel, 1944.
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bMS 16027, Selected records of the Unitarian Service Committee.

Summary: Contains correspondence, memos, reports, relating to activities of the New York office of the Unitarian Service Committee, which functioned as a center for shipping goods to needy people overseas. This office was opened in 1942 and Henry Muller, a refugee who directed it during the first five years, operated appeals for clothing, food, medicine, and items such as toilet kits, tools and garden supplies. Total shipments for the peak year, 1946, amounted to more than 1,200,000 pounds. The collection includes correspondence to and from Henry Muller and his assistant, Anne G. Huppman; Herman Ebeling and Erna Sternberg, also from the New York office, and other USC members such as Dorothea B. Jones, who was the assistant to Howard Brooks in Boston, as well as the State Department, the Treasury Department and the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRA).

Extent: 1,299 digital images (JPEG); 1.06 GB.

Inventory:

bMS 16027/1 (1) Austria, 1949.
bMS 16027/1 (2) Correspondence concerning shipment of food packages to Europe from Erna Sternberg and Herman Ebeling, 1948-1949.
bMS 16027/1 (3) Correspondence concerning shipment of food packages to Europe from Erna Sternberg and Herman Ebeling, 1948-1949.
bMS 16027/1 (4) Correspondence concerning shipment of food and clothing, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (5) Oswego, New York, refugee shelter, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (6) Correspondence from various countries to USC, requesting assistance, 1948-1949.
bMS 16027/1 (7) CARE (Cooperative for American Remittances to Europe, Inc.), correspondence re: orders and shipments, 1946-1948.
bMS 16027/1 (8) Commerce, Department of, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (9) General Alliance, shipment of food, 1948.
bMS 16027/1 (10) German correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16027/1 (11) Home Service Committee, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (12) Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, Martha Biehle, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (13) Memos concerning handling of mail and other procedures, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (14) Miscellaneous correspondence, including correspondence of Frederick May Eliot, 1944-1949.
bMS 16027/1 (15) New York Unitarian Service Committee, meeting minutes, February-September 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (16) New York Unitarian Service Committee, Henry E. Muller, assistant director, correspondence, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (17) New York Unitarian Service Committee, Henry E. Muller, assistant director, correspondence, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (18) New York Unitarian Service Committee, Henry E. Muller, assistant director, correspondence, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (19) New York Unitarian Service Committee, Anne G. Huppman, assistant to Henry Muller, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (20) Office of Price Administration, 1945.
bMS 16027/1 (21) Public relations material about food shipments, 1946-1947.
bMS 16027/1 (22) Personnel Committee, 1945.
bMS 16027/2 (1) President's War Relief Control Board, Dorothea Jones and Howard Brooks, USC, 1945.
bMS 16027/2 (2) President's War Relief Control Board, procedures concerning shipments of food, clothing, medicine, etc., 1945.
bMS 16027/2 (3) Relief parcels of food to Germany, 1947-1948.
bMS 16027/2 (4) Robbery - Life magazine photograph, 1947.
bMS 16027/2 (5) State Department, 1945.
bMS 16027/2 (6) Treasury Department, 1945.
bMS 16027/2 (7) UNRRA (United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration), medical mission to Italy, Dr. A. Hughes Bryan, 1945.
bMS 16027/2 (8) UNRRA, medical mission correspondence, 1945.

Series 12


Summary: Contains correspondence to and from Arthur Lee, the director of the Service Committee in France, with Howard Brooks, Raymond Bragg, and other Service Committee members. There are also reports and some correspondence from Germany, with some appeals for assistance from displaced people, and reports on the medical mission in Germany. There are also cancelled applications from people who applied to work with the Service Committee, and these applications contain photographs.

Extent: 1,491 digital images (JPEG); 337 MB.

Inventory:
bMS 16028/1 (2) France, cables from, 1948.
Series 13

bMS 16029, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.

Summary: Contains correspondence, adopted children files, memoranda, and Unitarian workcamps newsletters, expressions of thanks from refugees in Germany who had received care packages from the Unitarian Service Committee. Includes correspondence to and from Helen Fogg, who was director of the Child Care Institute in Germany; communication from the International Refugee Organization in Geneva, Switzerland concerning displaced persons in Portugal, Spain, and in camps in Germany, and correspondence from John K. Findley about work camps in the United States.

Extent: 3,158 digital images (JPEG); 653 MB.

Inventory:
bMS 16029/1 (1) -A-, 1948.
bMS 16029/1 (2) -A-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (3) Adopting children.
bMS 16029/1 (4) AUY, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (5) -B-, 1948.
bMS 16029/1 (6) -B-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (7) Behr, Anneliese.
bMS 16029/1 (8) -C-, 1947-1948.
bMS 16029/1 (9) -C-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (10) Camp sites. Prospects, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (11) Correspondence. Overseas, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (12) -D-, 1948.
bMS 16029/1 (13) -D-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (14) -E-, 1946-1947.
bMS 16029/1 (15) -E-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (16) -F-, 1947.
bMS 16029/1 (17) -F-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (18) Family adoptions. Case histories.
bMS 16029/1 (20) Findly, John K., 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (21) -G-, 1948.
bMS 16029/1 (22) -G-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (23) Germany. Office of Military Government.
bMS 16029/1 (24) -H-, 1948.
bMS 16029/1 (25) -H-, 1949.
bMS 16029/1 (26) -I-, 1948.
bMS 16029/1 (27) Information about agencies.
bMS 16029/2 (1) International Refugee Organization, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (2) International Refugee Organization. Germany, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (4) Italy. Miscellaneous, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (5) -J-, 1946-1947.
bMS 16029/2 (6) -J-, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (7) Justice Department. Immigration and Naturalization.
bMS 16029/2 (8) -K-, 1947.
bMS 16029/2 (9) -K-, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (10) -K-, 1949-1950.
bMS 16029/2 (11) -L-, 1947.
bMS 16029/2 (12) -L-, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (13) Ladd, Edward T.
bMS 16029/2 (14) Lawrence, Ann.
bMS 16029/2 (15) Lisbon.
bMS 16029/2 (16) Luckau, Alma.
bMS 16029/2 (17) -M-, 1947.
bMS 16029/2 (18) -M-, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (20) Martin, Katherine, 1949.
bMS 16029/2 (22) Mimeographing, Unitarian workcamps newsletters, 1949.
bMS 16029/3 (1) Miscellaneous, 1949.
bMS 16029/3 (2) Muller, Katharine, 1949.
bMS 16029/3 (3) -N-, 1947.
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bMS 16030, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.
Correspondence. 1941-1964.

Summary: Consists of letters from well-known people that were culled from other collections and placed here. Most of the letters are directed to staff members of the Unitarian Service Committee. The correspondence covers 1939-1965.

Extent: 321 digital images (JPEG); 270 MB.

Inventory:
bMS 16030/1 (3) Benedict, Ruth. One letter to Edward Cahill, 1944.
bMS 16030/1 (5) Biddle, Francis. One letter to Raymond Bragg, 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (6) Bostrom, W. One letter to Charles Joy, 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (7) Brazelton, T. Berry. One letter to William Emerson, 1956.
bMS 16030/1 (8) Buck, Pearl. One letter to Charles Joy, 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (9) Bucke, Emory Stevens. One letter to Mrs. John T. Pitkin, 1945.
bMS 16030/1 (10) Bunche, Ralph. One letter to William Emerson, 1950.
bMS 16030/1 (11) Burton, Harold Hitz. Twenty-two letters to several USC members, 1942-1946.
bMS 16030/1 (13) Compton, Karl. Four letters to William Emerson, 1941-1950.
bMS 16030/1 (14) Declaration of Democratic Independence to the President and the Congress of the USA (copy), c. 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (17) Eisenhower, Dwight D. One cable sent on behalf of Eisenhower to USC, 1947.
bMS 16030/1 (18) Field, Marshall. One letter to Miss Mildred Boie, 1941.
bMS 16030/1 (19) Green, William. Two letters to two USC members, 1942, 1947. One reply from Isabel Harris, 1942.
bMS 16030/1 (20) Haspl, Karel. One letter to Charles Joy, 1946.
bMS 16030/1 (22) Hoover, John Edgar. One letter to Edward A. Cahill, 1944.
bMS 16030/1 (23) Hughes, John C. Eleven letters to three USC members, 1942-1943. One reply from Robert C. Dexter, 1942.
bMS 16030/1 (26) Lehman, Herbert. Eight letters to Charles R. Joy, 1942-1945. One each to William Emerson 1949; General Sherman, 1942; and a Mr. Leiper, 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (27) Lodge, Henry Cabot. One letter to Robert C. Dexter, 1939, one letter to Ms. Martha H. Fletcher, 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (29) Mann, Thomas. One letter (copy) to Martha Sharp, 1943.
bMS 16030/1 (30) Marshall, George C. Two letters to William Emerson, 1951.
bMS 16030/1 (31) Mathieson, F.O. Two letters to Howard Brooks, 1947.
bMS 16030/1 (32) Mays, Benjamin. Two letters to Mrs. Dudley Moore, 1954.
bMS 16030/1 (33) Meyerhof, Otto. Ten letters to Robert Dexter, 1940-1941, one letter to Waitstill Sharp, 1940.
bMS 16030/1 (36) O'Dwyer, William. Two letters to Howard Brooks, 1945, one letter to Charles Joy, 1945.
bMS 16030/1 (37) Roosevelt, Eleanor. One letter to William Emerson, 1949, two letters by secretary to Charles Joy, 1944.
bMS 16030/1 (38) Saltonstall, Leverett. Four letters to USC members, 1943-1964, one letter to Carlton Fisher, 1950.
bMS 16030/1 (39) Sargent, Porter. One letter to William W. Gallagher, 1943.
**bMS 16030/1 (40)** Schlesinger, Arthur B. Two letters to Frederick M. Eliot, 1948.


**bMS 16030/1 (42)** Sikorski, General. One letter to Unitarian Service Committee, 1943, one letter by secretary to Charles Joy, 1943.


**bMS 16030/1 (44)** Stimpson, Henry O. One letter to Charles Joy, 1944.

**bMS 16030/1 (45)** Tolstoy, Alexandra. One letter each to J. Harry Hooper and Charles R. Joy, 1941, one letter to Mrs. Alexis O. Hay, 1944.

**bMS 16030/1 (46)** Toscanini, Walter. One letter to Charles Joy, 1945, one letter received from Edward Cahill, 1944.

**bMS 16030/1 (47)** Truman, Harry S. One cable to Irving R. Murray, 1947, one letter to Lee Marshall, 1947, and one undated message.

**bMS 16030/1 (48)** Unidentified. Four letters to various USC members by unidentified signers, 1945-1947.


**bMS 16030/1 (50)** Wagner, Robert. Two letters to Robert Dexter, 1939, 1944; one unsigned printed American Palestine Committee form, undated.

**bMS 16030/1 (51)** Walsh, David. One letter to Seth Gano, 1942.

---

**Series 15**

**bMS 16031. Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Administrative Records, 1941-1957.**

**Summary:** Contains correspondence and reports concerning a number of charges that were raised against the USC in 1946. These charges include claims that the work of the USC in Europe was under Communist influences; that some members of the USC, specifically Herta Tempi and Noel Field, were Communists; and that the USC work in Spain was under the control of the Communists. The Wood-Rankin Committee of the House of Representatives investigated the charges concerning Communism. The collection includes correspondence to and from USC members Seth Gano, Charles Joy, William Emerson, Martha Sharp, Noel Field, and Robert Dexter. Correspondence concerning the work of the USC with Spanish refugees, much of which is to and from Helen Bryan, executive secretary of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, (JAFRC) is also included. The predecessors to the JAFRC were the United American Spanish Aid Committee, the Rescue Ship Mission, and the American Committee to Save Refugees. The records cover 1941-1957.

**Extent:** 1,271 digital images (JPEG); 1.06 GB

**Inventory:**

**bMS 16031/1 (1)** Charges against USC and its members, correspondence and reports, 1946-1947.

**bMS 16031/1 (2)** Charges against USC and its members, correspondence and reports, 1946-1947.

**bMS 16031/1 (3)** Charges against USC and its members, newscuttings and correspondence, 1946.
bMS 16031/1 (4) Reports and correspondence concerning the work of the USC, 1946.
bMS 16031/1 (5) Noel Field, accusations and defense, 1946.
bMS 16031/1 (6) Noel Field, 1946-1954.
bMS 16031/1 (7) Noel Field, USC record, 1957.
bMS 16031/1 (9) Donald Harrington, 1947.
bMS 16031/1 (10) Investigation, general, 1946.
bMS 16031/2 (1) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Correspondence, 1941-1943.
bMS 16031/2 (2) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Correspondence, 1941-1943.
bMS 16031/2 (3) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Correspondence, 1944-1945.
bMS 16031/2 (4) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee. Evidence of Communist affiliation and responses, 1941-1943.

Series 16

bMS 16034, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Project Files – Refugee Relief Trustees, 1943-1947.

Summary: Collection includes information about the administrative aspects of the work of the USC. It includes information about various agencies and organizations the USC worked with such as the Refugee Relief Trustees; the work of the USC offices in Germany, Geneva, and New York; budget and fundraising information; descriptions of projects in the United States and abroad, and fundraising and publicity material. The records cover 1943-1947.

Extent: 1,746 digital images (JPEG); 1.45 GB

Inventory:
bMS 16034/1 (1) American Youth for World Youth, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (2) Arbeiter-Wohlfart, 1946.
bMS 16034/1 (3) Bragg, Raymond, correspondence with Henry Muller, Associate Director of the USC New York office, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (4) Bragg, Raymond, correspondence with Henry Muller, Associate Director of the USC New York office, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (5) Budget, USC, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (7) CARE, Board meetings, July-December 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (8) Child Projects Department, reports, 1946-1947.
bMS 16034/1 (9) Child welfare work in Germany, reports, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (10) Contributions to USC, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (11) Field, Noel, requests for food, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (12) Fundraising, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (13) Geneva, Switzerland, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16034/1 (14) Lists of publications, USC offices, Refugee Relief Trustee officers, etc.
bMS 16034/1 (15) New York meetings (USC), 1947.
bMS 16034/2 (1) Overseas News Service bulletins, 1947.
bMS 16034/2 (2) Personnel, information and applications, 1947.
bMS 16034/2 (3) Poland, relief work conducted by USC, reports and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16034/2 (4) Project descriptions and public relations material, 1947.
bMS 16034/2 (5) Publicity: pamphlets, reports, publications, etc. about the work of the USC, 1946-1947.
bMS 16034/2 (6) Publicity: pamphlets, reports, publications, etc. about the work of the USC, 1946-1947.
bMS 16034/2 (7) Refugee Relief Trustees, correspondence, minutes and reports, 1943-1946. Includes inventories of clothing made at the Toulouse and the Paris offices.
bMS 16034/2 (8) Refugee Relief Trustees, correspondence, minutes and reports, 1943-1946.
bMS 16034/2 (9) Refugee Relief Trustees, correspondence, minutes and reports, 1943-1946.
bMS 16034/2 (10) Refugee Relief Trustees, memos concerning budget requests to the National War Fund.
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bMS 16035, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Project Files—Refugee Case File, 1941-1952.

Summary: Contains records relating to many aspects of the relief work that the Unitarian Service Committee conducted in France, Switzerland, Portugal, Holland, Hungary, Germany, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. Several different agencies and organizations are represented, such as the Council of Relief Agencies Licensed for Operation in Germany (CRALOG); the Child Projects Department of the USC, which included the American Youth for World Youth and a home for children in Olesovice, Czechoslovakia; and general reports that describe the relief work that the USC was doing with refugees in France and other countries. Many of these reports describe the conditions of the refugees, and outline the needs of the USC, which include money, clothing, and medical supplies. Individual correspondents include Helen Fogg, Raymond Bragg, Arthur Lee (director in France in 1948), Charles Joy, Noel Field, Ernst Papanek, and Herman Ebeling and Friedl Reifer, who were the two assistant directors from the New York office. Some files on workcamps in the United States and overseas are also included.

Extent: 32,736 digital images (JPEG); 27.5 GB

Inventory:
bMS 16035/1 (1) Field, Noel. Telegram, 1941.
bMS 16035/1 (2) "Nutritional Situation in the Camps of the Unoccupied Zone of France and its Consequences," 1941-1942.
bMS 16035/1 (3) France, 1941-1942; 1945-1946.
bMS 16035/1 (4) Marseilles Project during the German Occupation, 1942-1944.
bMS 16035/1 (5) France. American Friends memorandum, 1944.
bMS 16035/1 (6) Paris Report, 1944.
bMS 16035/1 (7) Committee on Displaced Persons, 1944-1945.
bMS 16035/1 (12) Studies on starvation: University of Minnesota Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene, 1944-1946.
bMS 16035/1 (13) Studies on starvation: University of Minnesota Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene, 1944-1946.
bMS 16035/1 (16) Czechoslovakia, 1945.
bMS 16035/1 (19) Czechoslovakia. Reports, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (1) France. Monnetier, reports, 1945-1946.
bMS 16035/2 (2) France. Maurienne Valley, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (4) France. Reports, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (7) German relief, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (8) Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, Spanish, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (9) Report on Valley of Maurienne, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (10) Spain, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (11) Switzerland, 1945.
bMS 16035/2 (13) France. Miscellaneous reports, 1945-1946.
bMS 16035/2 (16) Saint-Jean-de-Luz. Reports, 1945-1946.
bMS 16035/2 (17) France. Field, Noel, project #1, 1945-1947.
bMS 16035/2 (18) France. Field, Noel, project #1, 1945-1947.
bMS 16035/3 (3) Chateau Monnetier, 1946.
bMS 16035/3 (5) Children, information on, 1946.
bMS 16035/3 (7) Cote Basque. Reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/3 (8) France. Hendaye, 1946.
bMS 16035/3 (9) France. St. Goin, 1946.
bMS 16035/3 (11) Germany. Reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/3 (12) Holland. Reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (1) Les Andelys, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (2) Poland, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (3) Post-War relief reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (4) Project outlines and summaries, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (5) Refugee Relief Trustees. Meeting minutes, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (6) Refugees/Displaced persons, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (8) Spanish Advisory Committee, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (9) Spanish Republicans, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (10) Summary of the Spanish program of the USC, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (12) Toulouse. Reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (13) Toulouse. Reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (14) Toulouse. Varsovie Hospital reports, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (15) USC projects, November 5, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (16) Warehouse overview, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (17) Yugoslavia, 1946.
bMS 16035/4 (20) Home Service Committee overview, 1946-1948.
bMS 16035/5 (1) A-, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (2) Advisory Committee. Voluntary Foreign Aid correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (3) Advisory Committee. Voluntary Foreign Aid miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (4) American Christian Committee for Refugees, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (5) American Committee for the Relief of German Needy, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (13) American Friends Service Committee. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (15) American Hungarian Relief, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (16) American Overseas Aid, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (18) American Overseas Aid. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (19) American Relief for Czechoslovakia, 1947.
bMS 16035/5 (20) American Relief for Poland, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (9) Austria. Legislation, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (10) Austria. Reports, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (11) Austria, Vienna, cables, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (12) Austria, Vienna, cables, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (13) Austria, Vienna, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (14) Austria, Vienna, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (15) Austria, Vienna, shipment correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (17) Bureau Technique des Oeuvres, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (18) CARE, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (19) Central Location Index, 1947.
bMS 16035/6 (20) Centre d'Entraide Internationale, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (2) Children's Bureau, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (4) Church World Service, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (5) Church World Service. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (6) Citizens Committee on Displaced Persons, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (7) Comite de Ayuda Sanitaria, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (8) Comite International de la Croix Rouge, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (9) Commerce Department, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (10) Committee on Roumania, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (11) Commonwealth Fund, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (13) Contacts, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (14) Council of Relief Agencies Licensed for Operation in Germany (CRALOG), 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (15) CRALOG. Circulars, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (16) CRALOG. Germany, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (18) Czechoslovakia. Cables to, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (19) Czechoslovakia. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (20) Czechoslovakia. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (21) Czechoslovakia. Corwin, Norman speech, February 18, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (22) Czechoslovakia. Embassy, 1947.
bMS 16035/7 (24) Czechoslovakia. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (4) Czechoslovakia. Olesovice, Dr. Stastny, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (7) "Deadline Letter," April 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (8) Denominational conflicts, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (9) Ecuador, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (10) Emerson, William, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (13) Federation de Organismos de Ayuda a la Republica Espanola, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (14) Finland, 1947.
bMS 16035/8 (15) Fogg, Helen, 1947.
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<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/8 (20)</td>
<td>France. Hendaye, reports, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/8 (22)</td>
<td>France. Les Andelys, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/9 (2)</td>
<td>France. Paris office, Correspondence, June-October, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/9 (3)</td>
<td>France. Reports, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/9 (15)</td>
<td>Fundraising Committee, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/9 (17)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, Jones, Selma, Correspondence, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/9 (18)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, Jones, Selma, Correspondence, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (1)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, reports, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (2)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, reports, Aglasterhausen, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (3)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, reports, Avermuhle, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (4)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, reports, Engerode, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (5)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, reports, Veerseen, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (7)</td>
<td>Germany. Ebeling cables, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (8)</td>
<td>Germany. Ebeling correspondence, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (9)</td>
<td>Germany. Ebeling correspondence, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (10)</td>
<td>Germany. Field, Noel, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (14)</td>
<td>Germany. Lee, Arthur reports, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (15)</td>
<td>Germany. Miscellaneous, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (16)</td>
<td>Germany. Shipment letters, 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/10 (18)</td>
<td>Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), 1947.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bMS 16035/10 (20) Holland. Testimonials, 1947.
bMS 16035/10 (21) Home service, 1947.
bMS 16035/10 (22) Hungary. Cables, 1947.
bMS 16035/10 (23) Hungary. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/10 (24) Hungary. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (7) Institute of Internal Education, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (9) Intergovernmental Committee on Lisbon. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (10) Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (11) Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (17) International Rescue and Relief Committee, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (18) Italy. Child projects, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (19) Italy. Keeny UNRRA, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (20) Italy. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (22) Italy. Sanitation Team, engineers (Messina, Ettore), 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (23) Italy. Sanitation Team, engineers (Passaro, Alfredo), 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (24) Italy. Sanitation Team, engineers (Pavanello, Renato), 1947.
bMS 16035/11 (25) Italy. Sanitation Team, engineers (Tomassi, Antonio), 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (1) Italy. Sanitation Team, Williamson, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (2) Italy. Sanitation reports, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (3) Italy. Shipment letters, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (4) JAEGER. Correspondence, May-December 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (5) Japan, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (6) Jeremias, Siegmund, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (7) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee (JARC), 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (8) JARC. General correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (9) JARC. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (10) JARC. Pollock, Mabel, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (11) JARC. Save a Child campaign, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (12) JARC. Un-American Activities case, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (13) Joint Council for International Cooperation, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (14) Justice Department, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (16) Markle Foundation, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (17) McKay Products Corporation, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (18) Meals for Millions Foundation, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (19) Medical Advisory Committee, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (20) Medical and Surgical Relief Committee, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (21) Men, 1947.
bMS 16035/12 (22) Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/13 (1) National Committee For Advancement of Social Work in Italy, 1947.
bMS 16035/13 (2) National Information Bureau, 1947.
bMS 16035/13 (3) National War Fund, 1947.
bMS 16035/13 (7) New York. Muller, Henry (assistant director of the USC), 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (4) Newspaper clippings, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (5) Oberlaender Trust, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (6) Opening of Hana Benesova Home (Prague), 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (7) Paderewski Testimonial Fund, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (8) Pending, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (9) People's Peace, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (10) Poland. Cables, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (12) Poland. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (13) Poland. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (14) Poland. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (15) Poland. Embassy, 1947.
bMS 16035/14 (18) Poland. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (1) Poland. Shipment correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (2) Polish Relief outline, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (4) Portland Committee for Overseas Relief, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (6) Portugal. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (7) Portugal. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (8) Portugal. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (9) Portugal. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (15) Programs, 1947.
bMS 16035/15 (18) Public relations, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (1) Reed & Carnrick, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (2) Refugee Relief Trustees, 1946-1947.
bMS 16035/16 (3) Rockefeller Foundation, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (4) Romania, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (5) Russell Sage Foundation, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (6) Sante Ministere de La Sante Publique, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (7) Schweitzer, Albert, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (8) Solidaridad Democratica Espanola, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (9) Spain, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (10) Spanish information, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (11) State Department. Correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (12) State Department. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (13) Stateless Children's Sanctuary, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (14) Testimonials, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (15) Tolstoy Foundation, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (16) Toulouse (France) project, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (17) Union Alsacienne, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (18) United Nations, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (22) United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA). Child care agreement, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (23) UNRRA. Miscellaneous, 1947.
bMS 16035/16 (24) United Yugoslav Relief Fund of America newsletter, 1946.
bMS 16035/17 (1) Universalist Service Committee, 1947. Includes notes and correspondence on collaboration.
bMS 16035/17 (2) War Department, 1947.
bMS 16035/17 (3) Wood Rankin Commission, 1947.
bMS 16035/17 (4) Work camps, 1947.
bMS 16035/17 (9) -A-, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (10) Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Miscellaneous, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (11) Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Registration, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (15) American Aid to France, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (16) American Committee For Emigre Scholars, Writers, Artists, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (17) American Committee For German Needy, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (19) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (20) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Moore, MacEnnis, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (22) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Displaced Persons Executive Committee minutes, 1948.
bMS 16035/17 (23) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Displaced Persons Executive Committee minutes, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (1) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Minutes, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (2) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Miscellaneous, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (3) American Council of Voluntary Agencies. Reports, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (5) American Friends Service Committee, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (6) American Friends Service Committee, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (8) American-Jewish Committee, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (9) American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (12) American Overseas Aid. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/18 (13) American Overseas Aid. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (1) American Overseas Aid. Minutes, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (2) American Overseas Aid. Weekly reports of contributions, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (3) American Overseas Aid. Weekly reports of contributions, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (4) American Relief for Czechoslovakia, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (5) American Unitarian Association (AUA). By-Laws and minutes.
bMS 16035/19 (6) AUA. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (7) AUA. Eliot, Dr. Frederick.
bMS 16035/19 (8) AUA. Frederick, Frank B.
bMS 16035/19 (10) AUA. World Churches, Hitchen, Herbert, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (12) American Youth for World Youth, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (13) American Youth for World Youth. Papanek, Ernst, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (14) American Youth for World Youth. Papanek, Ernst, 1948.
bMS 16035/19 (15) American Youth Hostels, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (1) Arbeiter, Wohlfart, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (2) Army, Department of the Army. Office of Military Government for Hesse (OMGUS), 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (3) Austria. Cables to, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (4) Austria. Miscellaneous, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (5) Austria. Reports, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (6) Austria. Shipment letters, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (7) Austria. Vienna office, cables from, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (8) Austria, Vienna office, correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (9) Austria, Vienna office, correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (10) -B-, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (13) -C-, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (17) Canada. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (18) Canada. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (20) Canadian Council for Reconstruction (UNESCO), 1948.
bMS 16035/20 (21) CARE. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (1) CARE. Reports, miscellaneous, 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (2) CARE. Reports, miscellaneous, 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (3) Casework Department, Reifer, Friedl, annual report, 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (5) Chaves, Jose Maria, 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (6) Child care workers (A-C), 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (7) Child care workers (D-K), 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (8) Child care workers (L-Q), 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (9) Child care workers (L-Q), 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (10) Child care workers (S-Z), 1948.
bMS 16035/21 (11) Child care workers (S-Z), 1948.
bMS 16035/22 (1) Child projects. European cases, 1948.
bMS 16035/22 (2) Child projects. Fogg, Helen, 1948.
bMS 16035/22 (6) Children to Palestine, 1948.
bMS 16035/22 (12) Commonwealth Fund, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (1) Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (2) Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (3) Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (4) CRALOG, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (5) Czechoslovakia, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (6) Czechoslovakia. Cables, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (7) Czechoslovakia. Cables, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (9) Czechoslovakia. Fenn, Kathryn, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (10) Czechoslovakia. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (11) Czechoslovakia. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (13) Czechoslovakia. Occupational Therapy Team reports, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (16) Davies, Dr. A. Powell, 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (17) de Neufville, Celine R., 1948.
bMS 16035/23 (19) Ebeling, Herman. Cables to, 1948.
bMS 16035/25 (8) Fogg, Helen, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (1) France Paris office. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (2) France Paris office. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (3) France Paris office. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (4) France Paris office. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (5) Report on material situation of students (Nancy), March 10, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (10) France. Shipment correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/26 (14) France. Toulouse, Miller, Persis, correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/27 (5) General, 1948.
bMS 16035/27 (9) Geneva. Correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/27 (17) Germany. Child care (French), correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/27 (18) Germany. Child care (French), correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/27 (20) Germany. Child care, Jones, Selma, correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/27 (21) Germany. Child care, Kleinberger, Dr. Elizabeth, 1948.
bMS 16035/28 (2) Germany. Child care, Helen Fogg and Polly Potter, correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16035/28 (3) Germany. Child care, Helen Fogg and Gustav Ulrich correspondence, 1948.
<table>
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<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/28 (8)</td>
<td>Germany. Vassar, miscellaneous, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/28 (17)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care reports (general), 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/28 (20)</td>
<td>Germany. Child care, shipment correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/28 (22)</td>
<td>Germany. Nagy, Zoltan, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (5)</td>
<td>International Refugee Organization (IRO), 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (6)</td>
<td>International Refugee Organization (IRO), 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (7)</td>
<td>International Refugee Organization (IRO), 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (8)</td>
<td>IRO. Biehle, Martha, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (9)</td>
<td>IRO. Bradford, Marjorie, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (10)</td>
<td>IRO. Correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (12)</td>
<td>IRO. Germany, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (13)</td>
<td>IRO. Lisbon correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (14)</td>
<td>IRO. Wilson, Helen, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/29 (15)</td>
<td>Inter-office memoranda, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (4)</td>
<td>Monthly budget reports, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (7)</td>
<td>National War Fund, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (13)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Ebeling, Herman (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (17)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Reifer, Friedl (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (19)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Reifer, Friedl (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (20)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Reifer, Friedl (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (21)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Reifer, Friedl (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (22)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Reifer, Friedl (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS 16035/30 (23)</td>
<td>USC New York office. Reifer, Friedl (Assistant Director), correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/31 (15)</td>
<td>Oberlaender Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/31 (16)</td>
<td>Office administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/31 (17)</td>
<td>Overseas correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (1)</td>
<td>Overseas miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (2)</td>
<td>Overseas organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (3)</td>
<td>Overseas preparation, background material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (4)</td>
<td>Overseas reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (6)</td>
<td>Poland. Cables to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (7)</td>
<td>Poland. Jones, Dorothea, correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (8)</td>
<td>Poland. Jones, Dorothea, correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (9)</td>
<td>Poland. Jones, Dorothea, correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (10)</td>
<td>Poland. Jones, Dorothea, correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (11)</td>
<td>Poland. Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/32 (12)</td>
<td>Poland. Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (2)</td>
<td>Polish Embassy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (3)</td>
<td>Portugal. Cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (4)</td>
<td>Portugal. Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (5)</td>
<td>Portugal. Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (6)</td>
<td>Portugal. Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (7)</td>
<td>Portugal. Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (8)</td>
<td>Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (9)</td>
<td>Publications Department. Schoppe, Beth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (10)</td>
<td>Publicity. Darling, Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (11)</td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (12)</td>
<td>-R-,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (13)</td>
<td>Refugee Relief trusts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (14)</td>
<td>Revivre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (15)</td>
<td>Rockefeller Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (19)</td>
<td>St. Goin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (20)</td>
<td>Schweitzer, Albert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (21)</td>
<td>Shipping. Overseas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (23)</td>
<td>Spanish Committee. Cordellat, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (24)</td>
<td>State Department. Caldwell, Oliver J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (25)</td>
<td>State Department. Colligan, Francis J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (26)</td>
<td>State Department. Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (27)</td>
<td>State Department. Dennis, Earl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/33 (28)</td>
<td>State Department. McGee, George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (2)</td>
<td>State Department. Rice, Maurice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (3)</td>
<td>State Department. Russell, Franklin F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (4)</td>
<td>State Department. Shipley, Mrs. Ruth B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (6)</td>
<td>Switzerland. Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (7)</td>
<td>-T-U-,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (9)</td>
<td>Travelers Aid Society (Baltimore, Maryland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (10)</td>
<td>Travelers Aid Society (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (11)</td>
<td>Travelers Aid Society (San Francisco, California)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (12)</td>
<td>Travelers Aid Society (Wilmington, Delaware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/34 (13)</td>
<td>United Jewish Appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16035/35 (1)</td>
<td>Work camps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bMS 16035/35 (2) Work camps, 1948.
bMS 16035/35 (4) Work camps. Directors (prospective), 1948.
bMS 16035/35 (9) World Health Organization, 1948.
bMS 16035/35 (11) Child Care Institute, 1949.
bMS 16035/35 (13) Spanish Republican Refugees in France, 1949.
bMS 16035/35 (17) Statement of purpose, 1950.

Series 18


Summary: Contains correspondence of Helen Fogg, director of the Child and Youth Projects Department of the Unitarian Service Committee. The series also includes case work department records relating to its work with the International Refugee Organization (IRO) and the Displaced Persons Commission, Washington (DPC) in the resettlement of displaced persons. Many of these records consist of the correspondence of Erna Pustau, a case worker, and Raymond Bragg, executive director from 1947 to 1952.

Extent: 7,438 digital images (JPEG); 6.36 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16036/1 (1) Correspondence. General, May-December 1950.
bMS 16036/1 (2) Correspondence. General, May-December 1951.
bMS 16036/1 (3) Correspondence. General, May-December 1951.
bMS 16036/1 (4) Correspondence. General, 1952.
bMS 16036/1 (5) Correspondence. Christmas, 1952.
bMS 16036/1 (6) Correspondence. General, 1954-1957.
bMS 16036/1 (7) Correspondence. Publicity, 1952-1953.
bMS 16036/1 (8) Displaced persons. -A-, 1950.
bMS 16036/1 (11) Displaced persons. Assurances validated.
bMS 16036/2 (1) Displaced persons. -B-, 1950-1951.
bMS 16036/5 (11) Moore, Matilda. Miscellaneous correspondence, re: work camps and workshops, 1950.
bMS 16036/5 (12) Overseas trip, 1948.
bMS 16036/5 (13) Overseas trip, June 1950.
bMS 16036/5 (14) Overseas trip, July 1950.
bMS 16036/5 (15) Overseas trip, August 1-22, 1950.
bMS 16036/5 (16) Overseas trip, August 28-September 28, 1950.
bMS 16036/5 (17) Overseas trip, October 3-November 6, 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (1) Possible projects, 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (2) Press releases, 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (3) Project information. Correspondence, June-August 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (7) Schulze, Emma, January 1951-December 1952.
bMS 16036/6 (8) Self-help housing project, 1950-1951.
bMS 16036/6 (9) Speakers Bureau, 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (10) Speaking engagements. Bragg, Raymond B.
bMS 16036/6 (12) Speaking engagements. Fogg, Helen, January 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (13) Speaking engagements. Fogg, Helen, February 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (14) Speaking engagements. Fogg, Helen, March 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (15) Speaking engagements. Fogg, Helen, April 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (16) Speaking engagements. Fogg, Helen, May 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (17) Speaking engagements. Fogg, Helen, Fall, 1950.
bMS 16036/6 (18) Speaking engagements. French, Helen, 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (1) Speaking engagements. General, 1949-1950.
bMS 16036/7 (2) Speaking engagements. Miller, Persis, 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (3) Speaking engagements. Moore, Matilda, 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (4) Speaking engagements. Snavely, Dorothy, 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (5) Speaking engagements. Taylor, Katharine, 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (6) Speaking material, 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (7) State Department, Washington D.C., 1949-1950.
bMS 16036/7 (8) State Department, Germany, 1950-1951.
bMS 16036/7 (9) Statistical data. Overseas work, 1949-1961.
bMS 16036/7 (10) Tennyson, Enid.
bMS 16036/7 (11) Thorp, Miss Anne L., May-December 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (12) Thorp, Miss Anne L., May-December 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (13) Thorp, Miss Anne L., May-December 1950.
bMS 16036/7 (14) Thorp, Miss Anne L., May-December 1950.
bMS 16036/8 (1) Toch, Dr. Rudolf, 1950.
bMS 16036/8 (2) -U- correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16036/8 (3) Underhill, Walter, 1950.
bMS 16036/8 (4) UNESCO, 1950.
bMS 16036/8 (8) Universalist Service Committee.
Series 19


Summary: Contains Unitarian Service Committee case files, mostly correspondence, on displaced persons sponsored under its adoption plan. The records cover 1945-1951.

The Unitarian Service Committee offered assistance to displaced people during and after World War II in a number of ways, some of which are documented in this collection. Under the USC "adoption" plan, sponsors in the United States usually sent a package of food monthly via the USC to a needy family or individual in Europe, as well as occasional clothing packages. The USC also assisted people in finding shelter and employment in the United States. In relation to these efforts, the USC had to file documents known as "assurances" with the Displaced Persons Commission. These assurances stated that individuals placed by the USC in the United States would be suitably employed at prevailing rates of pay without displacing other persons from employment; that they would not become public charges; and that such persons would have safe and sanitary housing. The Unitarian Service Committee was one of eleven organizations which joined forces in 1944 to create the Central Location Index, which was established to provide a central index for registering the names of people displaced as a result of war, and to ascertain the whereabouts of such people so that they and their relatives and friends could establish mutual contact. In conjunction with the Index, the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) established the Tracing Bureau to help survivors locate relatives who had survived the concentration camps. Most of the records in this collection consist of the correspondence between USC caseworkers, people in need, and individuals who were attempting to help them. Some of the caseworkers were Maria Oppenheimer, Friedl Reifer, Erna Sternberg, and Muriel Towle.

Extent: 10,089 digital images (JPEG); 8.36 GB

Inventory:
bMS 16043/1 (1) Adopted cases "A"
bMS 16043/1 (2) Adopted cases "B"
bMS 16043/1 (3) Adopted cases "C"
bMS 16043/1 (4) Adopted cases "D"
bMS 16043/1 (5) Adopted cases "E"
bMS 16043/1 (6) Adopted cases "F"
bMS 16043/1 (7) Adopted cases "F"
bMS 16043/1 (8) Adopted cases "G"
bMS 16043/1 (9) Adopted cases "G"
bMS 16043/1 (10) Adopted cases "H"
bMS 16043/1 (11) Adopted cases "I"
bMS 16043/1 (12) Adopted cases "J"
bMS 16043/2 (1) Adopted cases "J"
bMS 16043/2 (2) Adopted cases "K"
bMS 16043/2 (3) Adopted cases "K"
bMS 16043/2 (4) Adopted cases "L"
bMS 16043/2 (5) Adopted cases "L"
bMS 16043/2 (6) Adopted cases "M"
bMS 16043/2 (7) Applicants "A-E"
bMS 16043/2 (8) Applicants "A-E"
bMS 16043/2 (9) Applicants "A-E"
bMS 16043/2 (10) Applicants "A-E"
bMS 16043/3 (1) Applicants "F-J"
bMS 16043/3 (2) Applicants "F-J"
bMS 16043/3 (3) Applicants "F-J"
bMS 16043/3 (4) Applicants "F-J"
bMS 16043/3 (5) Applicants "K-O"
bMS 16043/3 (6) Applicants "K-O"
bMS 16043/3 (7) Applicants "K-O"
bMS 16043/3 (8) Applicants "K-O"
bMS 16043/3 (9) Applicants "P-T"
bMS 16043/3 (10) Applicants "P-T"
bMS 16043/4 (1) Applicants "P-T"
bMS 16043/4 (2) Applicants "P-T"
bMS 16043/4 (3) Applicants "U-Z"
bMS 16043/4 (4) Arrival list of displaced persons (includes photographs) up to September 26, 1949.
bMS 16043/4 (6) Boston office, correspondence of Friedl Reifer, assistant director of the USC, 1948.
bMS 16043/4 (8) Central Location Index, applications and requests for location service, 1945.
bMS 16043/4 (9) Central Location Index, applications and requests for location service, 1945-1946.
bMS 16043/4 (10) Central Location Index, applications and requests for location service, 1947.
bMS 16043/5 (1) Displaced persons, assurances.
bMS 16043/5 (2) Displaced persons, assurances.
bMS 16043/5 (3) Geneva office, 1948.
bMS 16043/5 (4) Germany, Central Location Index, applications and requests for location service, 1945-1946.
bMS 16043/5 (5) Germany, miscellaneous reports and papers (in German).
bMS 16043/5 (6) Green, Brenda. Correspondence re: placement of displaced persons, Unitarian Church, Cleveland, Ohio.
bMS 16043/5 (9) Lander, Mrs. Margaret, 1949-1951.
bMS 16043/6 (1) Lisbon office.
bMS 16043/6 (2) Lisbon office.
bMS 16043/6 (3) Lisbon office duplicates.
bMS 16043/6 (4) Location applications, index numbers 50-99.
bMS 16043/6 (5) Location applications, index numbers 50-99.
bMS 16043/6 (6) Location applications, index numbers 100-149.
bMS 16043/6 (7) Location applications, index numbers 100-149.
bMS 16043/6 (8) Location applications, index numbers 150-199.
bMS 16043/6 (9) Location applications, index numbers 150-199.
bMS 16043/7 (1) Location applications, index numbers 200-249.
bMS 16043/7 (2) Location applications, index numbers 250-299.
bMS 16043/7 (3) Reports on shipments of food, clothing, etc., 1947.
bMS 16043/7 (4) Reports on shipments of food, clothing, etc., 1947.
bMS 16043/7 (5) Reports on shipments of food, clothing, etc., 1947.
bMS 16043/7 (6) Ottawa office correspondence, includes case file material for Anton Grylewicz.
bMS 16043/7 (7) Paris office correspondence, includes case files material for Jacob Primanis.
bMS 16043/7 (8) Refugees and sponsors lists.
bMS 16043/7 (9) Registered Index Numbers, Central Location Index, 1945-1947.
bMS 16043/7 (10) Toulouse office correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16043/7 (11) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: lists of names of displaced people and the relatives and friends seeking them; includes inquiries to newspapers from USC case worker Muriel Towle to have these lists published, 1947.
bMS 16043/8 (1) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, "A-L"
bMS 16043/8 (2) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, "M-Z"
bMS 16043/8 (3) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Boston.
bMS 16043/8 (4) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "A-M"
bMS 16043/8 (5) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "A-M"
bMS 16043/8 (6) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "A-M"
bMS 16043/8 (7) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "A-M"
bMS 16043/9 (1) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "M-Z"
bMS 16043/9 (2) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "M-Z"
bMS 16043/9 (3) UNRRA Central Tracing Bureau: inquiries concerning displaced persons, Chicago, "M-Z"
Series 20


Summary: The bulk of this series consists of correspondence and reports documenting efforts of the Unitarian Service Committee to garner financial support for their post-war work with displaced people in Europe, reports documenting efforts of college students to send supplies to students in Europe, and letters of thanks to supporters. Contains also various documents relating to work of the USC, including information about work camps for young people in the United States and abroad. Some of the correspondents represented in this collection are Helen Fogg, who was campaign director of the New England area, and others. Includes the Unitarian Service Committee member lists.

Extent: 820 digital images (JPEG); 712 MB.

Inventory:
bMS 16058/1 (1) Informational literature on relief organizations such as American Friends Service Committee, Relief of German Needy, Refugee Relief Trustees, etc.
bMS 16058/1 (2) Allen, A. L., Company.
bMS 16058/1 (3) Alpest, K., outline on monthly reports, April 1947.
bMS 16058/1 (4) American Committee for the Relief of German Needy, Inc., 1946.
bMS 16058/1 (12) Austria and Hungary.
bMS 16058/2 (16) Correspondence, Carlton Whitman, coordinator of overseas work camps, 1948.
bMS 16058/2 (19) Information about work of Unitarian Service Committee in France, Poland, Portugal, and other countries, 1946.
bMS 16058/3 (7) International Youth Service Projects, lists of overseas work campers, 1947-1948.
bMS 16058/3 (12) Mail appeal letters and promotional literature about the USC, 1947.
bMS 16058/4 (12) Poland, reports on relief efforts, 1946-1947.
bMS 16058/4 (16) Promotional statements from USC for a news release, 1946.
bMS 16058/4 (21) Report, "Nutritional Situation in Camps of Unoccupied Zone..." includes correspondence, 1943.
bMS 16058/4 (32) Unitarian Service Committee, member lists.
bMS 16058/4 (35) Vienna, letter from the student victims of the Nazi regime to Mrs. Else Haus, delegate of the USC, includes 32 pages of signatures of students, 1947.

Series 21

bMS 16064, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.

Summary: Contains the files of Frederick May Eliot, who was president of the American Unitarian Association from 1937 to 1958. These records include reports and correspondence on the Spanish refugees in France; the situation in Czechoslovakia; public relations; the USC medical missions; plus lists of staff members; personnel records; and USC minutes. There is also correspondence that documents the separation of the USC from the AUA and the incorporation of the USC in 1948. The collection also contains reports on the work of the USC in Germany, which includes correspondence with the Ford Foundation and other donors.

Extent: 4,703 digital images (JPEG); 3.86 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16064/1 (1) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, includes a letter from Martha Sharp (May 20, 1941), 1941-1945.
bMS 16064/1 (2) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, includes a letter from Martha Sharp (May 20, 1941), 1941-1945.
bMS 16064/1 (3) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, includes a letter from Martha Sharp (May 20, 1941), 1941-1945.
bMS 16064/1 (4) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1946.
bMS 16064/1 (5) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1946.
bMS 16064/1 (6) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1946-1947.
bMS 16064/1 (7) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1946-1947.
bMS 16064/1 (8) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16064/1 (9) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1947-1948.
bMS 16064/2 (1) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1947-1948.
bMS 16064/2 (2) Frederick May Eliot, reports and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16064/2 (3) Correspondence and reports concerning the status of the USC within the framework of the AUA, July-December 1948.
bMS 16064/2 (4) Correspondence and reports concerning the status of the USC within the framework of the AUA, July-December 1948.
bMS 16064/2 (5) Correspondence and reports concerning the status of the USC within the framework of the AUA, July-December 1948.

bMS 16064/2 (6) Unitarian Service Committee minutes, 1944-1947.

bMS 16064/2 (7) Unitarian Service Committee minutes, 1944-1947.

bMS 16064/3 (1) Unitarian Service Committee minutes, 1948.

bMS 16064/3 (2) Unitarian Service Committee minutes, 1948.

bMS 16064/3 (3) Correspondence concerning USC debt to the AUA, 1950.

bMS 16064/3 (4) Education and Child Care Institute in Germany, 1949, 1950, 1951. Reports issued by the USC in cooperation with Arbeiter-Wohlfahrt, edited by Katharine Taylor, chairman.

bMS 16064/3 (5) Germany, child care, includes correspondence of Helen Fogg and Howard Brooks with the Field Foundation; Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation; and the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, 1949-1950.

bMS 16064/3 (6) Germany, child care, includes correspondence of Helen Fogg and Howard Brooks with the Field Foundation; Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation; and the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, 1949-1950.

bMS 16064/3 (7) Germany, child care, includes correspondence of Helen Fogg and Howard Brooks with the Field Foundation; Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation; and the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, 1949-1950.

bMS 16064/3 (8) Germany, child care, includes correspondence of Helen Fogg and Howard Brooks with the Field Foundation; Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation; and the Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, 1949-1950.

bMS 16064/3 (9) Germany, child care, Emma Schulze, correspondence, 1949-1950.


bMS 16064/4 (1) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (2) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (3) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (4) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (5) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.
bMS 16064/4 (6) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (7) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (8) Ford Foundation, reports and correspondence. Includes reports to the Ford Foundation from the USC on the Bremen Neighborhood House and the Education and Child Care Institutes in Germany (later called the Arbeitskreis Soziale Fortbildung in Bremen). Also includes correspondence of USC staff member Katharine Taylor, and AUA President William Emerson, 1949-1955.

bMS 16064/4 (9) Case department policies and procedures, 1941-1945.

bMS 16064/4 (10) Case department reports and minutes, 1944-1946.

Series 22

bMS 16076, Selected Records of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, Photographs 1940-1957.

Summary: Contains documents and photographs relating to the rescue work in Europe; food distribution, refugees, displaced persons, and IRO Children’s Homes in a number of countries throughout the world, including France, Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland. Includes photographs of many key USC members, such as William Emerson, Duncan Howlett, Elizabeth and Robert Dexter, Hellen Fogg, Charles Joy and Noel Field. It includes also photographs of the children rescued by Martha Sharp, the Diamant sisters, 1942; Mercedes Brown, 1940; and Theis sisters, 1940.

Extent: 3,254 digital images (JPEG); 2.68 GB.

Inventory:

bMS 16076/1 (2) Austria, Vienna, 1946-1948.
bMS 16076/1 (3) Austria, Vienna, dental clinic, c. 1948.
bMS 16076/1 (16) Czechoslovakia, Olesovice.
bMS 16076/2 (1) Europe, (Germany, France, Hungary, etc.), 1940s. Includes remnants of a scrapbook entitled "This is the story of how a refugee from a French internment camp is brought out to safety by the Unitarian Service Committee," includes photographs and captions, author unknown, c. 1940.
bMS 16076/2 (2) France, Clairac.
bMS 16076/2 (4) France, Les Andelys, 1948.
bMS 16076/2 (5) France, Lyons, 1946.
bMS 16076/2 (6) France, Marseille, dental clinic.
bMS 16076/2 (7) France, Marseille, dispensary.
bMS 16076/2 (8) France, Meillon.
bMS 16076/2 (9) France, Paris, general relief.
bMS 16076/2 (10) France, St. Jean de Luz.
bMS 16076/2 (13) France, Toulouse, St. Goin, Pulsifer photographs, 1950.
bMS 16076/2 (14) France, Spanish Republican refugees in France.
bMS 16076/3 (1) France, Toulouse, St. Goin, 1950.
bMS 16076/3 (2) France, Toulouse, St. Goin, 1950.
bMS 16076/3 (3) France, Toulouse, St. Goin, 1950.
bMS 16076/3 (5) France, Toulouse (includes photographs of Walter B. Cannon Hospital, previously named Varsovie Hospital), n.d.
bMS 16076/3 (6) France, Toulouse (includes photographs of Walter B. Cannon Hospital, previously named Varsovie Hospital), n.d.
bMS 16076/3 (11) Germany, refugees, "East to West".
bMS 16076/4 (1) Germany, general.
bMS 16076/4 (2) Germany, Arbeiterwohlfahrt, Children's Day Camp.
bMS 16076/4 (3) Germany, Arbeiterwohlfahrt, miscellany.
bMS 16076/4 (4) Germany, Auermuehle (Children's Home).
bMS 16076/4 (5) Germany, Auermuehle (Children's Home).
bMS 16076/4 (6) Germany, Auermuehle (Children's Home).
bMS 16076/4 (7) Germany, Bad Rothenfelde, 1949-1950.
bMS 16076/4 (8) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood House.
bMS 16076/4 (9) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood House.
bMS 16076/4 (10) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood House.
bMS 16076/4 (11) Germany, Bremen Neighborhood House.
bMS 16076/4 (12) Germany, Bremen, social work.
bMS 16076/5 (1) Germany.
bMS 16076/5 (2) Germany, CRALOG, food distribution center.
bMS 16076/5 (3) Germany, displaced persons.
bMS 16076/5 (4) Germany.
bMS 16076/5 (5) Germany, adolescent displaced persons camp.
bMS 16076/5 (6) Greece and Italy, 1948.
bMS 16076/5 (7) Greece, social work seminar, 1957.
bMS 16076/5 (13) Hungary, Budapest, 1946-1957.
bMS 16076/5 (14) Hungary, Imre Debreceni, a Hungarian refugee, 1956.
bMS 16076/5 (20) Italy, handicapped helped by Toscanini Fund, UUSC, Swiss RC Italy, 1948.
bMS 16076/6 (19) Poland, miscellany.
bMS 16076/6 (20) Poland, Piekary Hospital.
bMS 16076/6 (21) Poland, Warsaw.
bMS 16076/6 (22) Portugal, Ericeira and Lisbon; France, Puycelci; and Roumania refugees.
bMS 16076/7 (1) Romania, Bucharest, 1957.
bMS 16076/7 (2) Switzerland, Geneva.
bMS 16076/10 (33) Displaced persons, resettlement photos.
bMS 16076/10 (39) International Relief Organization, Children's Home.
bMS 16076/11 (6) Pioneers: includes photographs of many key USC members, such as William Emerson, Duncan Howlett, Elizabeth and Robert Dexter, Persis Miller, Gustav Ulrich, Helen Fogg, Charles Joy, Noel Field. Also includes photographs of some of the children rescue by Martha Sharp: Diamant sisters, 1942; Mercedes Brown, 1940; and Theis sisters, 1940.
bMS 16076/11 (10) Refugees; includes images of refugees in Poland and Czechoslovakia fleeing Nazi occupation, and Polish children in India
bMS 16076/11 (13) USC Warehouse, distribution of food and clothing, c. 1940s.
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bMS 16078, Selected Records of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee. Printed Records, 1940-1950.

Summary: Contains annual reports, fund raising brochures and pamphlets relating to humanitarian help to refugees; descriptions of Service Committee projects; and drawings and poems by refugees of World War II.

Extent: 685 digital images (JPEG); 552 MB.

Inventory:
bMS 16078/1 (1) Unitarian Service Committee Annual Reports, 1946-1961 (with gaps).
bMS 16078/1 (2) Unitarian Universalist Service Committee Annual Reports, 1965-1988 (with gaps).
bMS 16078/1 (3) "Journey to Freedom: the First Chapter of Unitarian Service, Reports of Commissioners Waitstill and Martha Sharp," c. 1940.
bMS 16078/1 (4) "We Can Help the Homeless Millions of Europe...NOW," fund raising brochure, 1940.
bMS 16078/1 (5) "Gateway to Freedom," pamphlet, 1941.
bMS 16078/1 (6) "Helping the Victims of War: Through Personal Service and Personal Giving," fund raising booklet, c. 1941.
bMS 16078/1 (8) "Making Good Neighbors Around the Globe," fund raising pamphlet, with testimonials from Eleanor Roosevelt, Andre Philip, and Franz Werfel, 1941.
bMS 16078/1 (9) "Our Christmas Offering to Europe's Stricken," fund raising brochure, 1941.
bMS 16078/1 (10) "Tell the World," pamphlet with testimonials to work of USC, including one from Frank Kingdon, 1941.
bMS 16078/1 (11) "Help America by Helping America's Allies," 1942.
bMS 16078/1 (12) "Service at Home and Abroad," fund raising brochure, 1943.
bMS 16078/1 (13) "Unitarian Service Committee: Organization, Operation and Objective," June 25, 1943.
bMS 16078/1 (14) "Boys and Girls Share...in the Program of the Unitarian Service Committee," describes humanitarian service projects for children, 1945.
bMS 16078/1 (15) "A Smile of Thanks to Americans," fund raising pamphlet, c. 1945.
"...to foil this ghastly plot...how the Unitarian Service Committee aids Europe's Prisoners of Hope," 1945.


"USC Information Packet", contains general information about the work of the USC, including the medical missions to Czechoslovakia and Poland, 1946.

"The Cry of Children who are...hungry...cold...sick...is a cry to you!" 1946.

"Europe's children of today..." c. 1946.


"France Will Live Again! and the children of France are her greatest hope..." brochure about Les Andelys, c. 1946.

"The Mother Told Me," 1946.


"They Practice What Christianity Preaches," Magazine Digest, November 1946.

"Tomorrow's leaders of men...are they expendable?" c. 1946.


"America's Medical Samaritans" The Reader's Digest, July 1947.

"Current Projects of the Unitarian Service Committee: January 1, 1946-January 1, 1947".


"...the stone and the ripples..." fund raising brochure, c. 1947.


"Tomorrow is Sooner than You Think!" fund raising booklet, 1950.

"Freedom from Want," brochure for clothing collection, n.d.

Poems, writings, and drawings by refugees, including some drawings by children, c. 1940s.

**SERIES 24**

bMS 16081, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.


Summary: Contain mainly correspondence and reports relating to work of the USC during and after World War II in France, Germany, Poland, Austria, and other parts of Europe, as well as in Canada and the United States. The correspondence deals with such subjects as the displaced intellectuals in Europe who were assisted by the USC; work of various institutes for child care in Germany; plight of Spanish refugees in France; workcamps for young people who wished to
volunteer for service in the United States and abroad; applications concerning
the workcamps; medical missions in various parts of Europe, and fund raising and public relations for the USC.

Extent: 17,205 digital images (JPEG); 14.3 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16081/1 (1) -A- correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/1 (2) Advisory Committee, reports, New York, 1950.
bMS 16081/1 (3) Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, 1950.
bMS 16081/1 (4) Affidavit Subcommittee, 1942.
bMS 16081/1 (5) American Baptists Foreign Missions, Dr. Bell, 1949.
bMS 16081/1 (6) American Committee for Emigre Scholars, Writers, Artists, 1949.
bMS 16081/1 (8) American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, Displaced Persons
bMS 16081/1 (10) American Friends Service Committee, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/1 (12) American Unitarian Association, statements concerning USC, general
 correspondence, etc., 1950.
bMS 16081/1 (13) American Unitarian Youth, 1950.
bMS 16081/1 (14) Annual Luncheon (May meeting), 1949.
bMS 16081/1 (15) Annual Report, program in France, 1951.
bMS 16081/1 (16) Arbeiter Wohlfahrt, Germany, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/1 (17) Arbeiter Wohlfahrt, Germany, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/1 (18) Army, Dept of., Military Permit Office, Allied High Commission Permit Office
for Germany, 1949.
bMS 16081/1 (19) Army, Dept of., Military Permit Office, Allied High Commission Permit Office
for Germany, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (1) Austria, shipment letters, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (2) Austria, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (3) Austria, Internationale Auakerhilfe Malla Granat, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (4) Austria, miscellaneous, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (5) Austria, reports.
bMS 16081/2 (6) Austria, Vienna office, correspondence from.
bMS 16081/2 (7) Austria, Vienna office, correspondence to.
bMS 16081/2 (8) Austria, shipment correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (9) -B- correspondence from Erna Pustau, case worker, concerning individuals
assisted by the USC, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (10) -B- correspondence from Raymond Bragg and Helen Fogg, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (11) Baltic Council, British Zone, Germany, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (13) Toulouse, France, reports, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (14) Benda, Dr. Clemens, Summer Institute for Child Care in Germany,
correspondence with Helen Fogg, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (15) Benkovich, Dr. Geza, displaced professional, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (16) Berger, Graenum, Summer Institute for Child Care in Germany,
correspondence with Helen Fogg, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (17) Berry, Margaret, Summer Institute for Child Care in Germany, correspondence with Helen Fogg, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (18) Birdsall, Mrs. Robert, displaced person, correspondence with Erna Pustau, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (19) Bland, Jane, Summer Institute for Child Care in Germany, correspondence with Helen Fogg, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (20) Bonhoeffer, Emmi, displaced person, account of her experience, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (22) Boston USC office: budget, 1950.
bMS 16081/2 (23) Boston USC office: Child Care in Germany, list of expenses and checksheet for workers, 1949.
bMS 16081/2 (26) Boston USC office: Pembroke, Alice, office administration, 1950.
bMS 16081/3 (1) -C- correspondence, Raymond Bragg, Helen Fogg, Elizabeth Schoppe, 1950.
bMS 16081/3 (2) Campaign Associates, correspondence with Elizabeth Schoppe, promotional director, 1949.
bMS 16081/3 (3) Canada, correspondence from Lotta Hitschmanova, USC Canadian director, 1949.
bMS 16081/3 (4) Canada, correspondence from Lotta Hitschmanova, USC Canadian director, 1950.
bMS 16081/3 (5) Canada, correspondence to Lotta Hitschmanova, USC Canadian director, 1949.
bMS 16081/3 (6) Canada, correspondence to Lotta Hitschmanova, USC Canadian director, 1950.
bMS 16081/3 (7) Canada, miscellaneous, includes financial information and correspondence concerning displaced persons, 1949.
bMS 16081/3 (15) Church World Service, assistance with cases, 1949.
bMS 16081/3 (16) Church World Service, reports, 1950.
bMS 16081/3 (17) Citizens Committee on Displaced Persons.
bMS 16081/3 (18) Clingman, Harvey, correspondence on displaced persons with Erna Pustau, 1950.
bMS 16081/3 (20) Common Council for American Unity, 1950.
bMS 16081/4 (5) Correspondence in, Elizabeth Schoppe, promotional director, 1949.
bMS 16081/4 (6) Correspondence out, Elizabeth Schoppe, promotional director, January 1949.
bMS 16081/4 (7) Correspondence out, Elizabeth Schoppe, promotional director, January 1949.
bMS 16081/4 (8) Correspondence out, Elizabeth Schoppe, promotional director, January 1949.
bMS 16081/4 (9) Correspondence out, Elizabeth Schoppe, promotional director, January 1949.
bMS 16081/4 (10) Correspondence, John K. Findly, 1948.
bMS 16081/4 (11) CRALOG, 1950.
bMS 16081/4 (12) Czechoslovakia, Dr. Karel Haspl.
bMS 16081/4 (13) -D- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/4 (14) da Cruz, Jose and Maria, 1950.
bMS 16081/4 (15) de la Cruz, Alejandro, 1950.
bMS 16081/5 (1) Denominational Planning Council, 1950.
bMS 16081/5 (2) Department Of Agriculture, 1950.
bMS 16081/5 (3) Displaced persons, 1949-1950.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/5 (9)</td>
<td>Displaced persons, general, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/5 (10)</td>
<td>Displaced persons, general, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/5 (11)</td>
<td>Dooley, Dr. M.S., 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/5 (13)</td>
<td>E- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/5 (14)</td>
<td>Ebeling, Herman, assistant director of USC, New York office, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/5 (15)</td>
<td>Economic Cooperation Administration, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (1)</td>
<td>Emerson Dinner, October 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (2)</td>
<td>European, Applicants' Correspondence, 1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (3)</td>
<td>Executive Committee, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (4)</td>
<td>F- correspondence, USC staff, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (5)</td>
<td>F- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (6)</td>
<td>Field Foundation, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (7)</td>
<td>Films on work of USC, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (8)</td>
<td>Fogg, Helen, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (9)</td>
<td>Fogg, Helen, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (10)</td>
<td>Fogg, Helen, personal correspondence, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (12)</td>
<td>Ford Foundation, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (14)</td>
<td>France, Les Andelys, Gwen Champsaur, director.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (15)</td>
<td>France, miscellaneous, includes reports on Spanish refugees, 1949-1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (18)</td>
<td>France, Paris office, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (20)</td>
<td>France, Paris office, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/6 (22)</td>
<td>France, Paris office, reports, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (1)</td>
<td>France, reports and correspondence, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (2)</td>
<td>France, shipment letters, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (3)</td>
<td>France, shipment letters, 1950.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (4)</td>
<td>France, St. Goin, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (5)</td>
<td>France, Toulouse, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (6)</td>
<td>France, Toulouse, correspondence, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (7)</td>
<td>France, Toulouse, &quot;Nuestra Vida,&quot; Casa de Ninos del Unitarian Service Committee, Saint Goin, France.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (8)</td>
<td>France, Toulouse, reports, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (9)</td>
<td>France, Toulouse, reports, 1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMS 16081/7 (10)</td>
<td>France, Toulouse, reports, 1949.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bMS 16081/7 (11) French, Helen, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/7 (12) French, Helen, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/7 (13) Fritchman, Rev. Stephen, 1950.
bMS 16081/7 (14) Fulbright Plan, 1950.
bMS 16081/7 (15) Fund raising, 1949.
bMS 16081/7 (16) Fund raising, 1949.
bMS 16081/7 (17) Fund raising, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (1) -G- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (2) -G- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (3) Germany, Bad Rothenfelde Children's Home, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (4) Germany, Bad Rothenfelde Children's Home, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (5) Child Care Institute, 1949.
bMS 16081/8 (6) Child Care Institute, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (7) Child Care Institute, miscellaneous, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/8 (8) Child Care Institute, miscellaneous, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/8 (9) Child Care Institute, newsletter, 1949.
bMS 16081/8 (10) Child Care Institute, newsletter, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (11) Child Care Institute, reports, Auermuehle, 1949.
bMS 16081/8 (12) Child Care Institute, financial reports, 1949.
bMS 16081/8 (13) Child Care Institute, reports, Veersen.
bMS 16081/8 (14) Child Care Institute, reports, Verden, 1949.
bMS 16081/8 (15) Child Care Institute, requests for books, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (16) Child Care Institute, requests for gifts-in-kind, 1950.
bMS 16081/8 (17) Child Care Institute, supplies and financial, 1949.
bMS 16081/8 (18) Cralog, shipments, 1949.
bMS 16081/9 (1) Germany, Anton Frankewitch, 1949.
bMS 16081/9 (2) Germany, correspondence and reports, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/9 (3) Germany, correspondence and reports, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/9 (4) Germany, Zoltan Nagy, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/9 (5) Germany, Zoltan Nagy, reports, 1949.
bMS 16081/9 (6) Germany, shipments, 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (7) Germany, State Department, correspondence on child care institute and medical mission, 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (8) Germany, supplies, 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (9) Greece, 1949.
bMS 16081/9 (10) -H- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (13) Hazard, Thomas P., 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (14) Hicog, military permits, 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (18) Hyslop, Dr. Beatrice, 1950.
bMS 16081/9 (20) Inquiries concerning USC workcamps, N-R, 1948.
bMS 16081/9 (21) Inquiries concerning USC workcamps, S-V, 1948.
bMS 16081/10 (6) Inter-office Correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/10 (7) International Institute, American Federation, 1949.
bMS 16081/10 (8) International Legal Assistance, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (9) International Refugee Organization (IRO), correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (10) IRO, Geneva, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (11) IRO, Martha Biehle, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (12) IRO, printed materials, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (13) -J- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (14) Johnson, Jean Elizabeth, staff member, Child Care Institute, 1950.
bMS 16081/10 (15) Jones, Dorothea, director for USC, Poland (includes photograph), 1949.
bMS 16081/10 (16) Jones, Dorothea, director for USC, Poland (includes photograph), 1949.
bMS 16081/10 (17) Jones, Dorothea, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/11 (6) Case work department reports, 1950.
bMS 16081/11 (7) Correspondence and applications to USC, 1950.
bMS 16081/11 (10) Luckau, Alma, 1950.
bMS 16081/11 (13) Macy Foundation.
bMS 16081/11 (15) Matern, Jane, application, 1950.
bMS 16081/11 (23) Minnesota chapter of the USC, 1951.
bMS 16081/12 (1) -N- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (2) National Committee for the Advancement of Social Work in Italy, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (3) National Committee for Resettlement of Displaced Professionals.
bMS 16081/12 (4) Neuendorffer, Ruth, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (6) New York, Howard Brooks.
bMS 16081/12 (7) New York, case department correspondence of Erna Pustau, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (8) New York, case department correspondence of Erna Pustau, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (9) New York, correspondence of Howard Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (10) New York, case department correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/12 (11) New York, case department correspondence to Enid Tennyson, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (12) New York, case department correspondence and reports, 1949.
bMS 16081/12 (13) New York, correspondence of Herman Ebeling, 1949.
bMS 16081/12 (14) New York, correspondence of Peg Hooper re: the USC Sewing Project, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (15) New York, correspondence of Walter Underhill, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (18) New York, warehouse reports, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/12 (19) -O- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (20) Oberlaender Trust, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (21) Howard C. Odell correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/12 (22) Overseas applications, rejected, H-M, 1948.
bMS 16081/13 (1) Overseas workcamp, British camps, 1948.
bMS 16081/13 (2) Overseas workcamp, Denmark, 1948.
bMS 16081/13 (3) Overseas workcamp, Les Andelys, France, 1948.
bMS 16081/13 (4) Overseas finances, 1948.
bMS 16081/13 (5) Overseas finances, 1948.
bMS 16081/13 (6)-P- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/13 (8) Paris office, correspondence from, 1950.
bMS 16081/13 (9) Paris office, correspondence from, 1950.
bMS 16081/13 (10) Paris office, correspondence to, 1950.
bMS 16081/13 (12) Ravenstedt, Dr. Eleanor, 1950.
bMS 16081/13 (15) Poland, cables, 1949.
bMS 16081/13 (16) Poland, correspondence and reports; includes a brief history of the work of the Council of Foreign Voluntary Agencies in Poland, 1949, and reports from the Red Cross on children and displaced persons in Poland, 1949.
bMS 16081/13 (17) Portugal, cable, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (1) Portugal, Lisbon office, correspondence from Clara Roe, director, 1949.
bMS 16081/14 (2) Portugal, Lisbon office, correspondence to Clara Roe, director, 1949.
bMS 16081/14 (3) Portugal, Lisbon office, correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (4) Portugal, Lisbon office, reports on Spanish refugees, 1946-1947.
bMS 16081/14 (6) Portugal, Lisbon Office, reports, financial, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (7) Preidt, Dr. Peter, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (9) Press releases concerning Raymond Bragg, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (18) Publicity sources, 1948.
bMS 16081/14 (19) Publicity, 1949.
bMS 16081/14 (20) Pulsifer, Susan N., donor to USC, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (22) Pustau, Erna, case worker correspondence, 1949-1950.
bMS 16081/14 (23) -Q- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (24) -R- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/14 (25) Refugees, background.
bMS 16081/15 (2) Reese, Dr. Curtis W., 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (8) -S- correspondence, USC staff, 1947-1949.
bMS 16081/15 (9) -S- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (11) St. Goin, France, reports by Dr. A. Pinar, director, 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (12) St. Louis, 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (13) Schulze, Emma, correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (14) Schoppe, Elizabeth, personal, 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (17) Sheppard, Jean.
bMS 16081/15 (23) Social Security Administration, 1950.
bMS 16081/15 (25) State Department, Leroy Colby, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (1) State Department, correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (2) State Department, Point Four Program, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (3) Workcamp memorandums, 1948.
bMS 16081/16 (4) Stenbuck, John M., 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (5) Don Suisse, 1948.
bMS 16081/16 (6) Summer Service Projects, 1950s.
bMS 16081/16 (7) Swiss Green Cross, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (8) Switzerland, Helen Matthey, Geneva, Switzerland, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/16 (9) Switzerland, Helen Matthey, Geneva, Switzerland, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/16 (10) Switzerland, miscellaneous correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/16 (11) -T- correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16081/16 (12) -T- correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (13) Toulouse, France, correspondence from Persis Miller, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (14) Toulouse, France, correspondence to Persis Miller, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (15) Toulouse, France, reports, 1948.
bMS 16081/16 (16) Toulouse, France, reports, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (17) -U- correspondence, USC staff, 1950.
bMS 16081/16 (18) Underhill, Walter, USC New York, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16081/16 (19) Unitarian Hungarian Displaced Persons.
bMS 16081/16 (20) Unitarian Service Committee Offices in Europe.
bMS 16081/16 (21) United Service for New Americans, 1949.
bMS 16081/16 (22) United Unitarian Appeal, 1950.
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bMS 16103, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.

Summary: Includes correspondence, reports, newsletters, clippings, applications, financial records, and photographs concerning medical missions conducted by the Unitarian Service Committee. The bulk of the series dates from 1948 to 1955 and relate mainly to Europe. Contains also administrative records such as Board of Directors minutes and fundraising records which relate to the work of the medical missions. This group is the largest of several collections at the Andover-Harvard Library which focus on the medical missions conducted by the Unitarian Service Committee.

Extent: 44,466 digital images (JPEG); 37.9 GB.

Inventory:
Medical missions, Europe
Austria, Austria/Hungary

bMS 16103/1 (1) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by World Health Organization), report, Volume I, includes photographs of doctors, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (2) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by World Health Organization), report, Volume I, includes photographs of doctors, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (3) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), report, Volume II, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (4) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), report, Volume II, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (5) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), report, Volume III, includes correspondence and newspaper clippings in German, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (6) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), report, Volume III, includes correspondence and newspaper clippings in German, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (7) Medical mission to Austria and - (sponsored by WHO), basic report, 1947.
bMS 16103/1 (8) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), final report, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (1) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), final report, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (2) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), final report, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (3) Medical mission to Austria (sponsored by WHO), final report, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (4) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence, Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (5) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence, Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (6) Medical mission to Austria, financial statement, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (7) "Medical Mission to Austria, July 1-August 8, 1947," report published in April 1948.
bMS 16103/2 (8) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence, includes draft of report by Erwin Kohn, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/2 (9) Medical mission to Austria, publicity (articles, press releases, etc.), 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/2 (10) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence, memoranda, information bulletins, and clippings, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (11) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (12) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16103/2 (13) Oesterreichisches Tagebuch, correspondence concerning article written on the mission to Austria, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (1) Medical mission to Austria, master schedule and list of participants, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (2) Proposed medical mission to Vienna, Austria. Correspondence with Dorothy E. Snavely on occupational therapy project, 1950.
bMS 16103/3 (3) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary (sponsored by USC and WHO), printed report, 1948; correspondence, memoranda, and reports, 1946-1950.
bMS 16103/3 (4) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, includes printed material in German, correspondence, and memoranda, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/3 (5) Medical mission to Austria, newsletters and clipping, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (6) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence, memoranda, and preliminary reports, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (7) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary (sponsored by WHO and USC), includes addresses by Maurice B. Visscher, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (8) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, cables from, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (9) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, cables to, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (10) Medical mission to Austria, letters to Erwin Kohn, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (11) Medical mission to Austria, Dr. Leopold Arzt, report, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (12) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence (some in German) by Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks to professors and officials and reports, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (13) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence (some in German) by Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks to professors and officials and reports, 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (14) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between John J. Bittner and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (15) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Alex Brunschwig and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (16) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between McKeen Cattell and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (17) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Stuart C. Cullen and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (18) Medical mission to Austria, Dr. Wolfgang Denk addresses (some in German), 1947.
bMS 16103/3 (19) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Joseph P. Evans and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, etc. and a printed article by Evans, "Doctors in Austria", The Commonweal, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (1) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, Elena Gomez, correspondence between Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Erwin Kohn; and memoranda, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (2) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. H. Hausler and Erwin Kohn and Dr. N. Miloslavich, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (3) Medical mission to Austria, letter by Dr. Anton Hittmair to unknown recipient, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (4) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence (some in German) between Dr. Wolfgang Holzer and Erwin Kohn, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (5) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Dr. Chester M. Jones and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc., and report on French installations, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (6) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (7) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (8) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Dr. Eric Martin and Erwin Kohn, letter from Raymond B. Bragg re: Martin, and curriculum vitae (in French), 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (9) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Jack Mendelsohn and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, reports, and shipping receipts, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (10) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Hermann Mooser and Erwin Kohn, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (11) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence (in German) between Dr. Gustav Sauser and Dorothy E. Snavely and Erwin Kohn, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (12) Medical mission to Austria, German monograph by Hubert Urban, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (15) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. Ernst von Lauda and Dorothy E. Snavely and Erwin Kohn, 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (17) Medical mission to Austria-Hungary, correspondence between Bernard Wortis and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/4 (18) Dental clinic in Vienna, Austria, reports, 1947.
bMS 16103/5 (1) Dental mission to Vienna, Austria, correspondence between the American Dental Association and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/5 (2) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. John J. Bittner and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/5 (3) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. Alexander Brunschwieg and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/5 (4) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Col. John D. Cottrell and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/5 (5) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. Stuart Cullen and Dorothy E. Snavely and Erwin Kohn, 1948.

bMS 16103/5 (6) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between James Orr Denby and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.

bMS 16103/5 (7) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. Wolfgang Denk and Erwin Kohn, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dr. Alexander Brunschwig, 1948.

bMS 16103/5 (8) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and doctors, 1948.

bMS 16103/5 (9) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence and medical supplies shipping information between Dr. Joseph Lazansky and Howard L. Brooks, Walter N. Underhill, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/5 (10) Dental mission to Austria, Vienna Dental Clinic, report by Dr. Joseph F. Volker, correspondence, and memoranda, 1948.

bMS 16103/5 (11) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence and medical supplies shipping information, 1949.

bMS 16103/5 (12) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. E. Brezina and Erwin Kohn and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.

bMS 16103/5 (13) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence between Dr. Joseph P. Evans and Herman Ebeling, Howard L. Brooks, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.

bMS 16103/5 (14) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence re: medical journals between Dr. E. Brezina and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.

bMS 16103/5 (15) Medical mission to Austria, correspondence re: Drs. Navratil and Antoine, 1949.

Czechoslovakia

bMS 16103/5 (16) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia (sponsored by United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration), final report, 1946.

bMS 16103/5 (17) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia (sponsored by United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration), final report, 1946.

bMS 16103/5 (18) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia (sponsored by UNRRA), draft of final report, includes maps and photographs, 1946.

bMS 16103/5 (19) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia (sponsored by UNRRA), draft of final report, includes maps and photographs, 1946.

bMS 16103/5 (20) Medical mission to Czechoslovakia (sponsored by UNRRA), abridged report, 1946.

bMS 16103/5 (21) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, reports by Dr. Paul D. White and Dr. Joseph C. Aub, November 4, 1946.

bMS 16103/6 (1) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, comments of Czech and Slovak professors and radio announcements, includes photographs of doctors on the mission, 1946.

bMS 16103/6 (2) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, comments of Czech and Slovak professors and radio announcements, includes photographs of doctors on the mission, 1946.

bMS 16103/6 (3) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Volume II, draft of final report, 1946.

bMS 16103/6 (4) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Volume II, draft of final report, 1946.
bMS 16103/6 (5) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Volume III, draft of final report, 1946.
bMS 16103/6 (6) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Volume III, draft of final report, 1946.
bMS 16103/6 (7) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Volume IV, draft of final report, 1946.
bMS 16103/6 (8) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Volume IV, draft of final report, 1946.
bMS 16103/6 (9) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, American Relief for Czechoslovakia, Inc., correspondence with Waitstill Sharp, Erwin Kohn, John H. Lathrop, etc., 1946.
bMS 16103/6 (10) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and Czechoslovakia President Eduard Benes, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (1) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, printed report and articles, abridged report by Erwin Kohn, correspondence, and memoranda, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (2) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, printed report and articles, abridged report by Erwin Kohn, correspondence, and memoranda, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (3) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, list of personnel and summary, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (4) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, individual requests (most in Czech), 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (5) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, financial statements and expenses, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and Dr. Adolf Prochazka (Minister of Health), and memoranda, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (6) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, memorandum from Erwin Kohn to P.I. Alexejev, agreement between UNRRA and USC, and report, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (7) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, memoranda and correspondence (some in Czech), 1946-1948.
bMS 16103/7 (8) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and David B. Ast, William Cary, re: Paris lectures, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (9) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, professor's reports and clippings (in Czech), 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (10) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, extracts from organizational report, Erwin Kohn correspondence, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (11) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks, 1946.
bMS 16103/7 (12) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and Howard L. Brooks, Marcel Verzeano, William H. Cary, Jr., etc., and reports, 1946.
bMS 16103/8 (1) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence and memoranda with UNRRA (some in Czech), shipping records, 1946.
bMS 16103/8 (2) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence and memoranda with UNRRA (some in Czech), shipping records, 1946.
bMS 16103/8 (3) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, occupational therapy team, correspondence and memoranda between Lucy G. Morse and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/8 (4) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, occupational therapy team, correspondence and memoranda between Lucy G. Morse and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1947.
bMS 16103/8 (5) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Physical and Occupational Therapy Team, final and supplemental reports, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (6) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dorothy E. Snavely and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, etc. re: occupational therapy team, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (7) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Physical and Occupational Therapy Team, final report by Lucy G. Morse and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1947.


bMS 16103/8 (9) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence re: Order of the White Lion award from Czechoslovakian government to USC doctors, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (10) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Joseph C. Aub application, correspondence, and memoranda, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (11) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Alexander Brunschwig correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (12) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Leo Dandoff correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (13) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence re: doctors in Czechoslovakia and Hacek Club, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (14) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Ralph W. Gerard correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (15) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence and minutes of Hacek Club, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (16) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. L. Emmett Holt, Jr. correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (17) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Pauline Klopacka and Howard L. Brooks, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (18) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Otto Krayre correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (19) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Joseph Lazansky correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (20) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Milan A. Logan correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (21) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Colin MacLeod correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (22) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, reports and correspondence between Howard L. Brooks and doctors, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (23) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Everett D. Plass correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.

bMS 16103/8 (24) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, reports, printed article, and shipping records, 1947.

bMS 16103/9 (1) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Emery A. Rovenstine correspondence, 1947.

bMS 16103/9 (2) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. James E.M. Thomson correspondence, memoranda, and printed address, 1947.

bMS 16103/9 (3) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Joseph Volker correspondence, travel itinerary, and printed article, 1947.
bMS 16103/9 (4) Medical teaching mission to Czechoslovakia, Dr. Paul D. White correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/9 (5) Czechoslovakia, Dr. Jan Cervenansky correspondence re: orthopedic surgery supplies, 1948.
bMS 16103/9 (7) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Alexander Brunschwig and Raymond B. Bragg and Howard L. Brooks, 1949.
bMS 16103/9 (8) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Josef Charvat and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snively, 1949.
bMS 16103/9 (9) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Everett D. Plass and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snively, 1949.
bMS 16103/9 (10) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Emery A. Rovenstein and Raymond B. Bragg and Howard L. Brooks, 1949.
bMS 16103/9 (12) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Fred Adair and Howard L. Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16103/9 (13) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Josef Charvat and Dorothy E. Snively, 1950.
bMS 16103/9 (14) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Everett D. Plass and Raymond B. Bragg, Howard L. Brooks, and Dorothy E. Snively, 1950.
bMS 16103/9 (15) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Dr. Josef Charvat and Wilmer Froistad, etc., 1956.
bMS 16103/9 (17) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Wilmer Froistad and Josef Charvat, Jaroslav Marek, etc., 1957.
bMS 16103/9 (18) Czechoslovakia, correspondence between Wilmer Froistad and Josef Charvat, Frank Glick, Michael Kendrac, etc., 1958.
France
bMS 16103/9 (19) France, correspondence with Maurice Visscher, Raymond B. Bragg, Seth T. Gano, etc. re: nutrition study in France and North Africa, 1942.
bMS 16103/9 (20) France, correspondence re: nutrition studies; includes report on meeting at Harvard Club of Boston, August 1943.
bMS 16103/9 (21) France, correspondence re: nutrition studies; includes report on meeting at Harvard Club of Boston, August 1943.
bMS 16103/9 (22) France, correspondence re: nutrition studies, 1944.
bMS 16103/10 (1) "The Nutritional Situation in the Camps of the Unoccupied Zone of France in 1941 and 1942 and its Consequences," report by Rene Zimmer, Joseph Weil, and Maurice Dubois. Originally presented on July 1, 1942 by the Commission on Hygiene of the Coordinating Committee for Relief in the Camps at Nimes, France, 1944.
bMS 16103/10 (2) "La Maladie de la Faim" by Dr. Rene Zimmer, Marseilles, May 1946. Report written in French, includes photographs.
bMS 16103/10 (3) Report on French Installations by Dr. Chester M. Jones, 1947.
bMS 16103/10 (4) France, reports from Toulouse and child care projects, 1948.
bMS 16103/10 (5) France, reports (some in French), 1950-1951.
bMS 16103/10 (6) France, social work reports, 1955.
bMS 16103/10 (9) France, Dr. Sanford O. Byers paper, correspondence, travel itinerary, and photograph for French Symposium, 1955.
bMS 16103/10 (11) France, Dr. Charles A. Doan paper, correspondence, and biographical information (includes photograph) for French Symposium, 1955.
bMS 16103/10 (13) France, Dr. Paul F. Hahn paper, correspondence, travel itinerary, and photograph for French Symposium, 1955.
bMS 16103/10 (14) France, Dr. Bernard N. Halpern correspondence and travel itinerary for French Symposium, 1955.
bMS 16103/10 (16) France, Dr. Lewis Thomas paper, correspondence, travel itinerary, and photograph for French Symposium, 1955.
bMS 16103/11 (1) France, reports and papers for French Symposium, 1955.
bMS 16103/11 (2) France, social work and education correspondence re: Spanish refugees in France and budget, 1955.
bMS 16103/11 (3) France, correspondence re: new project possibilities, 1956.
bMS 16103/11 (4) France, French intern program, 1956.
bMS 16103/11 (7) France, Persis Miller correspondence and memoranda re: shipments and donations to France, 1956.
bMS 16103/11 (8) France, Persis Miller correspondence and memoranda re: shipments and donations to France, 1956.
bMS 16103/11 (9) France, Persis Miller correspondence, memoranda, and reports re: shipments and donations to France, 1957.
bMS 16103/12 (1) France, Persis Miller correspondence, memoranda, and reports re: shipments and donations to France, 1957.
bMS 16103/12 (2) France, application and memoranda re: French Intern Conference, 1957.
bMS 16103/12 (4) France, Persis Miller correspondence and printed material re: shipments and donations to France and Toulouse program for Spanish refugees, 1958-1959.
bMS 16103/12 (5) France, correspondence, memoranda, and participant curriculum vitaes and photographs re: French Symposium, 1959.
bMS 16103/12 (7) France, reports (some in French), notes, program, and travel itineraries re: French Symposium, 1959.
bMS 16103/12 (8) France, Persis Miller correspondence and annual reports re: shipments and
donations to France, 1959.

Germany

bMS 16103/12 (9) Germany, Council of Relief Agencies Licensed for Operation in Germany
(CRALOG), reports and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16103/12 (10) Germany, Displaced persons, medical refresher course, Germany, reports
and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16103/12 (11) Germany, Displaced persons, medical refresher course, Germany,
Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee Organization (PCIRO), 1948.
bMS 16103/12 (12) Germany, Displaced persons, medical refresher course, Germany, basic
report, 1948.
bMS 16103/12 (13) Germany, Displaced persons, medical refresher course, correspondence
concerning requests for supplies and teaching films, 1948.
bMS 16103/12 (14) Germany, Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Courses (sponsored by
IRO, USC, American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, and American Council of Voluntary
Agencies for Foreign Service, Inc.), includes photographs and clippings, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (1) Medical mission to Germany, basic report, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (3) Medical mission to Germany, report, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (4) Medical mission to Germany, report, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (5) Medical mission to Germany, Volume II, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (6) Medical mission to Germany, Volume II, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (7) Medical mission to Germany, Volume III, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/13 (8) Medical mission to Germany, Volume III, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (1) Medical mission to Germany, Volume IV, includes photographs and clippings,
1948.
bMS 16103/14 (2) Medical mission to Germany, lectures (printed volume), 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (3) Medical mission to Germany, information bulletin and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (4) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians Refresher Course (sponsored by IRO,
AJJDC, World Council of Churches, and USC), basic report, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (5) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians Refresher Course, cables, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (6) Germany, books, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (7) Medical mission to Germany, press releases and clippings, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (8) Germany, reports (some in German), written by Herman Ebeling, assistant
director of the New York USC, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (9) Medical mission to Germany, reports, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (10) Germany, informational bulletin, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (11) Medical mission to Germany, printed lectures, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (12) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence, memoranda, printed articles
(in German), reports, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (13) Medical teaching mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Robert
L. Alter and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely re: Displaced-Person Physicians
Refresher Course, 1948.
bMS 16103/14 (14) Medical mission to Germany, Dr. Edwin C. Broome, Jr. correspondence,
memoranda, and report, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (1) Medical teaching mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Alex M. Burgess and Erwin Kohn and Dorothy E. Snavely re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (2) Medical mission to Germany, cables, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (3) Medical teaching mission to Germany, reports and correspondence between Dr. Peter Pineo Chase and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (4) Medical teaching mission to Germany, reports and correspondence between Dr. David G. Cogan and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, and Erwin Kohn re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (5) Medical teaching mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Lyman G. Craig and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (6) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Marie Danielson and Dorothy E. Snavely, Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (7) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Herman DeWilde and Erwin Kohn, Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (8) Germany, correspondence between Herman Ebeling and William Emerson re: concert for German relief, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (9) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. John T. Edsall and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (10) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Thomas Francis, Jr. and Erwin Kohn, and Dr. Lotta Hittschmanova, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (11) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Alonzo G. Grace and Raymond B. Bragg and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (12) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Sidney Greenberg and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (13) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. George Keble Hirst and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (14) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. L. Emmett Holt, Jr. and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (15) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Benjamin Kramer and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (16) Medical mission to Germany, Dr. Otto Krayer correspondence, travel itinerary, and reports, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (18) Medical mission to Germany, reports and correspondence between Dr. F.D.W. Lukens and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (19) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Richard A. Lukin and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (20) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Horst Muller and Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (21) Medical mission to Germany, reports and correspondence between Dr. Dallas B. Phemister and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (22) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence with professors and doctors, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (23) Medical mission to Germany, reports and correspondence between Dr. Benjamin H. Robbins and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (24) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Carl F. Schmidt and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snively, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (25) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. DeWitt Stetten, Jr. and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (26) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Erwin W. Straus and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snively, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (27) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Howard C. Taylor, Jr. and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (28) Medical mission to Germany, United States Department of the Army, reports, memoranda, and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (29) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Joseph Volker and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snively, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (30) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. A. Earl Walker and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (31) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. William McLean Wallace and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snively, and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (32) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Friedrich Wasserman and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snively, and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (33) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence between Dr. Herman B. Wells and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snively, and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (34) Germany, correspondence concerning monetary donations to USC for Germany, 1948.
bMS 16103/15 (35) Oberlander Trust, a grant-funding institution for USC projects in Germany, correspondence and reports, 1948-1949.
bMS 16103/16 (1) Germany, "Public Health Practices in Germany," by Dr. William W. Bauer, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (2) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians and Pharmacists Refresher Course (sponsored by USC and IRO), basic report, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (3) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists Refresher Courses (sponsored by USC and IRO), Volume I: Physicians and Pharmacists, includes photographs, report, Munich, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (4) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists Refresher Courses (sponsored by USC and IRO), Volume I: Physicians and Pharmacists, includes photographs, report, Munich, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (5) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists Refresher Courses (sponsored by USC and IRO), Volume II: Dentists, includes photographs, final report, Hamburg, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (6) Germany, Displaced Person Dentists Refresher Course (sponsored by USC and IRO), basic report, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (7) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists, includes photographs, draft of report, 1949.
bMS 16103/16 (8) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists, includes photographs, draft of report, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (1) Germany, Displaced Person Physicians, Pharmacists, Dentists, includes photographs, draft of report, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (2) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence re: requests and shipments of medical texts and supplies (some in German), 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (3) Germany, Displaced Person Refresher Courses for Physicians, Dentists, and Pharmacists, memoranda, course outlines, and expenditures, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (4) Germany, Displaced Person Refresher Courses for Physicians, Dentists, and Pharmacists, information bulletins, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (5) Germany, Refresher Courses for Displaced Persons Physicians, Pharmacists, and Dentists, includes published report and clippings, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (6) Refresher courses for physicians, pharmacists, and dentists, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (7) Germany, Displaced Person Refresher Courses for Physicians, reports, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (8) Germany, Displaced Person Refresher Courses, shipping reports re: supplies, books, periodicals, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (9) Germany, Dr. Hans Good, Plan for European Help (several drafts) and correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (10) Germany, correspondence between American Dental Association and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (11) Germany, correspondence between American Medical Association and Dorothy E. Snavely and Marie Danielson, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (12) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Bert G. Anderson and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (13) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Alex M. Burgess and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (14) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Victor Howard Carpenter and Howard L. Brooks re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (15) Germany, correspondence between Dr. R.L. Coigny and Dorothy E. Snavely re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (16) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Maria Daelen and Howard L. Brooks, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (17) Germany, correspondence between Marie Danielson and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (18) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Charles S. Davidson and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (19) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Maurice Frey and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (20) Germany, correspondence with Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (21) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Leon Goldman and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (22) Germany, report and correspondence between Dr. Hans Good and Dorothy E. Snavely re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (23) Germany, correspondence re: Dr. Horst Muller and between Howard L. Brooks and R.K. Evans, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (24) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Leroy Keagle and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (25) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Benjamin Kramer and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (26) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Otto Krayer and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (27) Germany, correspondence between Richard A. Lukin and Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (28) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Albert M. Mattocks and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (29) Germany, correspondence between Dr. William G. McIntosh and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/17 (30) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Alice McNeal and Dorothy E. Snavely, Marie Danielson, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (1) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Gilbert J. Parfitt and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (2) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Dallas B. Phemister and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (3) Germany, Public Health Service correspondence with Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (4) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Duncan E. Reid and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (5) Germany, correspondence between Dr. David D. Rutstein and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (6) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Rudolph Schlosser and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (7) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Hermann Seyfarth and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (8) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Martin S. Ulan and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (9) Germany, correspondence and shipping invoices (some in German) between Professor H.H. Weber and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (10) Germany, correspondence between Paul W. Wilcox and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (11) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Helmut Zander and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc. re: Displaced-Person Physicians Refresher Course, 1949.
bMS 16103/18 (12) Medical mission to Germany, draft of report, includes photographs, 1950.
bMS 16103/18 (13) Medical mission to Germany, draft of report, includes photographs, 1950.
bMS 16103/18 (14) Medical mission to Germany, basic report, 1950.
bMS 16103/18 (15) Medical mission to Germany, report, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (1) Medical mission to Germany, Volume I, final report, includes photographs, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (2) Medical mission to Germany, Volume I, final report, includes photographs, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (3) Medical mission to Germany, Volume II, final report, includes photographs and clippings, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (4) Medical mission to Germany, Volume II, final report, includes photographs and clippings, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (5) Medical mission to Germany, mission proposal, correspondence, memoranda, list of staff members, printed report, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (6) Medical mission to Germany, preliminary report and information bulletins and newsletters, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (7) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence and memoranda from Helene Matthey and reports, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (8) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence and lists re: shipment of medical supplies, 1950.
bMS 16103/19 (9) Germany, correspondence and memoranda from Howard L. Brooks, Dr. Stanley D. Tylman, and Karl R. Lundeberg re: proposed dental mission, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (1) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence concerning USC donation of streptomycin, Dorothy Snavely and Howard Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (2) Medical mission to Germany, correspondence, schedules, reports, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (3) Medical mission to Germany, budget, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (4) Medical mission to Germany, financial report, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (5) Medical mission to Germany, general information, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (6) Medical mission to Germany, Oberlander Trust, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (7) Education and Child Care Institute, in cooperation with Arbeiterwohlfahrt, Germany, newsletters, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (8) Germany, public health and dental missions, reports and Howard Brooks correspondence, 1950-1951.
bMS 16103/20 (9) Germany, public health and dental missions, reports and Howard Brooks correspondence, 1950-1951.
bMS 16103/20 (10) Germany, program introductions and printed material re: Education and Child Care Institute in Germany and Bremen Neighborhood House, 1950-1960.
bMS 16103/20 (11) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Joseph C. Aub and Raymond B. Bragg, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (12) Germany, correspondence between Dr. H. Bennhold and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (13) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Alfred Benninghoff and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (14) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Richard J. Bing and Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (15) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Halvor Niels Christensen and Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (16) Germany, correspondence between Dr. John B. Dillon and Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (17) Germany, correspondence with Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (18) Germany, correspondence between Dr. John T. Edsall and Howard L. Brooks and Raymond B. Bragg, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (19) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Robert Elman and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (20) Germany, -F- correspondence with Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/20 (21) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Alfred Farah and Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (1) Germany, correspondence between Helen Fogg and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (2) Germany, correspondence between Helen Fogg and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (3) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Thomas R. Forbes and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (4) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Josef Fraknoi and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (5) Germany, correspondence with Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (6) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Rudolf Geissendorfer and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (7) Germany, correspondence with Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (8) Germany, Office of the U.S. High Commissioner for Germany (HICOG) correspondence with Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (9) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Wolfgang Hoffmann and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (10) Germany, correspondence with Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (11) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Otto Krayer and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (12) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Otto Lanka and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (13) Germany, correspondence between Dr. William P. Longmire, Jr. and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (14) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Richard F. Lyons and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (15) Germany, correspondence between Helene Matthey and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (16) Germany, correspondence between Marie (Danielson) McGahee and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (17) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Eric Ogden and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (18) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Hans-Hermann Rebel and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (19) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Walter F. Riker, Jr. and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (20) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Emery A. Rovenstein and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (21) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Isaac Schour and Howard L. Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (22) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Francis F. Schwentker and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (23) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Erwin W. Straus and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (25) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Herbert F. Traut and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (26) Germany, correspondence between Dr. Martin S. Ulan and Dorothy E. Snavely, Erna Pustau, and Marie Danielson, 1950.
bMS 16103/21 (27) Germany, reports and correspondence between Dr. H.H. Weber and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.

bMS 16103/21 (28) Germany, correspondence between Dr. T. Robert Willson and Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1950.

bMS 16103/22 (1) Germany, reports, published articles, and correspondence between Dr. Haven Emerson and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1951-1952.

bMS 16103/22 (2) Germany, reports, memoranda, and correspondence between Helene Matthey and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1951.

bMS 16103/22 (3) Dental mission to Germany, basic report, 1951.

bMS 16103/22 (4) Dental mission to Germany, report, includes photographs, 1951.

bMS 16103/22 (5) Dental mission to Germany, information bulletins, 1951.


bMS 16103/22 (7) Germany, Public Health Planning Team, report, 1951.

bMS 16103/22 (10) Germany, Public Health Team, Frankfurt programs, 1951.

bMS 16103/22 (11) Germany, Public Health Team, Frankfurt participants, 1951.

bMS 16103/22 (12) Germany, Public Health Team, Dr. Henry H. Work, day-by-day schedule, 1951.

bMS 16103/23 (1) Germany, Public Health Planning Team, memoranda, statements, reports, and information bulletins, 1951.

bMS 16103/23 (2) Germany, unofficial statements, 1951.

bMS 16103/23 (3) Public Health Mission to Germany, statements of expenditures, correspondence, photographs of participating doctors, 1951.

bMS 16103/23 (4) Germany, memoranda and meeting notes re: dental and public health missions in Germany, 1951.

bMS 16103/23 (5) Germany, press releases, 1951.

bMS 16103/23 (6) Oberlander Trust, a grant-funding institution for USC projects in Germany, correspondence and memoranda, 1952-1955.

bMS 16103/23 (7) Germany, reports on Education and Child Care Institute in Germany and Bremen Neighborhood House, 1953.

bMS 16103/23 (8) Germany, reports and correspondence (some in German), 1953-1955.

bMS 16103/23 (9) Germany, Physiology Symposium, report, 1953.

bMS 16103/23 (10) Germany, Physiology and Pharmacology Symposium, report and information bulletin, 1954.

bMS 16103/23 (11) Germany, CRALOG, minutes, memoranda, and correspondence, 1955.


bMS 16103/24 (1) Germany, reports, invoices, and correspondence re: Surplus Commodities Welfare Distribution Program, 1956-1957.

bMS 16103/24 (2) Germany, reports, invoices, and correspondence re: Surplus Commodities Welfare Distribution Program, 1956-1957.

bMS 16103/24 (3) Germany, correspondence re: shipping of supplies, 1956-1957.

bMS 16103/24 (4) Germany, CRALOG, memoranda and correspondence, 1958.

bMS 16103/24 (5) Germany, CRALOG, minutes, reports, and correspondence re: treasurer, 1958.

bMS 16103/24 (6) Germany, USC-Arbeiterwohlfahrt Joint German Refugee Program, 1960.
bMS 16103/24 (7) Germany, USC-Arbeiterwohlfahrt Joint German Refugee Program, includes newsletters in German, 1961.

bMS 16103/24 (8) Germany, reports, correspondence, and newsletters (some in German) re: Bremen Neighborhood House, 1961.

bMS 16103/24 (9) Germany, CRALOG, correspondence, minutes, and financial records, 1961.

Greece, Greece/Italy

bMS 16103/25 (1) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, correspondence between American Medical Association and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (2) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, correspondence between Dr. Bert G. Anderson and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (3) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Robert D. Dripps and Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (4) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Arthur R. Elvidge and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (5) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Ralph W. Gerard and Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (6) Medical mission to Greece, correspondence between Dr. O.F. Hedley and Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (7) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Edward L. Howes and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (8) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, correspondence between Dr. Chester M. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (9) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Alwin M. Pappenheimer, Jr. and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (10) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Edward L. Pratt and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (11) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Reidar F. Sognnaes and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (12) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Harry B. van Dyke and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (13) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports and correspondence between Dr. Paul D. White and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (14) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, reports, information bulletins, and correspondence, 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (15) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, basic report, 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (16) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, basic report (duplicate), 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (17) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, report, Volume I, includes photographs, 1948.

bMS 16103/25 (18) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, report, Volume I, includes photographs, 1948.


bMS 16103/26 (1) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, report, Volume II, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (2) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, report, Volume III, includes clippings, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (3) Medical mission to Greece, report (in Greek), 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (4) Medical mission to Greece, agreement and memoranda of agreement between American Mission for Aid to Greece (AMAG), USC, and Government of Greece, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (5) Medical mission to Greece, AMAG report and correspondence with Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (6) Medical mission to Greece, cables, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (7) Medical mission to Greece, correspondence between Fred I. Cairns and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (8) Medical mission to Greece, memoranda and correspondence between Dr. George Cotzias and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (9) Medical mission to Greece, correspondence between Vassili C. Dendramis and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (10) Medical mission to Greece, correspondence between Shirley Fuller and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (11) Medical mission to Greece, correspondence with Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (12) Medical mission to Greece, information bulletins, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (13) Medical mission to Greece, report and published article, 1948.
bMS 16103/26 (14) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, report, information bulletins, and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16103/27 (1) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, memoranda, itineraries, and correspondence (some in Italian), 1948.
bMS 16103/27 (2) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, correspondence re: shipping invoices, 1948.
bMS 16103/27 (3) Medical mission to Greece and Italy, correspondence re: shipment of medical texts, 1949.
bMS 16103/27 (4) Dental mission to Greece, correspondence between Dr. Herman DeWilde and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/27 (7) Greece, correspondence and invoices re: shipments to Greece, includes photographs, 1950.
bMS 16103/27 (9) Greece and Italy, Social Work and Education projects, 1957.
bMS 16103/27 (10) Greece, program summaries, 1959.
Hungary

bMS 16103/27 (15) Relief efforts in Hungary (sponsored by American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, UNRRA, and USC), minutes, memoranda, and correspondence, 1946-1947.
bMS 16103/27 (17) Medical mission to Hungary, memoranda, reports, addresses, and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16103/27 (18) Medical mission to Hungary (proposed), correspondence between Howard L. Brooks and Minister of Hungary, Andrew Sik, 1949.
bMS 16103/27 (19) Hungary, National Union of People's Colleges, correspondence (some in Hungarian and French), 1950.
bMS 16103/28 (1) Hungary, correspondence re: shipments of clothing and other supplies, 1955.
bMS 16103/28 (2) Hungary, correspondence re: shipments of clothing and other supplies, 1956.
bMS 16103/28 (3) Hungary, Zoltan Nagy, memoranda, shipping invoices, and correspondence re: program for Hungarian refugees, 1956-1957.
bMS 16103/28 (4) Hungary, program summary, 1957.

Italy

bMS 16103/28 (7) Medical nutrition mission to Italy (sponsored by UNRRA, USC, and Congregational Christian Service Committee) correspondence, budgets, printed medical articles 1945-1949.
bMS 16103/28 (8) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, reports and correspondence, 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (9) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, contractual letters, 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (10) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, correspondence and memoranda re: insurance, 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (11) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, correspondence between Robert Kellerman and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothea B. Jones, Henry Muller, etc., 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (12) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, reports, 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (13) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, financial statements and reports, 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (14) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, correspondence between Dr. Elmer L. Sevringhaus and Maurice B. Visscher, Howard L. Brooks, Edward A. Cahill, etc., 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (15) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, correspondence between Dr. Ernest L. Stebbins and Howard L. Brooks, Dr. Elmer Sevringhaus, Raymond B. Bragg, 1945.
bMS 16103/28 (16) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, lists of medical supplies and equipment, 1945.
bMS 16103/29 (1) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, correspondence between Maurice B. Visscher and Dorothea B. Jones, Howard L. Brooks, Edward Cahill, etc., 1945.
bMS 16103/29 (2) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, correspondence, memoranda, and reports, 1945-1946.
bMS 16103/29 (3) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, report, 1945-1946.
bMS 16103/29 (4) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, reports and correspondence, as well as a report on Czechoslovakia by Dr. Frank Gollan, 1946. Includes comments on William Emerson's suggestion for possible expansion of medical activities by Marcel Verzeano, 1946.
bMS 16103/29 (5) Medical nutrition mission to Italy, agreement with UNRRA, 1946.
bMS 16103/29 (6) Italy, 1947.
bMS 16103/29 (7) Italy, correspondence re: Italian sanitary engineering team, 1949.
bMS 16103/29 (8) Italy, correspondence between Ettore Messina and Howard L. Brooks, 1949.
bMS 16103/29 (9) Medical nutrition program in Italy, report and correspondence between Dr. Elmer L. Sevringhaus and Howard L. Brooks and Raymond B. Bragg, 1949.
bMS 16103/29 (10) Italy, correspondence between Ettore Messina and Howard L. Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16103/29 (11) Italy, report and correspondence between Dr. Elmer L. Sevringhaus and Howard L. Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16103/29 (12) Italy, report by Marion Lowe re: Social Service Project, 1957.
bMS 16103/29 (13) Italy, reports and correspondence re: reports on Social Service Project, 1957.
bMS 16103/29 (15) Italy, correspondence between Marion Lowe and Helen Fogg and Jean Charnley re: Social Service Program, 1961.

Poland, Poland/Finland

bMS 16103/29 (16) Medical mission to Poland, reports on camp in Mauvezin, France for Polish refugees, 1945.
bMS 16103/29 (17) Medical mission to Poland, reports, 1945.
bMS 16103/29 (18) "Foreign Voluntary Aid to Poland, 1945-1949: An account of the Work of the Foreign Voluntary Agencies," compiled by C.F. Horsley, Secretary to the Council of Foreign Voluntary Agencies in Poland. Warsaw, June 1949 (102 pages).
bMS 16103/29 (19) Medical teaching mission to Poland, reports, 1946.
bMS 16103/30 (1) Medical teaching mission to Poland, reports, 1946.
bMS 16103/30 (2) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, printed report, address at dedication of Kosciuszko Hospital in Piekary Slaskie, Poland, 1946-1948.
bMS 16103/30 (3) Medical mission to Poland, agreement with UNRRA, 1946.
bMS 16103/30 (4) Poland, medical team, reports and memoranda, 1946.
bMS 16103/30 (5) Medical teaching mission to Poland, outline of mission, 1946.
bMS 16103/30 (6) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Wade C. Oliver's diary, 1946.
bMS 16103/30 (7) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Dorothea B. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., memoranda, reports, and lists of medical supplies shipped, 1946-1947.
bMS 16103/30 (8) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Irving Glickman correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (9) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Magnus I. Gregersen correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (10) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Irving R. Hardy correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (11) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Marian Lipski correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (12) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Donovan J. McCune correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (13) Medical team to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and printed article, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (14) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Howard C. Naffziger correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (15) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Wade C. Oliver correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (16) Medical teaching mission to Poland, report on Silesia Polytechnic, Gliwice, Poland, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (17) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Clinton H. Thieves correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (18) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Dr. Edward Trafidlo correspondence and travel itinerary, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (19) Medical teaching mission to Poland, contract between USC and Zaklad Ubezpieczen Spolecznych and correspondence re: contract, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (20) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Noel H. Field correspondence re: Kosciuszko Hospital, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (21) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Dorothea B. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., memoranda, reports, and lists of medical supplies shipped, 1947.
bMS 16103/30 (22) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Dorothea B. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., memoranda, reports, and lists of medical supplies shipped, 1947.
bMS 16103/31 (1) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and reports on Kosciuszko Hospital, 1947.
bMS 16103/31 (2) Kosciuszko Hospital, Poland, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16103/31 (3) Kosciuszko Hospital, report, 1947.
bMS 16103/31 (4) Kosciuszko Hospital, Poland, supplies, 1947.
bMS 16103/31 (5) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence and lists re: medical and general supplies shipped, 1947.
bMS 16103/31 (6) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and reports re: Kosciuszko Hospital, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/31 (7) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence and employment applications (with photographs) re: Kosciuszko Hospital personnel, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/31 (8) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Kosciuszko Hospital laboratory equipment, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/31 (9) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Kosciuszko Hospital laboratory equipment, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/32 (1) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence and shipping invoices re: equipment for Kosciuszko Hospital, 1947-1949.
bMS 16103/32 (2) Medical mission to Poland, Kosciuszko Hospital, annual report and proposals, 1947-1949.
bMS 16103/32 (3) Medical mission to Poland, reports (many from Dorothea B. Jones, director for USC, Poland), 1947-1949.
bMS 16103/32 (4) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, draft of report, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/32 (5) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, draft of report, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/33 (1) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, Volume I, final report, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/33 (2) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, Volume I, final report, includes photographs, 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (1) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Kosciuszko Hospital equipment (Surgical Supply Corporation), 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (2) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, printed articles, and photographs of Kosciuszko Hospital, 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (3) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and employment applications (with photographs) re: Kosciuszko Hospital personnel, 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (4) Medical teaching mission to Poland, excerpts from report on preliminary trip to Poland, 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (5) Medical teaching mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence and lists re: medical supplies, 1948-1949.
bMS 16103/34 (6) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and invoices re: Kosciuszko Hospital surgical supplies, 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (7) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and invoices re: Kosciuszko Hospital surgical supplies, 1948.
bMS 16103/34 (8) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, memoranda, and invoices re: Kosciuszko Hospital surgical supplies, 1948.

bMS 16103/35 (1) Poland, shipment of supplies, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (2) Poland, Kosciuszko Hospital, official opening, address by Dorothea B. Jones, USC Director of Poland, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (3) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, July 1-August 27, 1948, published report.
bMS 16103/35 (4) Medical missions to Poland and several countries, expenditures, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (5) Medical mission to Poland, newsletters and correspondence with WHO, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (6) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Erwin Kohn and doctors and professors re: shipments of medical texts, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (7) Medical teaching mission to Poland and Finland, information bulletins on missions to Poland and Finland, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (8) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence and shipment lists re: Kosciuszko Hospital, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (9) Medical teaching mission to Poland, cables re: personnel and supply shipments, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (10) Medical teaching mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence, reports, schedules, and printed articles, 1948.
bMS 16103/35 (11) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence and lists of medical texts and supplies for Kosciuszko Hospital, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/35 (12) Medical teaching mission to Poland, Kosciuszko Hospital budget, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/35 (13) Medical teaching mission to Poland, reports, memoranda, and correspondence between Katia Altschuller and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (1) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. W. Edward Chamberlain and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (2) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Josef Charvat and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (3) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Helen Davidoff and Howard L. Brooks, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (4) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Leo M. Davidoff and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (5) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Robert Elman and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (6) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Eugene B. Ferris, Jr. and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (7) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Irving Hardy and Howard L. Brooks, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (8) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Frances Homans and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (9) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, reports, memoranda, shipping invoices, and correspondence between Dorothea B. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., January-February 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (10) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, reports, memoranda, shipping invoices, and correspondence between Dorothea B. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., March-December 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (11) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, reports, memoranda, shipping invoices, and correspondence between Dorothea B. Jones and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., March-December 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (12) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, Erwin Kohn correspondence from Poland with Howard L. Brooks, Dorothea B. Jones, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (13) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, Erwin Kohn correspondence to Poland with Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (14) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Samuel Z. Levine and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (15) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Louis Plzak and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (16) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence (includes photograph) between Olive Robbins and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (17) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Meyer Saklad and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (18) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Elmer Sevringhaus and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (19) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, employment application (with photograph) and correspondence between Lucy Shepardson and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/36 (20) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. M.C. Sosman and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (1) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. James K. Stoddard and Erwin Kohn and Raymond Bragg, and correspondence re: shipments of supplies to Kosciuszko Hospital, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/37 (2) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Judith R. Tennant and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (3) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. J.E.M. Thomson and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, Erwin Kohn, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (4) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Alfredo Vanotti and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (5) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. Joseph Vesely and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (6) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. S.M. Wolffson and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (7) Medical mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence between Dr. S. Bernard Wortis and Howard L. Brooks, Erwin Kohn, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/37 (8) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. McKeen Cattell and Dorothy E. Snavely and Marie Danielson, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (9) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. W. Edward Chamberlain and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (10) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. Leo M. Davidoff and Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (11) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. Robert D. Dripps and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (12) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. Robert Elman and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (13) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. Eugene B. Ferris and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (14) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. Louis Plzak and Howard L. Brooks, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (15) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. Meyer Saklad and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, Dorothea B. Jones, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (16) Medical mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. J.E.M. Thomson and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (17) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Frances Homans and Howard L. Brooks re: Kosciuszko Hospital, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (18) Medical teaching mission to Poland and Finland, correspondence and memoranda, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (19) Medical teaching mission to Poland, reports, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (20) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence, invoices, and inventories re: surgical supplies, 1949.
bMS 16103/37 (21) Medical teaching mission to Poland, correspondence between Dr. W. Edward Chamberlain and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/37 (22) Medical teaching mission to Poland, shipment of medical supplies to Kosciuszko Hospital, 1950.
bMS 16103/37 (23) Medical teaching mission to Poland and Finland, one letter to Raymond Baranski from Dorothy E. Snavely, February 9, 1950.
bMS 16103/37 (24) Poland, correspondence, 1958.

Russia

bMS 16103/38 (1) Russia, memoranda, correspondence, and clippings, 1955.

Switzerland

bMS 16103/38 (2) Medical mission to Switzerland, Geneva, memoranda and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16103/38 (3) Medical mission to Switzerland, Geneva, memoranda and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16103/38 (4) Medical mission to Switzerland, correspondence with WHO, 1947.
bMS 16103/38 (5) Switzerland, financial statements and correspondence between Helene Matthey and Howard L. Brooks and Raymond B. Bragg, 1950.
bMS 16103/38 (7) Switzerland, financial reports, itineraries, and correspondence re: Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (8) Switzerland, financial reports, itineraries, and correspondence re: Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (9) Switzerland, financial reports, itineraries, and correspondence re: Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (10) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, itinerary and correspondence between Dr. Baruj Benacerraf and Wilmer Froistad and Alice Sheridan, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (11) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, itinerary, reports, and correspondence between Dr. Frank J. Dixon and Wilmer Froistad and Alice Sheridan, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (12) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, itinerary, photograph, and correspondence between Dr. Robert Good and Wilmer Froistad and Alice Sheridan, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (13) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, itinerary, photograph, clippings, and correspondence between Dr. Chandler Stetson and Wilmer Froistad, Alice Sheridan, etc., 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (14) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, itinerary, clipping, and correspondence between Dr. Lewis Thomas and Wilmer Froistad and Alice Sheridan, 1958.
bMS 16103/38 (15) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, itinerary and correspondence between Dr. Ernest Witebsky and Wilmer Froistad and Alice Sheridan, 1958.
bMS 16103/39 (1) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, list of team members, 1958.
bMS 16103/39 (2) Switzerland, Medical Exchange Team on Immunopathology, team reports, 1958.

Europe, mixed

bMS 16103/39 (8) Europe, mixed, newsletters, USC minutes, reports and correspondence on medical missions to a number of countries, including Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Austria. Includes report on general efforts of USC medical missions by Dr. Erwin Kohn, 1947.
bMS 16103/39 (9) Europe, mixed, foreign mail digests, 1947.
bMS 16103/39 (11) Europe, mixed, medical missions, reports, articles and clippings, 1947.
bMS 16103/39 (14) Europe, mixed, medical relief, Dr. Erwin Kohn, cables, 1947.
bMS 16103/39 (15) Europe, mixed, medical relief, Dr. Erwin Kohn, correspondence to, 1947.
bMS 16103/40 (1) Europe, mixed, medical relief, Dr. Erwin Kohn, correspondence from, 1947.
bMS 16103/40 (2) Europe, mixed, medical relief, Dr. Erwin Kohn, correspondence from, 1947.
bMS 16103/40 (3) Europe, mixed, medical relief, work supplies, 1947.
bMS 16103/40 (4) Europe, mixed, proposed dental team, summer, 1947.
bMS 16103/40 (5) Europe, mixed, Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, correspondence, 1947-1949.
bMS 16103/40 (6) Europe, mixed, reports on the overseas work of the USC in France, Germany, Poland, etc., 1947-1952.
bMS 16103/40 (8) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Joseph C. Aub and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (9) Europe, mixed, memoranda and correspondence between Dr. Henry K. Beecher and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (10) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Joseph P. Evans and Howard L. Brooks and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (11) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Frank D. Ingraham and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (13) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Emery A. Rovenstein and Erwin Kohn, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (14) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Maurice B. Visscher and Erwin Kohn, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (15) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. L. Zechmeister and Erwin Kohn and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (16) Europe, mixed, material for USC Newsletters, includes photographs and information bulletins, 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (17) Europe, mixed, newsletters, reports, correspondence, budgets, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (18) Europe, mixed, newsletters, reports, correspondence, budgets, etc., 1948.
bMS 16103/40 (19) Europe, mixed, medical projects, newsletters, 1948.
bMS 16103/41 (1) Europe, mixed, recruiting for overseas workcamp program, 1948.
bMS 16103/41 (2) Europe, mixed, overseas work camp program, statements, instructions, and correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16103/41 (3) Europe, mixed, Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, reports made by the USC, 1948-1949.
bMS 16103/41 (4) Europe, mixed, medical missions, general reports and information, 1948-1949.
bMS 16103/41 (5) Europe, mixed, budgets for various medical programs in Europe, 1949.
bMS 16103/41 (7) Europe, mixed, B- correspondence with Dorothy E. Snavely, 1949.
bMS 16103/41 (14) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. James K. Stoddard and Raymond B. Bragg, 1949.
bMS 16103/41 (15) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Joseph F. Volker and Howard L. Brooks, Dorothy E. Snavely, etc., 1949.
bMS 16103/41 (16) Europe, mixed, rehabilitation of disabled in Europe, correspondence with Howard Brooks and Dorothy Snavey, 1949.
bMS 16103/41 (18) Europe, mixed, annual reports on shipments of relief supplies to Europe, 1949-1951.
bMS 16103/41 (19) Europe, mixed, annual reports on shipments of relief supplies to Europe, 1949-1951.
bMS 16103/42 (1) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Ancel Keys and Raymond B. Bragg and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (2) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Benjamin Kramer and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (3) Europe, mixed, P- correspondence with Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (4) Europe, mixed, S- correspondence with Howard L. Brooks and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (5) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Dr. Howard C. Taylor, Jr. and Howard L. Brooks, 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (6) Europe, mixed, V- correspondence with Howard L. Brooks, Helen Fogg, Raymond B. Bragg, and Dorothy E. Snavely, 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (7) Europe, mixed, correspondence between Maurice B. Visscher and Howard L. Brooks, Raymond B. Bragg, etc., 1950.
bMS 16103/42 (9) Europe, mixed, Helene Matthey correspondence, reports, and photographs, 1951-1952.
bMS 16103/42 (13) Europe, mixed, correspondence and agreements re: internships for foreign doctors, 1956.
bMS 16103/42 (14) Europe, mixed, medical symposia plan, 1956.
bMS 16103/42 (15) Europe, mixed, medical symposia program, correspondence and memoranda, 1956.

Medical missions, mixed

bMS 16103/66 (1) USC missions, mixed, medical projects, newsletters, 1947.
bMS 16103/66 (2) USC missions, mixed, lists of doctors for medical missions, 1947-1948.
bMS 16103/66 (3) USC missions, mixed, medical projects, newsletters, 1948.
bMS 16103/66 (4) USC missions, mixed, medical projects, newsletters, 1948.
bMS 16103/66 (6) USC missions, mixed, correspondence, memoranda, statistics, and meeting minutes, 1948.
bMS 16103/66 (7) USC missions, mixed, correspondence, memoranda, statistics, and meeting minutes, 1948.
bMS 16103/66 (8) USC missions, mixed, reports, 1948.
bMS 16103/66 (9) USC missions, mixed, medical projects, newsletters, 1949.
bMS 16103/67 (1) USC missions, mixed, warehouse shipment reports and general information, 1949.
bMS 16103/67 (2) USC missions, mixed, correspondence between Dorothy E. Snavely and travel agency re: medical mission travel plans, 1949.
bMS 16103/67 (3) USC missions, mixed, medical projects, statistics, 1950.
bMS 16103/67 (4) USC missions, mixed, medical projects, newsletters, 1950.
bMS 16103/67 (10) USC missions, mixed, shipping reports from the New York office, 1950.

Sub-Series VIII. Board of Directors and committee records

bMS 16103/70 (3) Executive Committee, meeting minutes and memoranda, 1950.

Financial and fundraising records

bMS 16103/71 (2) Budget and finances, memoranda and budget estimates, 1948.
bMS 16103/71 (3) Budget, estimates and proposals, 1948.
bMS 16103/71 (4) Budget, financial statements, budgets, and balance sheets, 1949-1950.
bMS 16103/71 (5) Budget, financial statements, budgets, and balance sheets, 1949-1950.
bMS 16103/72 (7) Ford Foundation, correspondence, memoranda, reports, notes, and annual reports, 1949-1951.

Affiliated organizations

bMS 16103/82 (8) Massachusetts Medical Society, Bulletins of Nonoperative Clinics, Clinical and Pathological Conferences and Special Meetings, 1948.
bMS 16103/82 (9) Massachusetts Medical Society, Bulletins of Nonoperative Clinics, Clinical and Pathological Conferences and Special Meetings, 1949.

Series 26

bMS 16135, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee. Board of Directors—President. Administrative Correspondence Records, 1940-1957.

Summary: Contains records of Dr. William Emerson, who was chairman of the Unitarian Service Committee when it was a standing committee of the American Unitarian Association from 1940 to 1948. Includes reports and photographs relating to work of the Service Committee throughout the world, particularly in France, Germany, England, Hungary, and Portugal. The records cover 1939-1957.

Extent: 3,657 digital images (JPEG); 2.76 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16135/1 (1) American Youth for World Youth, 1947-1948.
bMS 16135/1 (3) American Unitarian Association (AUA) Commission on Planning and Review, controversy with Unitarian Service Committee, 1947.
bMS 16135/1 (4) AUA, Unitarian Service Committee, documents concerning split between the two organizations, 1947-1950.
bMS 16135/1 (6) Board minutes, 1948.
bMS 16135/1 (7) Bragg, Raymond, general correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16135/1 (8) Brooks, Rev. Howard L, controversy over his mission to France, September-October 1941.
bMS 16135/1 (9) Communist charges, 1946-1947.
bMS 16135/1 (10) Correspondence and reports concerning work camps, J. Harry Hooper, 1940-1941.
bMS 16135/1 (11) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1946.
bMS 16135/1 (12) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1946.
bMS 16135/1 (13) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16135/1 (14) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16135/1 (15) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16135/1 (16) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16135/1 (17) Emerson, William, correspondence concerning displaced persons, 1947.
bMS 16135/2 (1) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1947-1948.
bMS 16135/2 (2) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1948.
bMS 16135/2 (3) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16135/2 (4) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1949.
bMS 16135/2 (6) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16135/2 (7) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1950.
bMS 16135/2 (8) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1951-1952.
bMS 16135/2 (9) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1953.
bMS 16135/2 (10) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1954.
bMS 16135/3 (1) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1955.
bMS 16135/3 (2) Emerson, William, correspondence, 1956-1957.
bMS 16135/3 (3) England, reports, 1941.
bMS 16135/3 (4) Executive Committee, correspondence, (includes information on medical missions), 1948.
bMS 16135/3 (5) Expansionist ambitions concerning the work of the USC, 1941.
bMS 16135/3 (6) Field, Noel and Herta, Hermann, Elsie, 1941-1950.
bMS 16135/3 (7) Finances, 1947-1956.
bMS 16135/3 (9) France, milk distribution, reports and photograph, August 1940.
bMS 16135/3 (10) France, Toulouse, reports and correspondence with Persis Miller, 1947-1956.
bMS 16135/3 (11) Germany, child care, reports and correspondence, 1948-1954.
bMS 16135/3 (12) Growing pains of Unitarian Service Committee, (philosophy and policy changes and statements, resignations, etc.), 1940-1948.
bMS 16135/3 (14) Home Service Committee, includes reports on work camps, 1941-1950.
bMS 16135/3 (15) Hungary, memos from Frank Glick, 1956.
bMS 16135/3 (18) Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, 1947.
bMS 16135/3 (20) Lisbon, report from Charles Joy, 1941.
bMS 16135/3 (21) Lisbon, work details, 1941.
bMS 16135/3 (22) Lisbon, Robert Dexter, correspondence, 1941.
bMS 16135/3 (23) Medical missions, general, 1947-1956.
bMS 16135/4 (2) Memoranda and documents prepared by staff of Unitarian Service Committee at request of President of AUA, (includes 1946 letter from Noel Field), 1941-1946.
bMS 16135/4 (7) "Notes on the Education Projects in the Camps" by Noel Field, 1941.
bMS 16135/4 (9) Public relations and fundraising materials, 1939.
bMS 16135/4 (10) Publications, reports and correspondence, 1946-1949. Includes texts of speeches given by Seth Gano and Juraj Slavik at a USC fundraising event at the Harvard Club in 1947, plus biographical information about other speakers at this event.
bMS 16135/4 (11) Relief, post war, record of shipments, 1948.
bMS 16135/4 (13) Spain, notes on film about Spanish refugees in France, 43 pages, 1952.
bMS 16135/4 (14) Tempi, Herta, firing of, 1947.
bMS 16135/4 (16) Unitarian Service Committee, organizational material, 1938-1948.

Series 27

bMS 16146, Selected Records of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee. Executive Director. Correspondence Files: International Projects, 1940-1947.

Summary: Contains records of Robert Dexter, executive director, 1941-1944, and Charles Joy, executive director, 1944-1946, correspondence from Edward A. Cahill, associate director, 1944-1947, Howard L. Brooks, associate director, 1943-1953, and acting director, July-November 1952, July 1946-March 1947, and other people associated with the Service Committee, such as Noel Field and Elizabeth Dexter. Reports relate to experiences of refugees in Italy, particularly in Vienna and Bologna, as well as in Czechoslovakia and other parts of Europe.

Extent: 2,831 digital images (JPEG); 2.37 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16146/1 (1) American Association of University Women.
bMS 16146/1 (2) Central Bureau for Relief of the Evangelical Churches of Europe.
bMS 16146/1 (3) College and summer institutes, 1942.
bMS 16146/1 (4) Crobel, Dr. W.K., 1943.
bMS 16146/1 (5) Czechs, 1940-1943.
bMS 16146/1 (6) -D-, 1943.
bMS 16146/1 (7) Department of State.
bMS 16146/1 (8) Displaced persons.
bMS 16146/1 (9) -E-, 1943.
bMS 16146/1 (10) England, relief work, 1941-1942.
bMS 16146/1 (11) -F-, 1943.
bMS 16146/1 (12) Field, Noel H., 1943-1948.
bMS 16146/1 (13) Field, Noel H., 1943-1948.
bMS 16146/2 (1) Finance Committee.
bMS 16146/2 (3) Geneva, correspondence, Noel Field, 1942-1944.
bMS 16146/2 (4) Geneva, correspondence, 1944.
bMS 16146/2 (5) Geneva, correspondence, 1944. Includes letter from Mrs. Champsaur.
bMS 16146/2 (6) Geneva, correspondence, 1944.
bMS 16146/2 (7) Geneva, letters from, 1946.
bMS 16146/2 (8) Geneva, letters from, 1946.
bMS 16146/2 (9) Geneva, letters to Field, 1945-1946. Includes reports on Vienna and Bologna.
bMS 16146/3 (1) -H-, 1943.
bMS 16146/3 (2) Hibbert Houses.
bMS 16146/3 (3) -I-, 1943.
bMS 16146/3 (4) Key to master files, 1943.
bMS 16146/3 (5) Labor organizations, 1941-1942.
bMS 16146/3 (6) Lisbon-based Catholic organizations, 1941-1942.
bMS 16146/3 (7) Miscellaneous.
bMS 16146/3 (8) Pamphlets, 1943.
bMS 16146/3 (9) Postwar reconstruction, 1943.
bMS 16146/3 (10) Projects, 1942-1943.
bMS 16146/3 (11) Relief organizations, 1941.
bMS 16146/3 (12) -S-, 1943.
bMS 16146/3 (13) Switzerland. Noel Field confidential correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16146/3 (14) Switzerland. Noel Field confidential correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16146/3 (15) Transportation, 1941-1943.
bMS 16146/3 (16) -V-, 1941-1943.

Series 28

bMS 16171, Selected Records of the Unitarian Service Committee.

Summary: Contains correspondence between various members of the Unitarian Service Committee (USC), such as Raymond Bragg, Howard Brooks, Charles Joy, and Edward Cahill, who were all USC executives. Includes material relating to several other USC staff members, such as Katharine Taylor, Marianne Welter, Helen Fogg, and Gustav Ulrich, who all worked on projects centered on children in Germany; and correspondence from Maurice Visscher, who worked on nutritional projects in France; Zoltan Nagy, a Unitarian minister who fled from Hungary to establish himself in the United States; and Ernst Papanek, who worked with American Youth for World Youth. Contains also reports relating to case work policies, relationship of the USC to the UUA, medical missions in Italy, Austria, and Germany, and projects the USC was engaged in at home.

Extent: 3,940 digital images (JPEG); 3.32 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16171/1 (1) Case work policies, 1945-1947.
bMS 16171/1 (2) Dental supplies, 1947.
bMS 16171/1 (3) Documents and correspondence concerning the relationship of the USC to the AUA, 1949.
bMS 16171/1 (4) Executive Committee and General Committee, minutes, 1940-1941.
bMS 16171/1 (5) Financial records, USC, 1947.
bMS 16171/1 (6) Financial records, USC, 1947.
bMS 16171/1 (7) Findly, John K., director of home projects, 1947-1948.
bMS 16171/1 (8) Inter-office memos, 1947.
bMS 16171/1 (9) Inter-office memos, 1948.
bMS 16171/1 (10) J correspondence, (includes Homer Jack), 1947-1948.
bMS 16171/1 (11) Joy, Charles R., reports and correspondence to Edward Cahill concerning the Italian medical nutrition mission, 1945.
bMS 16171/1 (14) Medical relief work, reports and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16171/1 (15) Medical relief work, reports and correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16171/2 (1) Mendelsohn, Rev. Jack, USC medical mission to Austria, 1947.
bMS 16171/2 (2) Migrant workers, articles and news clippings, 1947.
bMS 16171/2 (3) Moore, Mrs. Dudley, Home Projects Committee, 1950.
bMS 16171/2 (4) Moore, Mrs. Dudley, Home Projects Committee, 1950.
bMS 16171/2 (5) Muller, Henry, 1947.
bMS 16171/2 (6) Nagy, Zoltan, includes photographs, 1949-1951.
bMS 16171/2 (7) Nagy, Zoltan, includes photographs, 1949-1951.
bMS 16171/2 (8) Nagy, Zoltan, includes photographs, 1949-1951.
bMS 16171/2 (10) Office administration, correspondence, 1947.
bMS 16171/2 (11) Papanek, Ernst, biographical information, reports, photograph.
bMS 16171/2 (13) Public relations department, 1947.
bMS 16171/2 (14) Purchasing gifts in kind, 1947.
bMS 16171/3 (1) Reports: includes handwritten report to the USC Board of Directors from Howard Brooks, October 2, 1952.
bMS 16171/3 (2) Sharp, Waitstill, 1947.
bMS 16171/3 (3) Taylor, Katharine, 1947-1950.
bMS 16171/3 (6) Toplisky, Victor, 1949.
bMS 16171/3 (7) Ulrich, Gustav, 1949.
bMS 16171/3 (8) UUSC, general reports, significant correspondence, statistical information, medical mission to Germany, international and home projects (includes work with Navajos), 1950-1953.
bMS 16171/3 (9) UUSC, general reports, significant correspondence, statistical information, medical mission to Germany, international and home projects (includes work with Navajos), 1950-1953.
bMS 16171/3 (10) Visscher, Maurice, correspondence, mostly with Howard Brooks, 1947-1950.
bMS 16171/3 (11) Visscher, Maurice, medical missions, 1944-1945.
bMS 16171/4 (3) Welter, Marianne, correspondence with Helen Fogg, Katharine Taylor, and others concerning work with children in Germany, 1949-1951.
bMS 16171/4 (4) Welter, Marianne, correspondence with Helen Fogg, Katharine Taylor, and others concerning work with children in Germany, 1949-1951.
bMS 16171/4 (5) Welter, Marianne, correspondence with Helen Fogg, Katharine Taylor, and others concerning work with children in Germany, 1949-1951.
bMS 16171/4 (6) Welter, Marianne, correspondence with Helen Fogg, Katharine Taylor, and others concerning work with children in Germany, 1949-1951.

---

**Series 29**

**bMS 16181, Selected Records of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee. Audiovisual Records. Photographs, 1941-1986.**

**Summary:** Contains photographs documenting work of the Unitarian and Universalist Service Committees in a number of countries throughout the world. Many of these photographs document medical missions in Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, Greece, Italy, Germany, Poland and Finland.

**Extent:** 1,968 digital images (JPEG); 1.42 GB.

**Inventory:**

- **bMS 16181/1 (6)** Austria, medical mission, 1947.
- **bMS 16181/1 (7)** Czechoslovakia, medical teaching mission, USC, 1946.
- **bMS 16181/1 (8)** Czechoslovakia, medical teaching mission, USC, 1946.
- **bMS 16181/1 (9)** Czechoslovakia, medical teaching mission, USC, 1946.
- **bMS 16181/1 (10)** Czechoslovakia, occupational therapy team, Kladruby, 1947.
- **bMS 16181/1 (11)** Czechoslovakia, Kladruby State Rehabilitation Hospital, c. 1947.
- **bMS 16181/2 (3)** France, Marseille Dispensary, 1941-1942.
- **bMS 16181/2 (4)** France, Toulouse, Spanish refugees and Toulouse clinic.
- **bMS 16181/2 (8)** Germany, refugees c. 1946.
- **bMS 16181/2 (9)** Germany, dental team, Munich and Tubingen, 1951.
- **bMS 16181/2 (10)** Germany, Druhwald Youth Center, project of Arbeiterwohlfahrt, scenes of 1949, 1950, 1951 Universalist Summer Projects.
- **bMS 16181/2 (11)** Germany, medical mission, 1948-1950.
- **bMS 16181/2 (12)** Germany, medical mission, 1948-1950.
- **bMS 16181/2 (13)** Germany, medical mission, 1948-1950.
- **bMS 16181/2 (14)** Germany, refresher course for DP students, 1949.
- **bMS 16181/2 (15)** Germany, refresher course for DP physicians, 1949.
- **bMS 16181/3 (1)** Greece and Italy, medical mission, 1948.
- **bMS 16181/3 (2)** Greece and Italy, medical mission, 1948.
- **bMS 16181/3 (4)** Hungary, c. 1957.
- **bMS 16181/3 (10)** Israel, mission, 1951.
- **bMS 16181/3 (11)** Israel and Iran, medical mission
- **bMS 16181/3 (12)** Italy, medical mission, 1946.
- **bMS 16181/5 (5)** Poland: includes photographs of the medical mission to Poland, photographs of doctors and Kosciuszko Hospital in Piekary Slaskie, Poland.
- **bMS 16181/5 (6)** Poland: includes photographs of the medical mission to Poland, photographs of doctors and Kosciuszko Hospital in Piekary Slaskie, Poland.
- **bMS 16181/5 (7)** Poland: includes photographs of the medical mission to Poland, photographs of doctors and Kosciuszko Hospital in Piekary Slaskie, Poland.
bMS 16181/8 (10) USC medical teaching mission to Israel, Howard L. Brooks, director, with the compliments of the Ministry of Health, Jerusalem, September-October 1951.
bMS 16181/8 (14) YMCA, US prisoners of war in Germany.

Series 30


Summary: Contains mainly correspondence of Robert C. Dexter, Executive Director of the Unitarian Service Committee, letters regarding work of the Service Committee in its efforts to assist victims of war-torn Europe. Includes correspondence from Martha and Waitstill Sharp, regarding aiding displaced persons, well-being of children, finding homes for them in the United States. Correspondence is arranged alphabetically by correspondent's last name, or the name of an institution.

Extent: 7,903 digital images (JPEG); 6.44 GB.

Inventory:
bMS 16185/1 (1) A, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (2) Affidavit signatures, January-April 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (3) Agendas, minutes, reports, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (4) Agendas, minutes, reports, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (5) Alexander School, August 1940-April 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (6) B, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (7) C, 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (8) Cables received, January-June 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (9) Cables received, 1942.
bMS 16185/1 (10) Cables received, July-December 1940.
bMS 16185/1 (11) Cables received, July-December 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (12) Cables sent, January-April 1942.
bMS 16185/1 (13) Cables sent, 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (14) Cables sent, 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (15) Cables sent, 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (16) Cables sent, 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (17) Cables sent, July-December 1940.
bMS 16185/1 (18) Children, general, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (19) Children, general, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (20) Children, general, offers of homes.
bMS 16185/1 (21) Children, group project of Martha Sharp, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (22) Children, group project of Martha Sharp, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (23) Churches, June 1940-March 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (24) Czechs, May 1940-April 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (25) Czech students, January-May 1941.
bMS 16185/1 (26) D, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/1 (27) Department of State, January 1940-March 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (1) E, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (2) Engagements, Robert Dexter, July 1940-March 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (3) Engagements, Martha and Waitstill Sharp, December 1940-March 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (4) European representatives, letters, 1940-1941. Also includes "Report on Trip to Europe, January 27-April 29, 1940," by Robert and Elizabeth Dexter.
bMS 16185/2 (5) European representatives, letters, June 1940-January 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (6) European representatives, letters, May 1941-October 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (7) European representatives, letters, August-April 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (8) Expenses, June 1940-April 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (9) F, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (10) Food policy, November 1940-January 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (11) G, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (12) Great Britain, correspondence, September 1940-May 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (13) H, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (14) Hospitality, Mrs. Frederick, April-May 1940.
bMS 16185/2 (15) I, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (16) Internment camps, medical sanitary project, January-April 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (17) J, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (18) K, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (19) L, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (20) Loans outstanding, April-May 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (21) M, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (22) Memoranda.
bMS 16185/2 (23) N, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (24) O, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (25) P, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (26) Personnel, October 1940-April 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (27) Poles, November 1940-April 1941.
bMS 16185/2 (28) "Polish Acts of Atrocity Against German Minority in Poland."
bMS 16185/2 (29) Publicity, general.
bMS 16185/2 (30) Publicity, Christian Register.
bMS 16185/2 (31) Publicity, newspaper committees, 1940.
bMS 16185/2 (32) Q.
bMS 16185/2 (33) R, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (34) Recruits, Chandler, Alexander.
bMS 16185/2 (35) Recruits, Jones, Lee.
bMS 16185/2 (36) Recruits, general.
bMS 16185/2 (37) Recruits, Subcommittee Mass Council of Churches.
bMS 16185/2 (38) S, 1940.
bMS 16185/2 (39) Sharp, Martha, memoranda.
bMS 16185/2 (40) Sharp, Martha and Waitstill.
bMS 16185/2 (41) Speaking material.
bMS 16185/2 (42) T, May-December 1940.
bMS 16185/2 (43) Telegrams sent, July 1940-April 1942.
bMS 16185/2 (44) Transportation, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (45) U, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (46) V, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (47) W, 1940-1941.
bMS 16185/2 (48) Witte, E.B.
bMS 16185/2 (51) X,Y,Z, 1940-1941.

Series 31

bMS 16254, Selected Records of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, Scrapbooks and Memorabilia, 1946-1951.

Summary: Contains of oversized scrapbooks, c. 1946-1951, consisting mainly of newspaper clippings. Newspaper clipping relate to displaced persons from World War II; a toy loan library; medical teams working abroad, hospital building projects, medical information exchanges in countries such as Germany, Poland, and Israel; collaborations with United Nations service efforts; fund-raising programs; youth volunteer projects; and information about Helen Fogg, who was a leading figure in the Service Committee's activities during and after World War II.

Extent: 716 digital images; 850 MB.

Inventory:
bMS 16254/1 (2) Scrapbook, 1947-1948.
bMS 16254/1 (3) Scrapbook, 1949.
bMS 16254/2 (2) Scrapbook, 1950.
bMS 16254/2 (3) Scrapbook, 1946-1953.
bMS 16254/3 (1) Scrapbook, 1951.